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INTRODUCTION 
Over the last few decades there has been a lot of activity in the 
branch of mathematics called singularity theory. Here by 
singularities we mean either singularities of analytic spaces, or 
singularities of maps f: (C ,0) » (C ,0). The simplest case 
is the case of isolated hypersurface singularities. These are 
defined by a single germ of a holomorphic function 
f: (C ,0) » (C,0), such that 0 is an isolated singular 
point. Usually one puts some kind of equivalence relation on the 
set of all germs of holomorphic functions. We mention Я (right) and 
X (contact) equivalence. Two germs f and g are called K-equivalent 
if there exists a biholomorphic map h: (C ,0) — — » (C ,0) such 
-1 -1 that f = goh; X-equivalent if f (0) and g (0) are isomorphic as 
analytic spaces. 
The ultimate goal in singularity theory is classifying 
singularities (say up to ^-equivalence). Here by classification we 
mean that we give a representative of each right equivalence class 
(normal forms), and methods to determine whether two functions 
belong to the same equivalence class. As with most general 
classification problems in mathematics this problem is much too 
difficult even to have a chance to be solved. One of the first 
classification results was obtained by Thorn, who classified the 
so-called elementary catastrophes. Later Arnol'd made a 
"beginning" of the classification. To explain the word beginning, 
one introduces a useful invariant of a singularity called 
modality. In vague terms, modality is the number of continuous 
parameters occuring in a normal form of the singularity. For 
instance, the 0-modal singularities (also called simple 
singularities etc.) are classified by the well-known A-D-E list: 
k+1 2 2 
V f = xo + x i + ··· 
k-1 2 2 
Dk: f = x 0 + x 1x 0 - x 2 
4 3 2 E6: f = x 0 + χ1 + x 2 + . 
r- 3 3 2 
E7: f = x 1x 0 + χ1 + x 2 + 
+ X 
η 
: ' - > < 
η 
. . .
 + x
2 
η 
kal 
ка4 
5 3 2 2 
E8 : f = X0 + Xl + X2 + ··· + Xn 
Another not ion which reflects very well the hierarchy of 
singularities is that of adjacency. A class of singularities К is 
called adjacent to another class of singularities L (notation 
L » K) if every function f 6 L can be deformed into a function 
of К by an arbitrarily small peturbation. Note that the adjacency 
relation defines a partial ordering on the equivalence classes of 
singularities. All adjacencies of the A-D-E singularities are 
given by: 
\ > Ak-i k £ 2 · 
Dk » V i ^ 5 · Dk » Ak-1 ^ 4 
Ek — » Ek-i k = 7 · 8 · Ek — » Dk-r Ek — » V i k = 6 · 7 · 8 · 
Both for classification and adjacency problems one introduces 
invariants of an equivalence class of singularities. One would 
like these to be easily calculable, take as much as possible 
different values on different equivalence classes and respect the 
partial ordering given by the adjacency relation in some sense. 
Many invariants stem from the so-called Milnor fibration. We give 
some examples, but we first recall how the Milnor fibration is 
defined (see [Mi]). Let f:(Cn+1.0) > (C,0) be a germ of a 
holomorphic function. Take 0 < η « ε sufficiently small. Let В be 
n+1 * C 
the ball of radius ε in С , and S the punctured disc of radius 
_i « ^ » 
η. Then the map f: В \f (S ) > S is a locally trivial 
ε η η 
fibration. A typical fibre F of this fibration is called the 
Milnor fibre. For an isolated singularity, F is homotopy 
equivalent to a bouquet of n-spheres; the number of these is 
called the Milnor number μ. This number is also equal to 
dim (0 /J(f)), J(f) being the ideal generated by the partial 
derivatives of f. So the Milnor fibre has only one non-trivial 
reduced cohomology group H (F,Ζ) s ζ . The group H (F,Ζ) together 
with the intersection form on it (defined by intersecting cycles 
on the Milnor fibre) gives rise to the Milnor lattice. Also the 
monodromy leads to useful invariants . Walking once around the 
origin of the punctured disc S gives a diffeomorphism of the 
Milnor fibre, hence also an automorphism on the cohomology 
2 
H (F,С). By the monodromy theorem [Br] the eigenvalues of the 
monodromy automorphism are roots of unity. A more detailed study 
gives rise to the notion of the spectrum of an isolated 
hypersurface singularity, which is a very useful and strong 
invariant. We refer the reader to [Lo], [A-G-V], [Di] for much 
more information on isolated singularities. 
If one looks at the A-D-E list of singularities one sees two 
infinite series A, and D, occur. Also for the 1-modal and 2-modal 
к к 
singularities there appear chains of singularities which one would 
like to call series. Arnol'd recognized this phenomenon, and made 
some vague remarks about it (see [A-G-V]). Even now, a general 
definition of a series of singularities is not known. As Arnol'd 
says: "It is only clear that the series are associated with 
singularities of infinite multiplicity, so that the hierarchy of 
series reflects the hierarchy of non-isolated singularities". 
Indeed, deleting the part in the equations which varies with the 
indices one gets a function which one would like to call the stem 
of the series [Pe 2]. For instance for the A and D series one 
gets: 
2 2 
A : f = xf + . . . + χ 
» 1 η 
2 2 2 
D : f = x.x- + x 0 + ... + χ . œ 1 0 2 η 
Motivated by these remarks, Siersma [Si] started to study the 
simplest classes of non-isolated singularities, the so-called 
isolated line singularities. These are singularities with a smooth 
one dimensional singular locus and such that at a general point of 
the singular locus the germ is equivalent to an A singularity. 
Ú0 
Pellikaan, in his thesis [Pe 1], investigated hypersurface 
singularities with a general one dimensional singular locus. He 
obtained the best results if the singular locus is a one 
dimensional complete intersection singularity. Another point of 
view has been taken by Van Straten, who studied non-isolated 
singularities by means of an improvement. This is a good 
substitute for the notion of resolution for isolated 
singularities. Other investigations were made by Lê, lomdin, Kato 
and Matsumoto and others, who were mainly concerned with the 
3 
topology of the Milnor fibre. 
This thesis is a continuation of the study of non-isolated 
singularities. In chapter one we study singularities with a smooth 
one dimensional singular locus Σ, which we call line singularities. 
Our purpose is to determine the homotopy type of the Milnor fibre. 
To describe the classes of line singularities for which we 
succeeded to solve this problem we introduce the notion of 
transverse singularity type on a branch of the singular locus of a 
non-isolated hypersurface singularity [Pe 1]. This is the μ-class 
(for the definition of μ-class see [Pe 1] I (9.1)) of singularities 
which one obtains by restricting the function to a transversal 
slice on a general point of the branch of the singular locus. If 
the transverse type is a simple singularity, then it is even 
defined as a ^-equivalence class. The classes we study in chapter 
one are line singularities with transverse type Α., A-, A_, D., E_, 
E_ and E . The method we use consists of determining deformations ( о 
which fix the singular locus and deform the transverse singularity 
trivially. We write down deformations such that only "elementary" 
singularities occur and maybe some A. singularities outside the 
singular locus. Now the Milnor fibre of the original function is 
built up out of the Milnor fibres of the elementary singularities 
and the A. points. Moreover algebraic formulas are given for the 
number of A. points ала elementary line singularities occuring in 
the constructed deformation. For the number of A points the 
formula is still conjectural in a number of cases. Moreover we 
remark that these formulas are only valid for the constructed 
deformations; there are counterexamples for other deformations. The 
main result is that in all cases we consider the Milnor fibre is 
homotopy equivalent to a wedge of η-spheres wedged with a wedge of 
(n-1)-spheres. 
In chapter two we consider hypersurface singularities f with 
a one dimensional singular locus Σ and transverse type Α.. In case 
Σ is a complete intersection, Pellikaan proved that the only 
singularities one has to allow in a generic peturbation (in which 
it is assumed that the singular locus deforms in a flat way) are 
4 
the A , D and A. singularities. He also gives formulas in that 
case for the number of A. and D singularities. If I is the ideal 
1 oo 
defining the singular locus and J(f) the ideal generated by the 
partial derivatives he proves that: 
# A, + # D = dinv(I/J(f)). 
1 oo С Ρ 
Moreover because Σ is a complete intersection one has that f e I 
[Pe 1]. So if I = (g...... g ) with g. g a regular sequence 
one can choose a symmetric matrix h. . such that f = J] h. .g.g.. 
Pellikaan proves that: 
# D = dinUO/d+deUh. .))· 
» С ij 
In case Σ is not a complete intersection, it is in general not 
possible to write down a deformation for which in a general fibre 
only A , D and A. singularities occur. Indeed the ordinary triple 
oo oo 1 
point, defined by the function f = xyz, is rigid for the 
deformation theory of non-isolated singularities. Nevertheless we 
define a natural generalization of the number of D points, the so 
Ш 
called virtual number of D points of f, denoted by VD (f). It is 
00 00 
proved that the total virtual number of D points is constant in a 
00 
deformation. We remark here, that the definition is not very well 
suited for concrete computations. For surfaces we prove in chapter 
three (written jointly with D. van Straten) a formula for the 
virtual number of D points which might be easier to compute. 
00 
A nice surprise is that the virtual number of D points can be 
00 
negative. This is best illustrated by the beautiful example of 
2 2 2 Pellikaan: f = (yz) + (xz) + (xy) , for which he gives two 
different deformations, one exhibiting 6 D and one ordinary 
00 
triple point, the second one giving 4 D points. Because the total 
00 
virtual number of D points is constant, we get that the virtual 
00 
number of D points of the ordinary triple point is equal to -2. 
00 
Using the virtual number of D points we prove a formula for the 
00 
Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre, which is a 
generalization of the corresponding formula for the case that the 
singular locus is a complete intersection. In the appendix of 
chapter two (written jointly with A.J. de Jong) we show that the 
local invariant VD adds up to a global invariant of a divisor in 
00 
a smooth manifold. This generalizes a classical formula about the 
3 
number of ordinary singularities on a surface in Ρ . 
5 
In the final chapter we investigate the deformation theory of 
non-isolated singularities. A good example to keep in mind is the 
same example as above. Pellikaan computed the base space of the 
versal family of this singularity. It is the union of a smooth 6 
dimensional space with a general smooth 4 dimensional space in a 7 
dimensional vectorspace. A simple but important remark is that the 
normalization X of the space X defined by f = 0 is the cone over 
4 
the rational normal curve of degree 4 in Ρ . As is well known, the 
base space of the semiuniversal deformation of X has the same 
structure (up to a shift of dimension), see [Pi]. This is not a 
coincidence: we will prove that the deformation functor 
~ - 3 
Def(X » X) (X normal, X с С with transverse A singularities) 
is naturally equivalent to the functor of the so called admissible 
deformations of the non-isolated singularity X. 
We give formulas for the vectorspace Τ of admissible deformations 
2 
over εΐε]. We identify a space Τ to which obstructions for 
lifting deformations to a slightly bigger base space map. A 
formula for the Τ of the surface singularity X can be given in 
terms of X alone. Furthermore, a formula for the dimension of 
smoothing components of normal surface singularities is proved. As 
a final application, we determine the "essential" part of the base 
spaces of the semiuniversal deformation of all rational quadruple 
points, without even having determined equations for these 
singularities. 
As a by-product of the study of the deformation theory of 
non-isolated singularities we define, if the singular locus is 
non-obstructed, a non degenerate symmetric bilinear form on the 
normal bundle of the singular locus called the Hessian. This 
Hessian is important for two reasons. The first one is to get the 
2 
obstruction space Τ mentioned above as small as possible. The 
second reason is that there is a close connection to the virtual 
number of D points of chapter two. 
" 3 
For surfaces in С there is also an "antisymmetric Hessian". The 
geometric meaning of this Hessian, is up to now unclear. Also the 
problem to define a (anti-) symmetric Hessian in general is still 
open. We hope to work on these problems in the near future. 
6 
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CHAPTER ONE 
SOME CLASSES OF LINE SINGULARITIES 
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%3 The topology of the Milnor fibre. 
References 
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%0 Introduction. 
(0.1) In this paper we study germs of holomorphic functions 
f: (C ,0) • (c,0) with the properties: 
1) The critical set x(f) of f is smooth and one dimensional. 
2) The transversal singularity of f in points of Z(f) - 0 is of fixed 
simple type. 
We consider these functions under right equivalence. If the 
coordinates of (c ,0) are x,y.,...,y we can and will assume that 
r(f) = ly. = ... y = 0 | . Therefore we call these singularities line 
singularities (cf. [Si 1]). The second condition means that for all 
с * о and sufficiently small the isolated singularity 
f
c
: (c\o) • (C,0); f
c
(y) := f(c,y) 
is of fixed simple type, called the transversal singularity of f. The 
simple isolated singularities were classified by Arnol'd, and we 
recall the list (see [A-G-V]). 
A k : f = y l + y 2 + " · + y n ' k - 1 " 
0
ν
: f = y j " 1 + y.yí? + у^ + . . . + yf; к > 4. 
к' 
£
 • У 
Е 7 : f = У 
'1^2 ' З J n ' 
3 2 2 
+ У 2 + У 3 + ·•· + У п · 
3 2 2 
У2 + у 2 + Уз + - - - + у п . 
г. « 5 ^ 3
Х
2
Х х
2 
Е 8 : f = У 1 + У 2 + У 3 + · ' · + У п · 
(0.2) The main purpose of this paper is to study the Hilnor fibre. The 
starting point is a lemma of Siersma ([Si 2]), which states that if we 
have a deformation of a line singularity which is locally trivial 
outside the origin (i.e. "nothing happens outside 0"), then the 
10 
induced Milnor fibrations above a small circle around the origin in с 
are equivalent. For a precise formulation see (3.2). It is handy to 
construct deformations in which only "elementary" singularities occur, 
which are hopefully easier to study. However, to the author's 
knowledge, no general theory about such deformations is available. 
(0.3) The condition that for a given f the singular locus contains 
2 
ly = 01 (we write у for y., ..., у ) can be expressed by f e (у) . 
(see [Si 1]). But the condition that f has a given transversal 
singularity is much more difficult (except for transversal A . ) . It is 
given by complicated equations, and even to determine these equations 
seems to be impractical. Moreover, if we have a singularity with given 
transversal type, it is not easy in general to construct deformations 
which are locally trivial outside the origin. One has to be careful 
that one does not destroy the transversal structure. We use the 
following trick to construct deformations: 
2 
Determine vectorspaces I(S) с (у) , where S is a given transversal 
type with the following properties: 
1) It is so small, that every f e I(S) has at least transversal type 
S. 
2) It is so big that: 
a) Every line singularity with transversal type S has a right 
representative which lies in I(S). 
b) If f, g e I(S) are line singularities with transversal type S, 
and f and g are right equivalent, then there exists a 
h: (C a + 1,0) -I—» (C n + 1,0) with f°h = g and h*(I(S)) = I(S). 
Π 
Given a line singularity with transversal type S, we can assume by 
2.a) that f e I(S). Then f + tg with g s I(S) will be a deformation 
which is locally trivial outside the origin. Of course, conditions 1) 
and 2) are so strong, that one cannot hope to find vectorspaces I(S) 
for every S. We prove however that we can find vectorspaces I(S) 
(which turn out to be ideals!) if the transversal type is A-, A?, A,, 
D., E, and, if η = 2, E_ and Eg. We therefore concentrate in this 
paper on these transversal types. 
(0.4) Almost all constructions in this paper will be done with the 
help of these ideals. We introduce the codimension and the codimension 
zero and one singularities are classified. It will be proved that the 
codimension of f is finite if and only if f has |y = 0) as critical 
locus and the transversal type is S. Moreover, these codimension zero 
and one singularities are precisely the elementary singularities we 
have to allow in a generic deformation, except for a few isolated 
Morse (A.) singularities outside |y = 0). One can easily give 
algebraic invariants which calculate the number of codimension one 
singularities in such a deformation. For the number of A^ ^ points, we 
define the Jacobi number. However, we cannot prove everything what 
seems to be true about this Jacobi number (see ъ2). 
(0.5) In %3 we determine the homotopy type of the line singularities 
we consider with elementary algebraic topology. We follow Siersma's 
treatment ([Si 2]) closely. To apply it we have to determine the 
topology of the Milnor fibre of the codimension one singularities. It 
will turn out that the Milnor fibre has the homotopy type of 
ν S ν S , where & is zero most of the time. 
12 
(0.6) Line singularities with transversal type A. were studied by 
Siersma ([Si 1]). His results have been generalized to the case that 
the singular locus Σ is a one dimensional complete intersection, and 
the transversal type is A. by Pellikaan and Siersma ([Pe], [Si 2]). 
There are recent results for Σ not a complete intersection. We refer 
to the thesis of Pellikaan ( [Pe]) and a preprint of the author ([Jo]). 
(0.7) The coordinates of С will be χ, γ.,-.-,γ · But if η = 2 we 
often use the notation y. = y, y, = z, and if η = 3 also y 3 = w. 
Sometimes we list only the function in the stable equivalence class 
with the minimal number of variables. Throughout the paper η > 2, and 
the singular locus Σ = {y1 = ... = у = 0 | . Moreover sometimes we use 
О instead of c|x,y..,... ,y ). 
We refer to Siersma ([Si 2]) for references concerning non isolated 
singularities. 
(0.8) Acknowledgements: The author wishes to thank R. Pellikaan, 
D. Siersma, J. Steenbrink and D. van Straten for many discussions and 
advices. Moreover thanks to the referee for comments on an earlier 
draft of this paper, and to the University of Kaiserslautern for its 
hospitality. 
*1. Deformations and Invariants. 
(1.1) In this paragraph we determine ideals I(S), define invariants 
and prove a Morsification theorem. 
13 
(1.2) Proposition. Let f: (С ,0) » (C,0) be a line singularity 
and let the transversal type S be either A-, A», A3, D., E,, E_ or Eg. 
Assume η = 2 if S = E_ or Eg. Then f is right equivalent to a germ 
g € I(S), where I(S) is defined as follows: 
I(S) = I ideal of functions g with order(g) > 1 }, where the weights 
of the coordinates are: weight(x) = 0, weight (y.) = 1/2 (i = 3,...,n) 
and 
weight(y.) weight(yj 
Aj 1/2 1/2 
A2 1/3 1/2 
A3 1/4 1/2 
D 4 1/3 1/3 
E 6 1/4 1/3 
E 7 2/9 1/3 
E 8 1/5 1/3 
Table 1 
Proof: The proof is elementary. First of all, because Z(f) =(y), we 
2 
have that f e (y) . See Siersma ([Si 1]). This proves the result for 
S = Aj. Consider the 2-jet of f in y^, ,y . This can be seen as a 
quadratic form in y..,...,y with coefficients in c|x). Because one can 
take the square root of a unit in c|x) and 1/2 € c|x), we can change 
the coordinates linearly such that the 2-jet has the form (see [M-H]): 
n
 2 (*) Σ a. -y. with a. € c|x|. 
i=l 1 ^-
If S = А. (к > 2) resp. D. (k > 4), Ε-,Ε-,Ε^ then the corank of this 
quadratic form is 1 resp. 2. (See [A-G-V]). Therefore, after a 
14 
permutation of the y. , we may assume that a. = 0 resp a. = ou = 0 in 
(*) , proving the result for S = A. and D.. If S = A,, we have just 
seen that we may assume: 
3 n f = A-y1 + г С. .у.у. + R, order (R) > 1, where the weights of the 
i,j=2 1 3 1 :, 
coordinates are as in the S = A, case, and А, С . e c|xl. For с * 0 
/ ij 
and sufficiently small we have that det (C..(c)) * o, because the 
quadratic form has corank 1. But then A(c) = 0, since otherwise the 
transversal type would be Α.. Thus A = 0, which completes the proof in 
case S = A 3. Now let S = E,, E_ or E». Because we have a. = a. = 0 in 
(*) we have: 
f = A'y^ + B ,y^y 2 + С
,
у 1У2 + D'y^ + Σ a.y? + R, with order(R) > 1, 
where the weights of the coordinates are as in the S = D. case and 
A', B', C', D' e clx). Then: 
f = xq-(Ay^ + By^y2 + Cy^j + Dy^) + Σ а^ + R; q € 2, q > 0, and 
A, B, C, or D a unit in Clx). Therefore, after a possible interchange 
of y. and y» we have that С or D is a unit. For every с * о, the 3-jet 
of f (у) := f (c,y) has to be equivalent to (осу. + /Jy,) , because 
S = E,, E_ or E«. (See [A-G-V]). So for every с * 0 the 2x2 minors of 
f A(c) B(c) C(c) 
B(c) C(c) D(c) 
2 
must be zero. Hence AC = В , AD = ВС, 
2 
BD = С . If С is a unit, then it follows that D is a unit, and we can 
perform a change of coordinates such that D = 1. Thus 
f ~ χ (Cy. + y.) + R', and the following change of coordinates proves 
the proposition in case S = Ε,: χ — • χ, y. — • y. (i * 2) 
Ь 1 1 
у, — • у, - Су.. Now assume that η = 2 and S = E_ or Eg. Then the 
above argument shows that we may assume 
f = AyJ + Byjy2 + C y ^ + Oy32 + R, order (R) > 1, weight (y^ = 1/4, 
15 
weight (y,) = 1/3, А, В, С and D e clxl. Because f has transversal E_ 
or Efi-singularities we have that D t 0. Therefore A = 0, because 
otherwise the transversal type would be E,. This gives the result for 
S = E_. For S = E» we may assume 
f = Ау^ + Ву^у2 + Cy^yj + Dy2 + R. order (R) > 1, weight (y^ = 2/9, 
weighUy,) = 1/3, А, В, С and D e c|x|. Then it follows that В = 0. 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. • 
Remark. Property 2.b of (0.3) will be proved in (1.7). 
(1.3) Definition Let f e I(S) as in (1.2), and 
g e I(S).είχ,γ.,...,y ,t). Then f + tg will be called an 
I(S)- deformation of f. 
(1.4) Let us indicate why we cannot find vectorspaces I(S) with the 
properties 1) and 2) for S = Α., S = D,, and S = E_ if η > 3. For 
simplicity we take η = 2 and S = Α.. Then the analogue of the ideals 
5 3 2 I(S) as in Prop. (1.2) in the S = A. case is I = (y , y ζ, ζ ), 
consisting of the funcions of order > 1, where weight(y) = 1/5, 
weight (z) = 1/2. We certainly need all the functions in this ideal 
because of the examples ζ + y ζ, χαζ + y + ζ , α,β e и etc. But 
remark that the 4-jet in y, ζ of an f € I is divisible by z, so in 
particular by reducibles. But in the examples 
f = (χαζ + y ) + y + z the 4- jet in y, ζ is not reducible, so f 
α α 
is not equivalent to a germ in I. Now one can try to take I + (f ) . 
But in this vectorspace there are funtions with transversal type A 3 
2 
(so it does not have property 1) of (0.3)), for example f., + ζ ! 
For S = E- and η = 3 one can take the "same" examples 
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f = ( x w + y ) + y z + z + y . 
CL 
For S = D- and η = 2 f = (xay + z) · (xy + z) + ζ + y . It is left 
э a 
to the reader to check that these functions have no representative in 
4 3 2 3 (y , y z, yz , ζ ). Of course, the search for vectorspaces for more 
complicated transversal singularities becomes hopeless. 
(1.5) Next we want to introduce the codimension. Let 
I с СІХ/У.,... ,y I be an ideal, and D be the group of local analytic 
isomorphisms h: (c ,0) — » (c ,0). 
Definition. D = Ih e D: h (I) = II. 
We have a right action of D on I, and thus for every f € I the orbit 
o(f) с I. Consider the tangent space TD of D at the identity. This 
tangent space is contained in the tangent space Tu of D at the 
identity. We make the identification of To with ш-в, the germs of 
vector fields which are zero at the origin. The proof of the following 
lemma can be found in Pellikaan ([Pe, pg.19]). 
Lemma. TD = lç e m-θ: ç(I) с Ц . α 
Definition. Let f e l . 
c(f) = Cjíf) = dimc I/Tßjif), 
where TD (f) = 1 ξ (f) : ξ e TD |. 
We call с(f) the codimension of (the orbit of) f. 
(1.6) The following finite determinacy theorem is useful for the 
classification of functions of low codimension. We state it without 
proof, because it is standard (cf. [Si 1]). 
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Definition. Let I с clx.y-,...,у I be an ideal. Then f € I is called 
It 
k-determined in I (k € IN) if f + m ·Ι с o(f ). 
Theorem. Let f e l . Then: 
a) If f is k-determined in I then 
І-и
к
 с TDjíf) + І-шк+1. 
b) If І«ш с m-TD (t) then f is к-determined in I. • 
Corollary: Let f e I(S) as in Prop. (1.2). Then 
Cj/g. (f) < » e» f is к-determined in I(S) for some к « IN. D 
(1.7) Lemma. Let f e I(S) = I be a line singularity with transversal 
type S as in Prop. (1.2), and 0(f) resp. Orb(f) be the orbits of f 
under the right action of Ο
τ
 resp. D. Then: 
Ι η Orb(f) = O(f). 
Proof: The inclusion => is trivial. For the other inclusion, we follow 
Pellikaan ([Pe, pg. 37-39]). We only have to proof that 
niJ(f) η I = TD it). Let χ = y 0 for notational convenience. We give the 
singular locus Σ the (in general) non-reduced structure of 
I' = I d/dyi(h), i = Ο,.,.,η, h e I(S)}. 
It is easily checked that Σ is Cohen-Macaulay. Let I' = {g.,...,g,). 
2 
Then 3f/ayi = Σ ^Я^, and a f/ay^y. = Σ г^ья^/аУ* modd'), and let 
ν: О—• Ο be the map with matrix (P- k). Consider the following 
commutative diagram: 
to 
Trivially Ker(d f) => Ker(dg), and one checks, by a local computation о 
that Ker(dl2f) = Ker(dg) outside zero. Now let ξ e Ker(d2f). Then 
agit) e О is zero almost everywhere. But because we have given Σ a 
Cohen-Macaulay structure, it follows that dgU) = 0, and thus 
Ker(d f) = Ker(dg). Now suppose that Ψ e mJ{t) η I. Then 
ψ = Σ C.âf/ay., with ξ, € m and af/dy. e I'. Then 
2 -2— 
эу/еу. = Σ ç.d f/dy.dy. = 0 (mod I')· Hence (С
л
,...,е ) e Ker(d f) = 3 i i ι 3 O n 
Ker(dg). But (í0,...,í ) e Ker(dg) means that Ç-a/dy. +...+Ç d/ay € 
Tßj,. Now it is left to the reader to check that for each of the 
ideals I(S) = I of Prop. (1.2) TD-, = TD-. Therefore 
Ψ = ((f) e TDjtn.O 
Remark. The above lemma shows that every invariant of f e I (S) which 
we define with the help of the ideals I(S) is in fact an invariant of 
the right equivalence class of f. 
(1.8) For the ideals I(S) as in prop. (1.2), the codimension zero 
singularities are easily classified. In fact, one takes the normal 
forms of S as in (0.1) and considers them as functions 
f: (cn ,0) » (c,0) with the extra variable x, i.e. "nothing 
happens at the origin". Ve denote the right equivalence class of this 
singularity by nS. 
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(1.9) Theorem. The following table gives the codimension one 
singularities for the ideals I(S) as in Prop. (1.2). Recall the 
conventions of (0.8). 
V ν ν 
2 ^ 2 
xy + ζ 
3 ^ 2 
xy + ζ 
2
 Α
 2 
xz + y ζ 
3 ^ 2 
xz + y ζ 
2 2 3 
xw + y w + ζ 
3 _,_ 3 
xz + y ζ 
5 3 4 
xy + ζ + y ζ 
2 ... 3 xz + y 
4
 Α
 2 
xy + ζ 
3
 j. 3
 Α
 2
 χ y + ζ + xw + yzw 
4
 A 3 Α 3 xy + ζ + y ζ 
3 χ 3 ^ 5 
xy ζ + ζ + y 
5
 Α
 3 ^ 2 2 
y + xz + y ζ 
4
 Α
 3 ^ 2 2 y + xz +y ζ 
Table 2 
We omit the proof. 
Remark: F,A, is called D by Siersma ([Si 1]) 
—
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ i l *e 
C^\ 
F 1A 1 F1 A2 F2 A2 
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F1 A3 F2 A3 F1 D4 
F1 E7 F2 E7 
(1.10) We remark that from S = D. on, we see that some functions which 
are "expected" to be of codimension one, do not occur. For example, at 
2 3 3 first glance one would expect f = xw + y + ζ to be a codimension 
one germ. Of course, one can easily calculate that c(f) = 2. Observe 
that f and our F-D. are both homogeneous and therefore define cubic 
surfaces in Ρ with one D. singularity. There are two types of these 
surfaces. One with an Eckart point (i.e. a point on the surface where 
three lines on the surface meet), and one without. Our F.D. is the one 
2 4 
3 4 2 
without. Similar for f = xz + y and F,EC. As quartics in Ρ f has J о 
two flexes, but FJ). has only one. 
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(1.11) Our next invariant is the Jacobi number, which is important for 
the deformation theory (see Ъ2). We need an auxiliary definition. 
Definition 1. Let I с clx,y,,...,y ) be an ideal. 
ι η 
D1 = lh € Dj : h(x,y) = (x,y) for all (x,y) e V(rad(I))) 
Definition 2. Let f € I, with I as in definition 1. 
j(f) = jjif) = dimc l/TDjlf). 
Remarks: 
1) Because Γ>
τ
 is an normal subgroup of D-, we have that every h e D_ 
gives an ismorphism h A : Ti)T(f) — » T ß - i f ^ h ) . This gives us the fact 
that the invariant JT(f) is an invariant of Orb(f). 
2) TZJj = (Ç e rad(I) ·β: e(I) с l|. 
3) In case S = Α., Siersma ([Si 1]) defined the invariant j(f) in a 
different way. But because Siersma's j(f) and our j(f) both 
calculate the number of A, points plus the number of D points in a 
ι « 
generic deformation (see (1.15), (2.1) and [Pe pg. 80]), we get 
that they are equal. 
(1.12) Let f € I(S) as in Prop. (1.2), such that c(f) < ». Let к >> 0, 
so that f is k-determined in I(S). Consider the map 
j k ( f ) : с — • J kI{S) 
which sends χ € с to its k-jet j. -.f in (x,0) e с in J I(S). Let 
Ζ.,.,.,Ζ be the closures of the codimension one orbits F.S in J I(S). i s ι 
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Definition, h.(f) = <j (f) (с), Z.>; i = l,...,s, where <.,.> denotes 
the intersection number (see e.g. [Fu]). This definition is 
independent of к >> 0. 
(1.13) One can work out definition (1.12) in the separate cases. This 
is not difficult. It turns out that h,(f) = dim c|x)/(H.f), where the 
H.f are defined as follows: 
ι 
a) S = A i : £ =
 i fJ. 1 hiJ Yi yJ î hiJ = hJi· H i f = det ^ ( Х ' 0 ) · 
b) S = A2: f = AyJ + χ В . у ^ + χ С..у.у.; С ^ = С ^ . 
Hj^ f = А ( х , 0 ) ; H2f = det С±. ( χ , Ο ) . 
c) S
 • V f - ClA + .VC l i + C i l ) y lY i + . Ì 9 C i j y i y j ; Cij= cji · 
Н ^ = det C i ; j ( x / 0 ) i i i > 2 ; H2f = det С і ; і ( х , 0 ) . 
d) S = D 4 : f = AyJ + By2y2 + С у ^ + Dy^ + χ С - . у ^ + . . . ; 
11 J-J 
С.. = С.., where the dots mean that we have not used all generators 
of K D . ) , but these terms are not important for the H.f. Let Δ be 
3 2 
the discriminant of the polynomial Az + Bz + Cz + D. 
H1f = <d(x,0); H2f = det (^ . (χ,Ο). 
e) S = E 6: f = АуЗ + C^yJ + ^ ( С ^ + C.^y^y. + . ^ У ^ / ..·.; 
С.. = С.., and the dots have the same meaning as under d). 
H1f = det C i. (χ,Ο). . > 3 ; H2f = det C^ix.O); H3f = A(x,0). 
f) S = E 7: f = Ay
5
 + By3z + Cy 2z 2 + Dz 3. 
^ f = D(x,0),· H2f = B(x,0). 
g) S = E 8: f = Ay
5
 + By4z + Cy 2z 2 + Dz 3. 
H1f = Αίχ,Ο); H2f = D(x,0). 
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(1.14) The following theorem can be seen as an analogue of the theorem 
that the algebraic Milnor number of f is finite iff f has an isolated 
singularity. For the moment, for f € I(S), the h.(f) are defined as in 
(1.13). 
Theorem. Let f e I(S) as in Prop. (1.2). The following are equivalent: 
1) f is a line singularity with transversal type S. 
2) c(f) < «. 
3) j(f) < oo. 
4) X(f) = (y = 0) and hi(f) < « for all i. 
Proof : Let U с с be a small neighbourhood of 0. Let О be the sheaf 
of holomorphic functions on U and I the sheaf of ideals such that 
1 { χ 0 ) = I(S) and Ι ( χ . = C|x,y1,...,yn) for у * 0 and (x,y) e U. 
Then TD (f) and TD (f) are sheaves of ideals too. We define sheaves of 
O-modules, F = Ι/ΊΟAi) and F = //TD (f), F is coherent as well as 
2 F . We want to use: 
F is concentrated in finite set of points «=» dim r(F ) < ». 
2) 3 3) By definition TD^f) с TD^if) and n/ÎD^t) с TD
z
{f). Therefore 
M := TD (f)/TD (f) is a finitely generated O-module with mM = 0. Hence 
dim И < » and thus j(f) < «. 
3) » 1) j(f) < «, so dim F*. . = 0 for (χ,γ) * (0,0). If у * 0 we 
2 have F , , = 0/J(f) = 0. So f is regular for y * 0. If y = 0 and (x,y) 
χ * 0 we have cif,„
 0\) < 3 ^ ( х o)^ ~ ^'
 a n
^ therefore tbe transversal 
type is S. 
1) » 2) For у * 0 f is regular so F. . = 0/J(f) = 0. For у = 0 and 
χ * 0 f ~ ffS, so FZ
 χ
 = 0. 
V Af Y) 
1) <=> 4) Trivial. D 
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(1.15) Definition. Let f e H S ) be a line singularity with transversal 
type S, S as in Prop. (1.2), U a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 
TÌ+1 *) 
in С and f = f + tg a deformation of f, with g e (y) and t 
sufficiently small. 
1) We call f a S-Morsification if f. has only codimension zero 
and codimension one singularities on U η |y = 0) and only Α.. 
singularities outside U n ly = 0}. 
2) We call a S-Morsification f an I(S)-Morsification if f. is an 
I(S)-deformation (see (1.3)). 
We now state and prove the Morsification theorem. Let I =I(S) be as in 
Prop. (1.2). We list generators of I in the following way: 
kl kn I = (У, , ...,yi,
n
»g1,...fg_) with g. e c[y i r... fy ] monomials. 
ι η ι m l i n 
Let χ = у 0 for notational convenience. 
Theorem. Let f be a line singularity with transversal type S, and 
assume that f € I(S) as in Prop. (1.2). Let 
F: с χ Τ • с be defined by 
η к. η к. m 
F(y,a,b
r
c) = f(y) + Σ a.y.-1 + Σ b..y.y. + Σ e.g. + 
j=l •' ;, j=0
r
i=l J 1 J 1 j=i J J 
(n,m) 
(j,i)=(0,l) 3 1 2 1 
with t = (a,b,c,d)
 €
 cn χ C n ( n + 1 ) χ c m χ C n- m. 
Then there exists an open neighourhood U of 0 in Τ, and an open dense 
subset W с U such that for all t € W 
ft: c n + 1 _ с 
ft(y) = F(y,t) 
is an I(S)-Morsification of f. Moreover, the number of codimension one 
singularities is given by: 
I F iS = h i(f). 
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Proof: Consider the map *: (c χ Τ,Ο) • (с ,0) defined by 
* = (aF/ay0,...,8F/dy ). One calculates that 
k.-l k.-l k 1 
e#./ea,= e^k.y. 1 ; a*./ab.. = б-.к.у.у.1 + б. .у. . 
ι 1 il i l ι jl il lJj ι ij 1 
к (n+l) 
Therefore det(a*/ab-. - y a^/aa.,... ,a#/db . - y аФ/аа..) = y. Ul ο ι ni η 1 1 
к,(n+l) к (n+l) 
If we set К = (y, , ...,y " ), then К с I . (d*), the ideal 1 η n+l 
generated by the (n+l) χ (n+l) minors of d*. So V(K) contains the 
singular locus of the map *, i.e. * is a submersion ouside Σ χ T. 
Therefore * (0) - Σ χ Τ is either empty, in which case there are no 
critical points of f outside Σ for t € T, or # (0) - Σ χ Τ is smooth 
of dimension dim T. Then the projection 
π: *"
1(0) - Σ χ Τ с с П + 1 χ Τ > Τ 
7T(y,t) = t 
is a local isomorphism above an open dense subset W с т. Thus for 
t e W f has only A. singularities outside Σ. 
Now we define 
H.F: Σ χ Τ • С 
ι 
Η.Ρίχ,Ο = H if t(x) 
where the Η.f are defined as in (1.13). Let 
Z. = I (x,t) € Σ χ Τ: H.F (x,t) = 0 ]. 
The Z. are hypersurfaces in Σ χ Τ, and it is left to the reader to 
check using the explicit description of F and the definition of H.F 
that the Z. are reduced. We now consider the natural projection 
p.: z. • T. This is a finite map because h. (f) < <χ>. 
*ι ι
 r
 ι 
Consider D. :=p.(Z. - U . ) , where U. is the subset in Ζ. for which at 
(x,0) the germ f is equivalent to F.S. Because Ζ. is reduced and the 
codimension one singularities F.S are 2-determined in I(S) we have 
that U. с Ζ. is open and dense. Let V. = Τ - D.. Then W. is an open 
ι ι
 r
 1 1 1 
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dense subset of Τ and the map: 
p.: Z. - U. • W. 
*ι ι ι ι 
is an unramified covering of degree h.(f). Therefore H.f. = 0 
intersects ζ = (y = 0) transversally in h.(f) points for all t e W., 
and those intersection points correspond to F. points of ft. To 
s 
conclude the proof we take W = ( η W.) η W0. α 
i=l 
(1.16) Example, f = xz2 + y4 € Hk^i; h^f) = h2(f) = 1, j(f) = 2. We 
2 4 2 take the I(A,)-Morsification f. = xz + y - ty ζ. 
t = 0: t > 0: 
(1.17) It follows from the proof of Theorem (1.15) that the number of 
F.S points in an I(S)-Morsification of f € I(S) is independent of the 
I(S)-Morsification. This will be used to give a S-Morsification, which 
is not an I(S)-Morsification. 
2 2 4 4 Example. f = x z + y + z € K A J . Then in an I (Aj-Morsif ication 
# F ^ = « F2A3 = 2? # A1 6. But in the Α,-Morsification 
ft = (xz + ty)
2
 + y4 + z4 we have that # F ^ = 0, # FJ^ = 4 and 
# A, = 2. 
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%2 The number of A. points in an I(S)-Morsification. 
(2.1) In this paragraph we discuss the number of A1 points in a 
S-Morsification. As example (1.17) shows, this number can very well 
depend on the S-Morsification. We therefore restrict ourselves to 
I(S)-Morsifications. 
Theorem. Let f be a line singularity with transversal type Α., A», A-, 
D. or Ε,, η = 2 if S = E,. Let f € I(S) as in Prop. (1.2). Then: 
j(f) < », and # A1 = j(f) - Σ j(riS)hi(f) 
where # A. denotes the number of A. points in an I(S)-Morsification. 
Remark. Although many calculations suggest that this formula should 
also be valid if S = Ε,, η > 2, S = Ε_ or Ε 0 if η = 2, our proof does 
not work in these cases, see (2.6). 
(2.2) We give here a table in which the j(F.S) are listed: 
Table 3 
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(2.3) Our proof heavily depends on a description of part of the Koszul 
homology on the partial derivatives of f. Let R = C|x,y..,... ,y ) and m 
be its maximal ideal. Let f e R, such that dim Z(t) = 1. Let f 0 = 
af/ах, f. = af/ay. ; i = Ι,.,.,η, and J(f) = (f
n
,...,f ) . Let J(f) = 1 1 un 
q-J"! nq be a minimal primary decomposition of J(f), with q 0 a 
th 
л-primary component, if J(f) has one, take q 0 = R otherwise. Define 
1(f) = q.n...nq . Then 1(f) is the smallest Cohen-Macaulay ideal wi 
1(f) => (fA,...,f ) . Because dim V(J(f)) = 1, we have that 
ο η 
pd(R/I(f)) = η.' 
Consider the following commutative diagram : 
0 • G • • G, • R • R/I(f) . О 
η 1 
Τ τ \ τ Ί II î τ 
0 • / I n + 1 F • /i n F • • /іЧ • R • R/J ( f ) • 0 . 
w h e r e : 
1) The upper row is a projective resolution or R- modules of R/I(f). 
2) F = R , and the lower row is the Koszul complex on 
t- (fo V · 
3) Because G. is acyclic, and F is free, we get a map of complexes 
IP.: и F • G., which extend the identity id: R • R. 
1 1 J 
Our starting point is the following 
Theorem.ГРе. pg.173]: 
/ : Ext"(R/I(f),R) • Hn(/fF*,f*) s H. (f,R) 
П К 1 
is an isomorphism, where H. (f_,R) is the the first Koszul homology 
group on the partial derivatives of f. 
(2.4) Because we only need a part of the Koszul homology we define 
ideals I(S). The proof of Theorem (2.1) will be slighty different for 
S = A-, and we will not need an I(A.). 
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s I(S) 
A2 (У1 V 
A3 ( yl' Y2 ^ 
D4 (Уі'У2 ) 2 + ( y3 V 
3 2 2 Eg (y , y ζ, ζ ) 
Table 4 
We write I for I(S) if no confusion is likely. Remark that I have been 
chosen in such a way that Ï о J(f) for all f e H S ) . If S = E,, and 
η > 2, then the ideal should be taken bigger, namely I = I (DJ. This 
is the reason that the proof does not work if S = Ε
β
, and η > 2. Also, 
if S = E- or E«, the ideals I that could have been defined are too 
big. 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
. . • K 1 • R • R/I • 0 
ÎPl II Î Г 
... , G 1 • R . R/I(f) • 0 
0 • 
Î 
0 1 
î 
Hn + 1F 
K n -
î ' n 
a 
η 
T n^ 
-Λ-
Τ**! Il î î 
/^F —» R • R/J(f) • 0 
Remarks: 
1) K. is a projective resolution of R/I (pd( R/I) = n). 
2) Because 1(f) was the smallest Cohen-Macaulay ideal such that 
1(f) => J(f), and I z> J(f)r with I Cohen-Macaulay , we have that 
1(f) <= I. The maps p. extend the identity id: R — » R. 
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3) R is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, so grade (I/I (£)): = 
minli:Ext¿(I/I(f),R) * 0) = codim supp(I/I(f)) = n. 
К 
(See [Ma, pg 103]). 
By remark 3) we have that Ext R (I/I(£),R) = 0. Therefore the map 
Ψ := / ρ* : ExtJ(R/ï,R) , ExtJ(R/I(f ) ,R) s ^(f.R) 
is injective. 
(2.5) If we have a representative (α
η
,...,α ) e R of a class 
ο η 
H-ff.fR), we can associate to it a vector field 
a-d/dx + a.à/dy. + ...+ a d/ey . 
Contraction with the volume form dxAdy.л...Ady gives 
identification of H..(f.,R) with 
Η = Ker (dfA:fin • fin+1) modulo(dfAfi11"1). 
Definition. 
1) Let Η с Η be the submodule corresponding to Im(y) с H-ff^R). By 
abuse of notation we set Ψ: Ext (R/I,R) » H. 
к 
2) Η = I classes in Η represented by a0âx + аЛч* +...+ α ây with 
α
ο
 €
 (γ
ι ν * 
with ây. = ι... (dxAdy.A.. -Ady ) and dx = t . (dXAdy^.. .Ady ), 
1 w <эУ · 1 η ο/σΧ 1 η 
where ι denotes contraction. 
Lemma. The same assumptions as in Theorem (2.1). Then: 
2) ίϊ = Η if S * К 
H = 0 if S = Α.. 
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(2.6) We give generators for Im(iP) and check Lemma (2.5) for the 
codimension zero singularity nS. The explicit description of the 
generators will be used in the proof of Theorem (2.1), see (2.8), and 
the check of Lemma (2.5) for nS will be essential in the proof of 
Lemma (2.5), see (2.7). It is left to the reader, using the explicit 
generators below, to check that H с H, and H с ι
Ύ
~
η
Ώ . Let la.) (i>l 
if S = A„ or A-, i>0 otherwise) be the generators of I, ordered as in 
(2.4). Then df =г<о.а. with ω.€ η . 
A) S = A- or A-. Then Ext (R/I,R) and thus Im(y) have one generator. 
The generator of Imi?) is ω.л ли . Now if 
f = 1/3-yj+ 1/2 -(у^ + ... + У^), resp. 
А *У 0 
f = 1/4-y* + 1/2-(y, +... +y ), then one checks that 
ω..л...ли = у.Эх, which is precisely the generator of H. 
B) S = D.: Im(y) has two generators namely 
y. (ω-ли. ли-л.. .ли ) + y_ (u-ли.. ли„л.. .ли ) and 
у, (и
л
ли..ли„л.. .ли ) + у.(и
п
ли1ли»л.. .ли ). 1 0 1 2 η ¿ O l a η 
If f = 1/3-у^ + 1/3 -у^ + 1/2-(у? +...+у2) then the generators are 
Yjâx and y^^x. Therefore H = H if с(f) = 0 . 
C) S = E,: Again Im(У) has two generators 
2 
у (u^u.) + г(и0ли2) and у(и0ли2) + z í u ^ u j . 
And for JTE, i.e. f = 1/4-у + 1/3 ·ζ we get ζαχ and ydx. So again 
Η = Η if c(f) = 0. 
D) Let us see why it goes wrong for example for S = E». Then the 
smallest ideal I such that J(f) с I for all f « I(S) is (y3,y2z,z2) = 
I(E,). Therefore we can use C) and calculate that if f = y ζ + ζ we 
get the following generators for H: y Sx and y αχ. These do not 
generate Η in this case. 
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(2.7) Let us now prove Lemma (2.5). We have that depth(H/H) = 0, 
because it is supported at zero by the calculation of (2.6). We 
consider the following sequence: 
0 • H/H • H/H • H/H • 0 
By the depth lemma (see e.g. [Ε-G]), it suffices to prove that 
ss . s s 
depth(H/H) = 1, because it follows that H/H = 0. 
We have the following identifications: 
H = ExtJ(R/I(f),R); 
H = ExtJ(R/I,R); 
H/H = Ext£(I/I(f),R). 
The last identification comes from the fact that ExtR (R/I,R) = 
Ext" (I/I(f),R) = 0. Dualizing the upper two rows of the diagram in 
к 
(2.4) we get: 
0 
1 
ExtJ(R/I,R) 
i 
ExtJ(R/I(f), 
Ï 
ExtJÜ/Kf). 
— < 
i 
,R) ^ G ; 
,R) 
К л R 
* II 
* * 
G 1 — R 
The rows are exact because grade(I(f)) = codim V(I(f)) = n, as well 
grade (I) = n. Thus 
0 i Exto(I/I(f),R) i G* i G* ,β К* i ... i К* « 0 
R η η~ι η 1 
is exact, proving that pd(H/H) = n, and thus depth (H/H) = 1. 
For S = Α., we have for nS that Η = 0. This is true since Η is 
generated by âx, and R/I a Ext£(R/I{f ) ,R) s H. Therefore the depth 
lemma applied to the sequence 
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0 • H • H • H/H • о 
gives the desired result, π 
(2.8) We are now ready to prove Theorem (2.1). Let f € I(S), 
j(f) < «β, with the same restrictions on S as in (2.1). Let 
f + tg :( C n + ,0) — • (C,0) be a deformation with g e I(S). We define 
M = I/TD(f+tg), 
which we identify with 
N =I-fin+1/(df+tdg)AiT¿-í2n+1, 
where the differentiation is not taken with respect to the variable t. 
Let 
F:(cn+1xc,0) <™*'Ч (CXCO) IMI (CO). 
If t is not a zero divisor of M, then F^ tf is a flat citi module, hence 
locally free, since (CO) is regular. The theorem then easily follows, 
because at an A. point q of f+tg: С xt ——» С we have 
* 
dim,(if /F (ш. ) -M =1, where ш. is the maximal ideal of O,. . . See also 
С q t q t c, t 
(1.14). It remains to show that t is not a zero divisor. 
A) S = A.: Assume: 
tw = (df+tdg)/u7,· η € iml-Ω and write η = В + t-A. 
then: ω = (df+tdg)AA + dgAB, df/\B = 0, and class (B) € Η с Η. 
By Lemma (2.5) we have that В = dfAO for a certain β and thus 
ω = (df+tdg)A(A - йдл ) , proving that t is not a zero divisor. 
B) S = A,, A3, D., E,: We only consider S = A, and A,, leaving the 
remaining cases to the reader. Let la. I i>l be the generators of I. 
Then: df = Σ u.a.; dg = Σ p.a.; ω.,ρ, € η . Define 
lî:= ω. Λ...Λω ; Ξ := (w, + tp. )л л (ω + tp ). 
1 η 1 1 η η 
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Remark that: 
1) dfAß = 0; (df + tdg) л 5 = 0. 
2) If we write Ξ = Ω + t ξ then it follows that 
адлп + (df+tdg)AÇ = 0. 
Now assume: tw = (df+tdg)/^, η e <-
Ύ
~
η
·Ω and write η = В + t ·Α. Then: 
ω = (df+tdg)AA + адлВ, df/\B = 0, and class (B) € Η by Lemma (2.5) 1) . 
So by Lemma (2.5) 2) and (2.6) A) we have В = Q-Ω + dfA9 for certain Q 
and θ. Using 2): 
ω = (df +tdg)A(A - Q-c - ідлв), showing that t is not a zero divisor. 
^3. The topology of the Milnor fibre. 
(3.1) In this last paragraph we determine the homotopy type of the 
Milnor fibre. Following Siersma closely ([Si 2]), this will be done by 
a generic deformation, having only codimension < 1 and A. 
singularities in the deformation. Of course, a good knowledge of the 
Milnor fibres of these elementary singularities is necessary. We first 
compute the homology groups of the Milnor fibre (all coefficients are 
in ζ), and with additional information about the fundamental group, 
the homotopy type can be determined, cf. ([ Si 2 Prop. 6.1]). 
We state the theorem: 
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Main Theorem. Let f: (с11 ,0) • [C,0) be a line singularity as in 
Prop. (1.2), not of type JIS. Then the Milnor fibre G of f is homotopy 
equivalent to ν S ν S , with μ = Σ ah. - u(S) + (f A,, where h. 
ь μ n ι ι n 1 ι 
denotes the number of F.S points and # A. the number of A. points in 
an 
S 
Al 
A2 
A3 
D4 
E6 
E7 
E8 
I(S) -Morsification, 
α
ι 
2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
6 
10 
a2 
4 
4 
8 
8 
14 
12 
table 
and: 
a3 
9 
5 
6 
0 
0 
/0 if h, * 0 
\1 if hj = 0 
< 1; 0 if h 2 t 0 
/0 if h, + h. * о 
{2 if h] * b] = 0 
/0 if h, * 0 
I 1 if h2 = 0 
0 
(3.2) Let f: (cn ,0) — • (c,0) be a line singularity as in Prop. 
(1.2). Let e. be an admissible radius for the Milnor fibration (see 
[Mi]), i.e. such that for all t with 0 < Ê < e. f (0) ж aB , as a 
stratified set. For each admissible ε > 0, there exist e(e) > 0 such 
that f~1(s) χ eB for all 
e. 
0 < s < aie). Ve now fix e. < & and consider δ < б(е) and take the 
representative 
f: X := f (Α) Π В » A, where Δ is the disc of radius δ. 
A t 
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Lemma. Let f be as above, and f. be a deformation (locally trivial 
outside the origin). Consider the restriction: 
f..: X. * := t'J'U) η В^  > Δ. 
t Δ, Ζ Ζ t 
For t, б > 0 sufficiently small, we have 
1) f~1(s) ж dB for all s e A . 
2) Above the boundary circles ad the fibrations induced by f and ft 
are equivalent. 
3) X and X., . are homeomorphic. 
Δ Δ,Ζ 
For the proof we refer to [Si 2]. Although he states it only for 
S = A., the proof goes on in our case, without difficulties. 
(3.3) Let f. be a S-Morsification of f. We suppose that f: X^ — » Δ 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma (3.2). By abuse of notation we again 
denote f. by f. Let c1,...,c be the A. points of f, with critical 
values b,,...,b . Let the critical value zero correspond to the non 
1 о 
isolated singularities of f. We can assume that all critical values 
are distinct. 
Choose: 
1) Small disjoint balls B i around c i (i = Ι,.,.,σ) and a small tube B 0 
around Σ. 
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2) Small disjoint discs D. around b. (i = 1 , — , σ ) and D 0 around 0 
such that f (s) ¡F aB. for all s e D. . 
3) Points s. € db., and a point s € dA. 
We introduce the following notation: 
B = B Σ = Σ η Β
Λ 
E 1 = B i D f"
1{D i) G
1
 = B i η f"
1(s i) 
E = Β Π f" 1U) G = Β Π f"1 (s) 
The following proposition is proved in [Si 2, (2.8)] 
a . 
Proposition. HJE.G) = s H J E 1 , G 1 ) . 
i=0 
(3.4) At the points c , we have an A. singularity. At these points, 
the topology of the G is well-known (see e.g. [Mi]); G is homotopy 
equivalent to S . Therefore 
H
n + 1 ( E ' G ) = Н П + 1 ( Е 0 ' С 0 ) θ Z 0 
Hk(E,G) = H k(E
0
,G 0) if к * n+1. 
For later use we also note the following: 
,0, 
Lemma. ibiG) is a factor group of π. (G ) 
Proof: This is an easy consequence of Van Kampen's Theorem, together 
with π. (Sn) = 0 if η > 2. D 
(3.5) We now concentrate on (E ,G ). We make this pair into a fibre 
space with basis Σ, locally trivial outside the special points. 
Therefore we consider: 
π: B 0 • Σ 
(x,y) • x, and 
#: B 0 » С χ Σ 
(χ,у) • (f (χ,у),χ), 
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and we choose small disjoint discs in Σ around each special point 
(i.e. the F.S points). Call these discs ν.,.,.,ν . We set: 
W = V и ... U V^, M = Σ - W , E = π"1(Y) П E 0 and 0
γ
 = Ε
γ
 Π G 0 if 
Υ с Σ. 
Proposition. For Ε sufficiently small we have that 
π: (E„,G„) » M is a locally trivial fibre bundle with fibres 
η η 
equivalent to the fibre pair (Ê,G) of the isolated singularity S. 
Proof: This is Siersma's Proposition (4.7) ([Si 2]). To apply it we 
only have to check that the critical locus of * is equal to M. This 
critical locus is given by af/ay. = ... = df/ay = 0. By Lemma 1(9.9) 
of Pellikaan ( [Pe]) we have that df/dx € (af/ay.,...»af/dy ) along M. 
So the critical locus of * is equal to the critical locus of f along 
M, which by assumption is M. 0 
(3.6) We choose a point p. « dZ, points p. e aW., and a system of 
nonintersecting paths Ί.,.,.,Ί from p- to p. in the usual way (see 
г 
the figure). Let С = υ ι.. 
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Applying the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence ([Do pg. 51]) to the 
excisive triad (G
w
 ·, С
у
,С
с
) с (E ;Е
у
,Е ) we get the following long 
exact sequence: 
d4[-l] 
H
*
(E
wuc'
G
wuc
)
 » ^ ^wnc'Snc 5 
H A(E W /G W) θ H A(E C,G C) 
Remarks: 
1
'
 H
*^
EWUC' GW(JC' = H*^E ' G '' b e c a u s e W и С is homotopy equivalent to 
Σ, and the homotopy lifting property of π: (Ε,-,β,,) —»M, see (3.5). 
η и 
2)
 «k^ wnc'Snc) • V k V ' V * - .Vk-i^p.5 -1=1 'ι ri i=l ri 
J i r ^ ( S ) if к = η 
|θ if к * η, 
because at each p. we have a transversal S singularity with Milnor 
number μ{3). 
3) H k(E c,G c) = Hk(Ê,G) = Г ^ (S) if к = η 
I 0 if к * η 
4) Obviously it is important to study H. (EW,GW) = β
 H
v( Ey ' Gy Ь i·6· 
i=l i i 
the Milnor fibres of the codimension one singularities. 
(3.7) Lemma. Theorem (3.1) is true for the codimension one 
singularities. 
Proof: We first remark that, because all codimension one singularities 
are quasihomogeneous (see table 2), we can take £ = б = » in the 
Milnor construction. The second remark is, that if 
qk qk f = g(x,y) + Zj^  ...+ z. then the Milnor fibre of f is obtained by 
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taking the join of the Milnor fibre of g with q- points, then q, 
points, etc. (up to homotopy type). Now, if f = x-y , then the Milnor 
к к 
fibre is given by x-y = 1, and thus by χ = 1/y , because у = 0 does 
not intersect the Milnor fibre. Therefore the Milnor fibre is homotopy 
equivalent to the graph of a function, i.e. to its domain which is 
С - 0. This implies the result for F.Aj, F-A., F.A,, and F.A.. It also 
gives the result for F.D., F^E,, F3Eg, F.Eg and F.E- because the 
* *• 2
Х
3 ^ 3 4 ^ 3 3 ^ 4 5 ^ 3 . 3 ^ 5 functions xw +y + ζ , xy + ζ , xz + у , xy + ζ and xz + у 
deform into the above mentioned functions (in this order!) without 
generating other codimension one singularities or Α., points. This is 
checked by a little computation. The assertion therefore follows from 
Lemma (3.2). For F.Aj, F1D., F^, and F.E- we use 
к 1 I k 
xz + y z = l, χ = 1 - у zi ζ , because ζ = 0 does not intersect the 
Milnor fibre. So in this case the Milnor fibre is homotopy equivalent 
2 1 
to С - |z = 0}, i.e. S . The last one is Ρ,Ε». The Milnor fibre is 
the union of: 
3 5 3 
Α: χ = (1 - ζ - y )/y ζ , yz * 0 
Β: ζ = 0 and у = 1 
С: у = 0 and ζ = 1 
Therefore, we have to attach eight cells to A, which is homotopy 
* * 
equivalent to С χ С (graph of a function). Take for example the 
2 
complex line z = l, y = 0. |z=l| П А = \ x = - y , y * 0 | , so the 
* 
complex line fills up the hole of с χ (1). If we take into account 
all eight complex lines, we get the desired result.α 
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(3.8) Lemma. Let f: (с ,0) • (C,0) be a line singularity. 
Consider the Milnor fibre G of £ and the Milnor fibre G' of 
f (y) = f(с,y) for с * 0 sufficiently small. Then G' с G and the map 
induced by this inclusion H .(G1) »H ,(G) is surjective. 
n-i n-l 
Proof: The fact that G' с G is trivial. By the long exact sequence of 
the pair (G, G') it suffices to show that H ,(G,G') - 0. We use 
Milnor's original construction of the Milnor fibre (see [Mi]). 
Therefore let e > 0 sufficiently small, S = I (x,y) : ll(x,y)ll < t) , and 
К = S η f (0). The singular locus of К is equal to S η Σ, which is 
a circle in S . We can assume that с € S η Σ. Take a small open tube 
S along S η Σ, seen as a disc bundle over S η Σ. Let В be the fibre 
above с Now let G be a Milnor fibre of f. Consider G-S, which is 
homotopy equivalent to G. Now (G-S) и В has the same homotopy type as 
S - ((G-S) и В. This is because S - ((G-S) и В is homotopy 
equivalent to S - ((G-S) и В', where В' is a fibre of the disc bundle 
over a point c' * с (Use the open book structure along S η Σ). Now, 
by Milnor's fibration Theorem S - ((G-S) U B' has the same homotopy 
type as (G-S) и В. By Alexander duality, as in Milnor ([Mi 6.2]), we 
get H ,(G и В) = 0. But because (after a diffeomorphism) В can be 
viewed as a Milnor ball for the transversal singularity, we get 
H .(CG') = 0. D 
n-i 
Remark. The assumption that f is a line singularity can be weakened to 
the condition that f has an irreducible critical locus. 
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(3.9) We take the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of (3.6) and fill in the 
homology groups. We assume that the number of F.S points is h. and we 
put τ = Σ h . . Denote by b. resp. a. the rank of the n-th resp. 
(n-l)-st homology group of the Milnor fibre of F.S. We get: 
H. (E ,G ) = 0 if к * η, n+1 and the following exact sequence: 
Zb h τμ{5) Za h μ(5)
 0 0 
0 — Ζ 1 1 — H
 A 1 ( E
U
, G U ) _ Ζ — Ζ 1 1 9 Z — H (E U,G U) — 0 
n+i η 
We distinguish between two cases: 
1) There is an F.S point with b. * 0 and a. = 0. Then Η (E ,G ) = 0. 
1 ι ι η 
In fact, take a representative π of a class in Η (E ,G ), and a 
' η 
za.h. . . 
η' « Η (Ε ,G ) Φ Η (Ε ,G ) = Ζ 1 1 ш Ζ ^ , which maps to η. By 
жж щ Щ И \* W 
the local surjectivity (Lemma (3.8)), we can transport this cycle 
η' along С to the F.S point with b. / 0 and a. = 0 . But then it is 
clear that η represents the zero class in Η (Ε ,G ). 
2) There is no such point. In the cases S = A,, D. and E_, we can 
conclude that H (E ,G ) is a cyclic group. In fact, in these 
cases we have that at a point F.S Η (E,. ,G ) s ζ, and all cycles 
ι η w. ρ. 
ι *і 
which are not zero in Η (E ,G ) can be transported to this F.S 
η ι 
point as in 1). With the same argument we have that if S = E,, and 
there are no F.E, and F,E, points, that H (E ,G ) is a factor group 
Δ о J Ο η 
of ζ Φ ζ. 
(3.10) To investigate case 2) of (3.9) further, we need ad hoc 
arguments. First we write down the results. We now restrict ourselves 
to I(S)-Morsifications. 
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Proposition. Let f be a line singularity with transversal type S as in 
Prop. (1.2), not of type nS. Then the homology groups of the Milnor 
fibre G of f are given by: 
H (G) = Ζ ^ £ ; Η . (G) = Ζ £ with μ = Σ α.h. - i/(S) + # Α., and with the 
η n-i i i ι 
same notations as in (3.1). 
For the proof (see (3.13)), we use two lemmas and the following result 
of Van Straten. 
3 
Theorem. ([St Theorem 4.4.12]) Let f: (C ,0) — • (C,0) be a germ of a 
holomorphic function, with no multiple factors. Let G be the Milnor 
fibre of f. Then 
b1(G) > # { irreducible components of f = 01 - 1. 
(3.11) Lemma. Let f: (c ,0) • (c,0) be a line singularity with 
transversal type S. 
If S = A 3 or E 7 and h2(f) = 0 then 
2 2 
f ~ ίίχ,Υ,,Υ«) + Y} + ··· + У with Я reducible. 
If S = E 6 and h2(f) + h3(f) = 0 then 
3 2 2 3 
f ~ д(х,У1,У3) + Yj + У 4 + ··· + Уп/ where g: (C ,0) • (c,0) is a 
line singularity with transversal type A- and g reducible. 
Proof; We give the proof in the S = A, case, leaving the remaining 
cases to the reader. Modulo functions of order > 1 we can assume (see 
(1.2)): 
η η α. 
f = Ay. + Σ 2-B.y.y. + Σ χ у.; А, В. € с{х}. 
1
 i=2 1 i 1 i=2 1 1 
may suppose: a. > a. . for all i > 2. But then it follows, because We 
h,(f) = 0 that a. = 0 for i > 3. By the change of coordinates: ¿ ι — 
2 
y. » y. - B.y. ; i > 3, we get that modulo stable equivalence: 
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4 2 α2 2 f ~ g := A'y. + ZB.y.y, + χ y». Again because І ц Ш = 0 we get 
2 α2 that В, - A'x is a unit in clx|. Therefore either A' is a unit and 
a» = 0 in case we have f ~ ЛА^, or B, is a unit. Making succesively 
2 
the change of coordinates y» » y, - (A'/2B2)y1 and using the finite 
determinacy theorem (1.7), we can assume that modulo functions of 
2 a2 2 
order > 1 g ~ г в ^ у « + χ у.. Now the higher order terms which can 
I; 
destroy the reducibility are of the form Qy.. with Q e c|x|. We then 
k-2 
make the change of coordinates y, » y, -(Q/2B2)y.. . Using the 
finite determinacy theorem, we conclude that g is reducible, α 
(3.12) Lemma. Let f: (c ,0) • (c,0) be a line singularity with 
3 3 
transversal type D.. If f is not adjacent to xy + ζ then f is 
reducible. 
Proof: Modulo (γ,ζ) we can write 
3 2 2 3 f = Ay + By ζ + Cyz + Dz ; А, В, С and D e ctxl. 
We can assume that not both A and D are units, because otherwise 
f ~ ЛИ.. Let order(A) > order(D). We write down the following 
3 2 2 3 
deformation: f = (A + tx)y + By ζ + Cyz + (D + t)z . After a change 
3 2 2 3 
of coordinates: f = xy + B'y ζ + C y z + ζ for generic t, and 
order(B') = order(B), order(C) = order(C). By assumption we have that 
f. is not right equivalent to xy + ζ . Therefore В' or С' is a unit, 
and thus В or С is a unit. Let us without loss of generality В is a 
unit. But then we can perform the change of coordinates 
ζ • ζ - 1/3(A/B)y, and we can argue as in the proof of Lemma (3.11) 
to conclude that f is reducible. • 
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(3.13) Now we can give the proof of Prop. (3.10). We first take the 
cases S = A- or E- and h„(f) = 0. Then Lemma (3.11) says that 
2 2 f = g{x,y.,y~) + y, + ... + y , with g reducible. The Milnor fibre G 
•L ύ J Π 
of f is a repeated suspension of the Milnor G 1' of g. But 
b 1(G") > 1 by Van Straten's Theorem (3.10) and thus b n_ 1(G) > 1. We 
have seen that H _,(G) is a cyclic group (see (3.9), and therefore 
Η .(G) = Ζ. For S = E, and h,(f) + h,(f) = 0, we use the description 
of f as in Lemma (3.11). Therefore the Milnor fibre G has the homotopy 
type of the suspension of 3 points with the Milnor fibre of a line 
singularity with transversal type A, and h2(f) = 0. Thus 
b , (G) = 2 and H , (G) = Ζ e Ζ. For S = D. and h„(f) = 0, we can 
n
-i n-i 4 ζ 
2 2 
assume: f = αίχ,γ,,γ,) + y, + ... + У . If g is reducible it follows 
that H .(G) = Ζ as in the above cases. Now if g is irreducible, then 
n-l 
we can write down a deformation in which xy + ζ occurs. For this 
deformation we can make the whole construction (3.2) — (3.6), (3.8) 
and (3.9). Because the Milnor fibre of xy + ζ is homotopy equivalent 
2 2 to S ν S (see the proof of (3.7)), we can use case 1) of (3.9) to 
conclude that H ,(G) = 0. • 
n-i 
(3.14) Next we need additional information about the fundamental 
group, in order to apply Prop. (6.1) of ([ Si 2]). 
Proposition. Let f: (c ,0) • (c,0) be a line singularity with 
transversal type S as in Prop. (1.2), and G be the Milnor fibre of f. 
Assume that f is not right equivalent to nS. Then лЛС) is a cyclic 
group. In particular JI..(G) = H.tG). 
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Proof: If η > 3 we have by Kato and Matsumoto ( [K-M] ) that JI.CG) = 0. 
Suppose η = 2. We take a S-Morsification of f. By Lemma (3.2), it 
suffices to show that π.(G ) is a cyclic group. We proceed by 
induction on the number of codimension one singularities τ in the 
deformation. For τ = 1, it follows from Lemma (3.7). (Remark that F-iE-
can not occur if η = 2). We apply Van Kampen's Theorem to 
E 1 = E „ ,, ,„ and E 2 = E , ,„ . Then E 1 U E 2 is 
7, U Lhr , UW U...UW , t UW 
1 r-1 r-1 τ τ 
0 1 2 homotopy equivalent to G and E n E = E . Then we have the pushout 
P0 
diagram: 
itAl· ) « nAE2) 
1 P0 1 
ττ^Ε
1) • T I ^ G 0 ) 
1 2 
By induction we have that π. (E ) and π. (E ) are cyclic groups. The 
2 2 indicated surjectivity follows from Lemma (3.8), and it.(E ) = H1 (E ). 
Then it follows that it. (G ) is a cyclic group. D 
(3.15) Proof of theorem (3.1): 
For all cases, except S = E, and h.(f) + h^íf) = 0, we have enough 
information to conclude the theorem. We refer to Siersma 
([Si 2 Prop. 6.1, Theorem 6.3]) for the proof of the homotopy 
equivalence. For S = Е^ and h»(f) + h3(f) = 0. we use Lemma (3.11) to 
conclude that the Milnor fibre G of f has the homotopy type of the 
join of three points with the Milnor fibre of a line singularity with 
transversal type A, and h2(f) = 0. D 
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(3.16) The above result raises the following question. 
Question. Is it always true that for a line singularity (or more 
general a function f with an irreducible curve as critical locus) that 
the Milnor fibre is homotopy equivalent to ν S y S for certain α 
and /î? 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE VIRTUAL NUMBER OF D POINTS 
§ 1 Introduction 
(1.1) In this paper we study germs of holomorphic functions f: 
(C ,0) > (C,0) with a one dimensional critical locus Z(f) = Σ 
and transverse type Α.. The last condition means that around a 
general point ρ e Σ \ {0} the function f is right equivalent to the 
A singularity, i.e. locally fix.,...,χ ) = T. ,x. in suitable 
co U η 1 — 1 1 
local coordinates. Throughout the paper, we give Σ the reduced 
structure, defined by the ideal I = ί(Σ). These singularities have 
been studied by Pellikaan [Pe 1], [Pe 2] and Siersma [Si 1], 
[Si 2]. We recall some of the most important ideas and results, in 
order to explain the title of the paper. 
(1.2) We denote the above situation by (Γ,Σ,Ο). 
Definition: [Pe 1 I 7.4] 
A deformation (F,X,0) of (ί,Σ,Ο) over an analytic base (S,0) is 
given by. 
i) A flat embedded deformation g: (X,0) > (S,0) of (Σ,Ο). We 
denote by Ì the ideal defining (X.O) in (Cn+1 χ S, 0). 
il) A function F: (Cn+1xS,0) > (C,0) such that 
ld
n
F a F,F) S Ï and F(-,0) = f(-): (СП+1,0) >(C,0). 
υ η 
We will write f (-): (СП+1,0) » (C.O) for F(-,s) and similarly 
-1 s 
Σ for g L(s). 
(1.3) Definition: 
A Morsification (F,X,0) of (ί,Σ,Ο) is a deformation of (ΐ,Σ,Ο) 
such that for generic s € S: 
i) Σ is smooth. 
s 
ii) f has oniy A and D singularities on Σ (this of course 
S со со S 
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implies i)). 
iii) f has only A, (Morse) singularities outside Σ . 
s i s 
2 2 2 (D is the right equivalence class of f = х
л
х. + x„ +...+ χ .) 
oo U 1 ¿: η 
This should be seen as an analogue of the Morsification in the 
isolated singularity case (cf. [Br]). Because of the restricted 
class of deformations which are allowed, one can build up the 
Milnor fibre M of the germ of the function M out of the Milnor 
fibres of the singularities mentioned in ii) and iii) of the 
definition. Siersma [Si 2] treated the case that (Σ,Ο) is a one 
dimensional isolated complete intersection singularity, using a 
result of Pellikaan which states that in this case there always 
exists a Morsification of (Γ,Σ,Ο). [Pe 1 I 7.18]. The result of 
Siersma is the following: 
Theorem: [Si 2] If (Γ,Σ,Ο) is as above, (Σ,Ο) an isolated complete 
intersection singularity, then the Milnor fibre Η of f is homotopy 
equivalent to a wedge of μ η - spheres if the number of D points 
in the Morsification is greater than zero, if this number is equal 
to zero then M is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of μ+1 η - spheres 
wedged with a η -1 sphere, where μ = # A, + # D + μ(Σ) -1, #A 
1 oo 1 
and # D denoting the number of them occuring in a Morsification. 
oo 
(These numbers are independent of the Morsification [Pe 1] I 
7.18].) Moreover μ(Σ) is the Milnor number of Σ, as defined by 
Buchweitz and Greuel [B-G]. 
(1.4) Although Siersma states this theorem only for the case that 
Σ is a complete intersection, his method works whenever a 
Morsification of (f,Z,0) exists, except that in case the number 
of D points is equal to zero one can only conclude that the 
00 
(n-l)st Betti number of the Milnor fibre is smaller or equal to 
one. In general one can not expect that a Morsification exists, 
because a necessary condition is that the singular locus is 
smoothable. It is well-known that non smoothable curve 
singularities exist. We refer the reader to [Mu], [Pi] and [Gr 2]. 
But even if Σ is smoothable, a Morsification need not to be found. 
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A simple example is given by f = xyz (see 3.1 and below). 
Another problem is to give algebraic formulas for the number of A 
and the number of D points in a Morsification, if a Morsification 
exists. For the case that the singular locus is a complete 
intersection these formulas were given by Pellikaan. 
Let J(f) = (a^ f a f) be the Jacobi ideal, and define j(f) = 
υ η 
dim_(I/J(f)). One easily calculates that j(A ) = 0, j(D ) = 1, and 
Ъ œ со 
it also gives the value 1 at an A point (Remark that an A point 
lies outside Σ. ) Moreover j(f) < oo. [Pe 1 5.5] 
Theorem: [Pe 1] I 7. 16 
Let (f,Z,0) be given as in (1.1) and assume (F,X,0) is a 
deformation of (f,Z,0) over a regular analytic base (S,0). 
Then there exist representatives 1 of (X,0), ¡f of (S,0) and an 
open neighbourhood U of 0 in С such that 
j(f) = Σ J(f
s
.p) 
for aii s e ¡f, where the summation is taken over all 
ρ € f"1(U) π X. 
Corollary: If (F,X,0) is a Morsification of (f.Z.O) then j(f) = 
= # A, + # D , where # A, and # D are as in (1.3). 
1 œ 1 œ 
(1.5) For the number of D points Pellikaan uses the fact that fe 
2 " 
I in the case that Σ is a complete intersection [Pe 1] I 1.9. Let 
I = (g-.-.-.g ) with g-.-.-.g a regular sequence. Then we can 
write f = У h. .g.g,, with h. . = h... Then Pellikaan proves: 
Theorem: [Pe 1] I 7. 18: 
# D = dim_(0/(l+det(h. .)) =: h(f). 
oo С IJ 
The purpose of this paper is to define a natural generalization of 
the number of D points, which we call the virtual number of D 
oo 00 
points, VD (f), and to prove the corresponding "continuity" theorem: 
00 
Theorem: (see (2.5)) 
Consider the same situation as in theorem (1.4). Then: 
VD (f) = V VD (f ,p) 
oo "-
1
 oo S 
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for all s e У , where the summation is over all ρ € Σ η Χ. 
r
 s 
This generalizes theorem (1.5) of Pellikaan, because VD (D ) = 1 
00 oo 
and VD (A ) = 0, see (2.3). The definition of VD (f) will be given 
00 00 00 
with the help of vector fields which annihilate f. This reflects 
the fact that we consider non-isolated singularities. There are 
"non-trivial" vector fields which annihilate f, due to the the 
fact that the partial derivatives of f do not form a regular 
sequence, contrary to the isolated singularity case. 
Surprisingly it turns out that the virtual number of D points can 
00 
be negative (see (2.3), (2.7), (2.8)). For instance, if f = xyz, 
then VD (f) = -2. This shows in particular that f cannot have a 
Morsification. 
(1.6) With the help of the invariants VD , j(f) and μ(Σ), we can 
00 
give a formula for the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre M 
of f, partially generalizing Siersma's result (1.3). If b.(M) 
denotes the i-th Betti number of the reduced homology of the 
Milnor fibre M we get the following (by now expected) theorem: 
Theorem: (3.2) 
b (M) - b .(M) = j(f) + VD (f) + μ(Σ) - 1 
η n-1 œ ^ 
The equation should be understood that the left hand side, which 
is topological, can (at least in principle) computed by the right 
hand side, which is algebraic. The proof goes along the lines of 
Pellikaan [Pe 2], using a general result of lomdin [Io]. Kato and 
Matsumoto proved that in our case M is (n-2) connected. For more 
information about non-isolated singularities we refer to Lê [Lê 1] 
and Randell [Ra]. 
(1.7) It should be remarked that the definition of the virtual 
number of D points is not very well suited for computations. For 
oo 
surfaces there will appear another formula in a forthcoming 
paper of Van Straten and the author [J-S]. In a subsequent paper 
A.J. de Jong and the author will show that the local invariant VD 
CO 
adds up to a gobal invariant of a divisor in a smooth manifold, 
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where the divisor has a one dimensional singular locus and 
transverse A singularities. This formula generalizes a classical 
formula about the number of ordinary singularities on surfaces in 
P3. 
As we only work with germs throughout the paper, we will sometimes 
skip the notation of a germ. 
(1.8) The author would like to thank F.-0 Schreyer for many 
discussions and G.-M. Greuel for advices. Furthermore thanks to R. 
Pellikaan for comments. 
§2 The virtual number of D points 
00 
(2.1) In this section, we want to introduce the virtual number of 
D points, and prove it's main property, the continuity under 
00 
deformation. So let (f.Z.O) be given as in (1.1). Let 0
Σ
 = 0/1, 
where I is the ideal defining the reduced singular locus. Let Θ-
be the holomorphic vector fields along the fibres of f, see [Lo] 
6.A. Then Θ ®0 S Θ , where Y = (f=0). Because Σ £ Y is the 
singular locus we have |_ Q Θ . To see this take an element ξ € 
Θ = Der (0,0). We associate to it a vector field ξ' e Θ = 
Der(0 ,0 ) simply by defining ξ'(f) = Ç(f), where f € 0 maps to f 
€ 0 . This definition is independent of the lift f, if one shows 
that ξ(Ι) Я I. But to show this, one has only to check it outside 
zero (after taking suitable representatives), i.e. for the A 
CO 
singularity, for which it is easily checked. We denote 
( П : = 8
Γ
| Σ ς Θ Σ · 
Moreover there is an inclusion Θ Ç Θ-, where Σ is the 
normalization of Σ, see [De]. We denote by δ(Σ) the δ-invariant of 
Σ, i.e. δ(Σ) = dim ІО^/О^. 
Definition: 
Let (Γ,Σ,Ο) be as in (1.1).Then 
VD (f) := dim (Θ^/ΘίΓ)) - 3δ(Σ). 
00 Σ 
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We call VD (f) the virtual number of D points of f. 
00 00 
(2.2) We mention the following theorem, which gives us in 
principle a methopd to calculate 0(f), and will be used in the 
proof of theorem (2.5). 
Theorem: Let R be a ring, J = (f ,...,f ) be an ideal, with 
grade(J) := mini i : ExtltR/J,R) Φ 0} = η. Suppose rad(J) = I, with 
Η 
graded/J) = η + 1. Consider the following diagram: 
0 > G > > G. » R »R/I Ю 
Î к Τ,, î î 
-, л"*^ "*
1
 , л " , ... , л
 1
 ж .R/J ю 
where G. is a projective resolution of R/I and the lower row is 
the Koszul comlex on f = (f„,...,f ). The maps φ. extend the 
On r ι 
identity id: R » R. Dualizing this diagram with respect to R and 
* η taking homology gives a map: φ : Ext (R/I,R) > H.if.R), where 
η К 1 — φ 
the iast group denotes the first Koszul homology group. Then φ 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof: See [Pe 1] II 4.1 D 
We apply this theorem to (f.Z.O) as in (1.1). We take R = 0 , I 
= ЯЕ), f. = a.f. Then we see that Η (f.R) is isomorphic to the 
dualizing sheaf ω of Σ. Moreover we can identify Η (f,R) with 
0(f) by sending a representative (a a ) to the vector field 
Ja.S.. This map is well defined because if (α
η
,...,α ) e H.tf.R) 
we have that У α.f. = У α.δ.ΐ = 0. Thus we get Indeed a vector 
field which annihilates f. Moreover if (a ...,a ) represents the 
zero class in Η (f,R), then the vector field J] a.д. is zero on Σ 
by the definition of the maps in the Koszul complex and the 
definition of the singular Σ(Π of f.Finally, if the restriction 
of the vector field У и.д. to Σ is zero, then (α„,...,α ) 
^ і і O n 
represents the zero class in Η (f,R). This is simply checked for 
the A singularity, and therefore (by taking suitable 
Ш 
representatives again) it is zero outside zero. Because H-ff.R) is 
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isomorphic to an Ext, it has no torsion. Therefore (α ,...,a ) 
represents the zero class in H (f.R). 
(2.3) Examples: 
1) A :f = У Д х ? . In t h i s case Θ» = Qt f ) , δ(Σ) = 0. Thus VD (A ) = 
<o ^1 = 1 1 Σ » a> 
0. This shows in particular that for all (f.Z.O) as in (1.1) that 
VD (f) < to. 2)\·- f = V? + £i=2V
 Here Θ
Σ • Vu' 0(f ) - Wo' δ(Σ) • 0-
Hence VD (D ) = 1. 
CO 00 
3) T^
 n m
.f = xyz, I = (yz.xz.xy). Now 0(f) = О^хд^-уд zd^-yd ), 
а = Oa (Э , a , a ), δ(Σ) = 2. Hence VD (T ) = 4 - 6 = -2. 
Σ Σ X У Ζ » to, οο,οο 
(2.4) In case Σ is a complete intersection, it will follow from 
theorem (2.5) and Pellikaans theorem (1.5) that h(f) = VD (f). 
CO 
(For the definition of h(f) see (1.5).) We will give another 
argument. Let I = (g,,...,g ), with g ,...,g a regular sequence. 
I n I n 
Let V be the vector field dual to dg.A...Adg , ie ι (dx^A...Adx ) 
1 η ν 0 η 
= dg A...Adg , where L denotes contraction with &. By Van 
Straten's calculation [St] (3.4). 0(f) is generated as 0 - module 
by h0, where h = det(h .), seed. 5). Σ is a complete intersection, 
so the dualizing sheaf ω is (dx
n
A...Adx /dg A...Adg )0 (see 
[Se]). So we get 0(f) = Hom(h ω ,0 ). 
1 Now let c_: Ω^ > ω_ be the canonical class morphism. By local 
- 1 1 duality we get: dim(0 /0(f) = dim(h ω /c_£L.). Consider the 
following inclusions: 
CÁ Q ωΣ - Η" 1 ωΣ 
0(f) £ Θ
Σ
 Ç Θ| 
By using these inclusions and the definition of the virtual number 
of D points we get VD (f) = аіт(В=./ {Г) ) - 3δ(Σ) = dim(0~/0_) + 
oo oo Σ Σ Σ 
+ dim(h ω /ω) + dim(w /с CL.) - 3δ(Σ). But we have the following 
results about curves: 
1) dim(0-/0 ) = 3δ(Σ) - τ(Σ)
ρ
 (τ is the Tjurina number), because Σ 
is smoothable and non obstructed [Tj], and we have Deligne's 
formula for the dimension of a smoothing component [De]. 
2) dimíh-1^) /ω ) = dim(cj /hü) ) = dim(0 /hO ) = h(f), because ω s 
3) dim(0j;/csn¿) = τ(Σ), see [B-G] (6.1.6) and [Gr 1]. 
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Therefore by filling in we get that VD (f) = h(f). 
00 
(2.5) We now come to the most important property of the virtual 
number of D points. 
00 
Theorem: Let (ί,Σ,Ο) be as in (1.1) and let (F,X,0) be a 
deformation over a regular one dimensional base (S,0). Then there 
exist representatives I of (Х,0), У of (S,0), such that: 
r
 s 
for all s e У, i.e. the totai virtual number of D points is 
00 
constant during a deformation. 
Proof: We apply theorem (2.2) to ï S δ := O.n+l _ and the sequence 
Ь xb 
F = (F
n
,...,F ) = O-F δ F). Then we get: 
- 0 η 0 η 
W x / S = Extg(ö/Ïf8) s HjiF.Ö) 
where ω
χ / ς is the relative dualizing sheaf. One shows as in (2.2), 
that H (F,δ) = 0(F), where 0(F) are relative vector fields which 
annihilate F, restricted to ï = У(І). Because ω ®0_ = ω_ [B-G] 
(4.1.3) we get 0(F)®O = 8(f). This shows that 0(f) £ Θ
χ / 5®
σ
Σ
·
 t h e 
sheaf of vector fields on Σ which can be lifted to relative vector 
fields of g: X » S. We have (if s is a local parameter for 
(У.0)): 
* s 
1) Θ
χ/ς » ®γ/ς ìs i-nJective (by construction) 
2) 0(F) » Θγ/ς i s injective (trivial) 
3) 0(F)®O = 0(f) > 0 ®0 is injective (see above). 
It follows from the snake lemma that s is not a zero divisor of 
0X/S/0(F). Thus g.O /gte(F) is a flat 0 module, hence free, 
because S is regular. This gives us the statement: 
dim(0
x/s®Oz/0(f)) = ^  di m(0 x / s® O l / 0(fs,p)) 
r
 s s 
The theorem follows by filling in the formula of the following 
lemma in the definition of the virtual number of D points. 
00 
(2.6) Lemma: 
Jet g: (X,0) » (S,0) be a deformation of (Σ,Ο) over a one 
dimensional regular base (S.O). Let Σ be the normalization of Σ . 
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Э1:/ Х/5в * ^ sna d ì m l %,p / Х/5^
з>
р 
+
ЗШІ) - Σ ρ ^ Μ Σ ^ ρ ) ) 5 
r
 s 
for all s € У, CC, ¡f sufficiently small. 
Proof: The case that g is a smoothing is treated in Greuel and 
Looijenga [G-L] p.273, who proved it in order to give a local 
proof of Del igne's formula about the dimension of a smoothing 
component of Σ [De]. The general case easily follows from this. 
One takes η: X » X to be the normalization of X. One lifts the 
relative vector fields „ to X, and get the inclusion: 
Θ
χ
 »
 Θ
χ/ς· ВУ t h e s a m e formal argument as in (2.5) one gets 
that (gn)),0A/<,/(gn)),0x _ is a free 0 -module. But now one has that 
gn: X > S is a smoothing of X := (gn)~1(0). [B-G] (4.1.4). 
Therefore by using the result for a smoothing we get the formula: 
dìm(0ì/0x/se<V = ^ m d im(0î х/5в
 Р
 +
 ^ -
r
 s s s 
By Lejeune, Le and Teissier [L-L-T] (see also [B-G] (4.1.4)) we 
have that δ(Χ0) = δ(Σ) - £ δ(Σ ,ρ). α 
(2.7 Example: (R.Pellikaan [Pe 1] I (7.7) (7.22). 
Let f: (C3,0) > (C.O), f = (xy)2 + (2xz)2 + (yz)2. Then the 
singular locus consists of the three coordinate axes. Consider the 
following two deformations: 
2 2 2 
Fl = (yz + sy -sz) + (2xz + sx + - sz) + (xy + sx - sy) 
F2 = f + sxyz 
Then for generic values of s: 
1) fl has 4 D points and 6 A, points, Σ is smooth. 
s » ^  1 r ' s 
2) f2 has 6 D points, 4 A. points and one Τ point. 
S 00 1 CO, 00, 00 
It follows from theorem (2.5) that VD (T ) = -2 (see the 
00 00, 00, 00 
examples (2.3)). Remark that also the Jacobi number j(f) is 
constant under deformation. 
2 3 
(2.8) D. Mond [Mo] studied germs of mappings φ: (С ,0) > (С ,0) 
and the deformation theory of this mapping. The image of φ is a 
hypersurface and under suitable finiteness assumptions it will 
have transverse A singularities. Let the image of φ be given by 
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the equation f = 0, and let Σ be the singular locus of f. 
Deforming the map φ gives a deformation of (f.E.O) [J-S] (4.3). 
For a general deformation of φ one will have only С D points and 
00 
Τ Τ points in a general fibre (see [Mo]). Hence we get that 
00, 00, 00 
VD (f) = С - 2T. We consider the following example: 
00 
φ(υ,ν) = (u, uv + ν , ν ) 
An equation for the image is: 
- 3 3 к 3k-1 
f = -у + χ ζ + 3xyz + ζ = 0 
Неге С = 2, and Τ = к - 1. Therefore VD (f) = -2k + 4. It can 
CO 
indeed be checked that: dim(0~/0(f)) = 4k - 2 and δ(Σ) = 2k - 2. 
§3 About the Milnor fibre 
(3.1) Again let f: (C ,0) > (C,0) be a germ of a holomorphic 
function with a one dimensional critical locus Σ and transverse 
type A . We choose с and δ small, such that they satisfy the 
-1 
Milnor construction, i.e. f (t) is transversal to the sphere of 
radius ε in C n for all t with I Iti I < δ. Let В be the closed ball 
ι
 ε 
of radius ε in С . We will study the topology of the so called 
-1 
Milnor fibre M := f (t)nB . This definition is independent of the 
chosen t (see [Mi)). Let us recall from [Pe 3] that if Σ is 
2 
smoothable and f e Ι (Σ = V{1)) then f always has a 
Morsification. This gives us a lot of functions to which the 
theorem of Siersma (1.3) can be applied. We can combine Siersma's 
result with the following result of Lê and Saito [L-S]: 
Theorem: 
3 
Let f:(С ,0) > (C,0), with a one dimensional singular locus and 
transverse type A . Then the fundamental group of the Milnor fibre 
of f is free abelian, with number of generators one less than the 
number of analytic components of {f = 0} near the origin. 
Corollary: 
Let (ί,Σ,Ο) be as above. Then if 
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\) # { irreducible components of f=0} > 2 or 
2) # { irreducible components of €=0} = 2 and VD (f) * 0, 
then (Γ,Σ,Ο) does not have a Morsification. 
Remark: In 2) the condition VD (f) * 0 is necessary. In fact using 
00 
theorem (1.5) we can if Σ is a complete intersection, 
systematically give examples of (ί,Σ,Ο) with VD (f) = 0, {f=0} 
00 
having two irreducible components and (ί,Σ,Ο) having a 
Morsification. 
(3.2) Although for η = 2 there is a nice statement about the first 
Betti number of the Milnor fibre, for general η there seems not 
much to be known about the (n-l)st Betti number, although Van 
Straten [St] gives a method which will probably always work. A 
general result about the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre 
is much easier to establish. 
Theorem: 
Let f:(С ,0) > (С,0) be a germ of a holomorphic function with 
a one dimensional singular locus Σ and transverse type A . Let M 
be the Milnor fibre of f. Then: 
b (M) - b .(M) = j(f) + VD (f) + μ(Σ) - 1 
η n-1 oo ^ 
(We take reduced homology with coefficients in I.) 
In case Σ is a complete intersection Pellikaan [Pe 2] proved this 
theorem by using the formula of lomdin [Io], which compares the 
Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre M of f with the Euler 
characteristic of the Milnor fibre of 'nearby' isolated 
singularities. We follow Pellikaan's proof. 
(3.3) We first note the following special case of lomdin's theorem 
[Io]. 
Theorem: Let f: (C ,0) » (C,0) be holomorphic with a one 
dimensional critical locus Σ and transverse type A . Choose the 
coordinates of С in such a way, that χ: = χ is a generic 
k+1 hyperplane. Then f := f + χ /k+1 has an isolated singularity. Let 
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M, be the Milnor fibre of f . Then: 
b (M) - b ,(M) = b (M, ) - (k+1) m(Z) 
η n-1 η к 
if k » 0 and m(Z) = dim(0_/(x)). 
(3.4) We denote by I the ideal of Σ, J the Jacobi ideal of f, and 
J the Jacobi ideal of f . It is very well-known that (see [Mi]): 
b
n
(M k) = dim(0/Jk) 
This is what we need to calculate in order to apply lomdin's 
theorem. 
Lemma: 
b (hi ) = dim(<VJ ) + km(Z) + dim(J/InJ ) + dim(I/J) if k>>0. 
Proof: Consider the following two exact sequences: 
0 > I/InJ, » 0/J, > O/I+J, » 0 
к к к 
О — > J/Irü, > I/InJ, > I/J » 0 
If 
and observe that I + J = I + (χ ) if k>>0.o 
(3.5) Because dim(I/J) < œ , we have that dim(J/IrvJ ) does not 
depend on к if k>>0. In fact one has: 
Lemma: J/lAJk s 0/(1 + (^ f n ) : f o ) w h e r e r l = a 1 f · i=0 n· 
Proof: See [Pe 2] proof of (3.5). D 
(3.6) Pelllkaan proceeds by expllcitely calculating 
dim(0/(I + (f f ):fQ) in case Σ is a complete intersection. 
Because this is of course impossible in the general case, we 
proceed in a different way. Consider the map: 
h : Θ
Σ >
 0
Σ 
ξ ι » i£( d x) 
where t- denotes contraction with ξ. In coordinates: if ξ = 
J] α.θ , then Μ ξ ) = α . Because χ is generic, we have that h is 
injectlve, since dx is nonzero on every branch of Σ (outside zero 
and taking suitable representatives), and there are no torsion 
vector fields. Furthermore, by definition, h maps Q(f) to 
(f. f ):f0 + I. Hence we get: 
dim(0_/e(f)) = dim(C/(I + (f. f ):f-)) - dim(ö_/h(e_)), 
Í 1 η U 2. ¿ 
By definition of the virtual number of D points we have moreover: 
00 
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dlm(8_/9(f)) = 3δ(Σ) + VD (f) - m. (Σ), where m. (Σ) := α^(Θ=./Θ_). 
Σ « 1 1 Σ Σ 
(3.7) Lenma: 
dimíOj./hfej.)) = m1(Σ) - δ(Σ) - Γ ( Σ ) + ιη(Σ), 
where Γ ( Σ ) denotes the nuoiber of branches of Σ. 
Proof: (cf. [Gr 2 ] ) . Choosing local uniforming parameters for Σ, 
say t t we get the 0= isomorphism: 
φ: ng ,βΚ 
(dt. dt ) ι > ( t . t ) 
i r i r 
where К is the total quotient ring of 0 . We define N:= 0oj(O.), 
j: Ω^ » Ωα being the canonical morphism. Because 8_ = 
Hom(£2„0 ) and А = Нот(П=,,0=,) we have the identifications: 
Θ
Σ
 = 0
Σ
 : Ν, eg = 0t : ш, 
m denoting the Jacobson radical of 0=.. It is easily checked that 
under these identifications, the map h of (3.6) becomes 
~Γ(Σ) 
multiplication with the element h: = Υ. , [дх/dt.ìt.. Now consider r
 ^1=1 ι ι 
the inclusions: 
h(0
z
 : N) £ h(0| : m) S Og : m 
Μ 0
Σ
 : Ν) S 0
Σ
 S 0- S 0- : m 
By the first inclusion we get: dim(0=, : m/h(0_ : N)) = 
= dim(h(0a : m)/h(0 : N)) + dimtOg, : m) = 
= dim(0g : m/0 : Ν) + ιη(Σ) = m (Σ) + πι(Σ). 
By this result and the second inclusion: 
dimíOj./hfSj.) = dim(0 /h(0 : N)) = dim(0g -.т/ЫО^. : N)) -
- dim(0g/0
z
) -dim(0g : m/Og) = m (Σ) + ιη(Σ) - δ(Σ) - Γ(Σ). Ο 
(3.8) Now we combine lomdin's formula (3.3) with our calculations. 
The result is: 
b (M) - b ЛМ) = j(f) + VD (f) + 2δ(Σ) - Γ(Σ). 
η n-l «η 
But because μ(Σ) = 2δ(Σ) - Γ(Σ) + 1 [B-G], we can rewrite this to: 
b (M) - b .(M) = j(f) + VD (f) + μ(Σ) -1, 
η n-l oo 
which gives theorem (3.2). 
(3.9) Example: f = (x2y2 + y 3 + z2)x. Then μ(Σ) = 3, j(f) = 4 and 
VD (f) = 0. By Lê and Saito [L-S] п.Ш) a Z, because f = 0 has two 
OD 1 
irreducible components. It follows by theorem (4.3) of [J-S] that 
(ί,Σ,Ο) does not have a Morsification. We get however: 
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b ( M) - 1 = 4 + 0 + 3 - 1 = 6 . It even follows from a theorem of 
Siersma [Si 2] (6.1) that M is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of 7 
two-spheres wedged with a circle. 
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Appendix 
THE VIRTUAL NUMBER OF D POINTS II 
Johan de Jong and Theo de Jong 
* Supported by the Netherlands Foundation of Mathematics SMC with 
financial aid from the Netherlands Organization for the 
Advancement of Pure Research ZWO. 
1. In [Jo], the second author defined an invariant, the virtual 
number of D points, for special types of non-isolated 
00 
hypersurface singularities. Now, let X be a compact variety with a 
one dimensional singular locus Σ, such that X has generic A along 
GO 
Σ. In this paper we prove that if X is a divisor in a compact 
complex manifold Y then the total virtual number of D points of X 
00 
can be computed by global invariants of X and Y. 
2. We recall from [Jo] the definition of the virtual number of 
D points. Let f: (Cn ,0) » (C,0) be a germ of a holomorphic 
function with a one dimensional singular locus (Σ,0) and generic 
A singularities along Σ. Throughout the paper we give Σ its 
00 
reduced structure. Let Θ = {•& € Θ n+1
 n
: tf(f) =0, and 0(f) = 
θ | . Let η: (Σ,0) » (Σ,0) be the normalization map and δ(Σ,0) 
be the δ- invariant of (Σ,0). Since any derivation of 0_ lifts 
uniquely to a derivation of 0ψ (see [De]) we get inclusions: 
em
 s θ Σ ι 0 s e i ( 0 . 
Definition: The virtual number of D points of f at 0 is: 
00 
VD (f,0) = dimíe^/eíf)) -35(Σ,0). 
oo 2. 
3. Let Y be a compact complex manifold of dimension n+1 and X с 
Y a divisor with singular locus Σ and as above: dim(Z) = 1 and 
generic A singularities along Σ. For all ρ 6 Σ let (Χ,ρ) be the 
germ of the non-isolated singularity of X at p. Let Κγ be the 
66 
canonical divisor on Y. The purpose of this paper is to prove the 
fol lowing: 
Theorem: 
£peZ V D» ( X' p ) = < 2 K Y + n Χ· Σ> + 4 ^ ( S' C ) Z
) 
where < , > denotes the intersection product on Y. 
3 
4. As an example we take Y = IP and X a surface with only 
2 2 
ordinary singularities, say С D points (local equation xy + ζ = 
00 
0) and Τ triple points (local equation xyz = 0 ) . It is easily 
calculated (cf. [Jo] (2.3)) that the virtual number of D points 
00 
of a D point is one and of a triple point -2. This shows that the 
CO 
theorem specializes to: 
С - 2T = (2deg(X) -8)deg(Z) + 4χ(Σ,0
Σ
). 
This formula is a rewritten version of a well-known classical 
formula, cf. [G-Η] p. 628. Our proof, however, is completely 
different. 
5. Consider the same situation as in 2. Let K.(f) be the Koszul 
complex on the partial derivatives of f, i.e. 
о —»
 лП+
 + і ( 0 —>•••—*
ycn;í о —* ν + 1 , ο — * 0 
where ?
Γ
η+1
 η
 is the tangentsheaf of (С ,0). It is remarked in 
[Jo] (2.2) that the obvious map: 
HjdC. (f)) > Θ
Σ
 (1) 
gives an isomorphism of Η (К. (f)) with 0(f). Moreover НЛК. (f)) is 
(non canonically) isomorphic to ω (see [Pe] II 4.1). 
2», U 
Let E.(f)) be the cokernel of multiplication of f on K.(f): 
0 » K. (f ) -^-> K. (f ) » E. (f ) > 0 (2) 
We have H.(K.(f)) = Q for 1 > 1 [Pe] so the long exact cohomology 
sequence of (2) gives НЛЕ. (f)) = 0 for i > 2 and an exact 
sequence: 
0 > H2(E. (f)) ) H^K. (f)) - ^ > H^K. (f)) > ... 
But as Η (К. (f)) is annihilated by f (because H^K. (f)) = ω
Σ
 Q ) we 
get an isomorphism: 
H2(E. (f)) ^ - > Η (K. (f)) (3) 
The crucial point of the proof of the theorem is that although we 
do not know how to globalize K.(f) we do know how to globalize 
67 
E.(f). 
6. Let the notation be as in 3. Let У = ϊγΐγ be the tangentsheaf 
of Y restricted to X and N be the normal sheaf of X in Y. Then we 
have the canonical map: Э » W, which gives us a section d Y € 
1 
Γ(Χ, Ω . ®W). We form the Koszul complex associated to this 
section: 
g. : 0 » A0"1"1?®^11"1 > . . . > Jew - 1 > 0 
For any points ρ € X, choose a small open ball U с Y around ρ, and 
a local equation f for XnU. This determines a trivialization of N 
on U and so we get an isomorphism: 
g.sW 2^ = E. (f) (4) 
By composing this map on homology with the maps (3) and (1) we 
get a map: 
*f.U: V«··* 2!^ „—>ΘΣ|υ 
which gives an isomorphism of Η (β.βΛΓ, .) with 0(f). We claim that 
Φ„ .. does not depend on choises made and so we get a global map: 
Φ: H2(g.®Af
2) > Θ
Σ 
Proof of the claim: 
We have the complex 6 . ® Ν : 
-> Л
3
^®^ > A2J > J®W > 
2 
Given a section tf.Atf» € Γ(υ, Λ (J )) one has: 
*f,U(V*2|X) = ΐ~1{ΐ
ϋί
^2
ίω
ΐ
)ί\Σ 
where t denotes contraction and we have written: 
,
 =
 ..-1 - «1. 
x
 =
 V f |unxe V 0 Y ( X ) | U ^ 
But if we now have another local equation g of UnX then: 
ω8 = i^gf
- 1 
so i t follows that 
• f . l / V V ••g.U i V*2 |X ) · D 
Definition: (Х):= ІтСФ). 
Remark that on any U as above we have ΘίΧ). = 0(f). 
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7. Proposition: There exists a canonical isomorphism: 
φ: Η
11
"
1
 (Homig. ,ω )) = ω
χ 
Proof: Let 5. (with 5 = Ö ) be a locally free resolution of 0 
such that there exists a diagram: 
... > э 2 , ij > 0 χ » 0 
к К î id 
... — > g 2 — > e i — > ο
χ
 — > о 
where the φ. extend the identity on 0 . (This we can do if for 
ι л 
example X is projective. If it is not possible the we just do it 
on open sets U where it is possible and then glue the local maps 
φ together to get the global map φ. ) By dualizing with respect to 
ω and taking cohomology we get a map: 
л 
φ'
1
 := φ* .: gai11"1 (CL, ω
ν
) > Η11"1 [Homi S. , ω
ν
) ). 
η-1 г. л λ 
By [Pe] II 4.1 this is an isomorphism. Morover: 
so taking the inverse of φ gives the map φ. a 
8. Lemma: Θ(Χ) = ω ® ω ®N 
Proof: As g. is a Koszul complex, Jfcwi(g. ,ω ) can be rewritten as: 
Λ 
ΐ.βίΛ
11
*
1
*)"1»]/1*1«^ 
Χ
Furthermore (л U) = ω
γ
| and by the adjunction formula ω ® N = 
ω . Hence by 6. and 7. we have: 
ω
Σ
 s Н
П
~
1(Иат(е. ,ω )) = lyg. oJV2)®^) βΛΓ11 s ΘίΧΪΘωγβΑ^.α 
9. Proof of the theorem: 
The proof of the theorem is now simply calculating Euler 
characteristics. Define Q by the following exact sequence: 
0 > Θ(Χ) > η»Θ~ > Q > О 
Q is a skyscraper sheaf [Jo] (2.3), so 
H0(Z,Q) = x(et) - х( (ХП 
By remark 6. and the definition of the virtual number of D points: 
00 
Σ
ρ
€
Σ
νθ{ο(Χ,ρ) = Η
0(Σ,0) - 3 ^ 5 ( 1 , ρ). 
By Riemann-Roch: 
xCeg) = 3z«?g) 
and because ХІО^ = ХІО^) - У
 Σ
δ(Σ,ρ) we get: 
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Ep^VDJX.p) = 3χ(0
Σ
) - χ(θ(Χ)). 
By lemma 8: 
ïp6ZVDœ(X,p) = 3χ(0
Σ
) - χ(ω
Σ
®ω~Ζ®Ν~η) 
and thus: 
Τ j.VD^ ÍX.p) = <2Κ
γ
 + ηΧ, Σ> + χίΣ,0
Σ
) + 3χ(Σ.0
Σ
). 
This concludes the proof of the theorem, α 
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ûnttoèueUon. 
Given a germ X = (X.p) of an analytic space with an isolated singular 
point p, one has a semi-nniversal deformatíon Ж ——•В . It has the 
property that all flat families over a space Ζ with X as special fibre 
are induced by a map Ζ »Β , which is unique on the level of tangent 
spaces. The space В and the deformation Ж >B are unique, but only 
up to non-canonical isomorphism (see [Gra], [Pa], [Schil], [Bi]). The 
space В is called the base space (of the semi-aniversal deformation) 
ofX. If X is a hypersurface, or more generally a complete intersection, 
then В is smooth (see [Tjl]). If X is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 
2 (i.e. embdim(X) - dlm(X) = 2), then В is also smooth (see [Scha]). 
In general however В may be singular and even have components of 
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different dimensions. The simplest example is the cone over the 
rational normal curve of degree 4 in P 4 , due to Plnkham (see [Pi]). 
In this case В consists of two smooth components, one of dimension 
three and one of dimension one, Intersecting each other transversally. 
In general it is very hard to compute the base space В for a given 
singularity X. Only recently the base spaces of all cyclic quotient 
singularities were determined by Arndt (see [Am]). Usually the first 
step in the construction of В consists of finding Τχ , the set of first 
order deformations of X, which can be naturally identified with the 
Zariski tangent space of В. This space Τχ has received much attention, 
in particular in the case that X is a normal surface singularity. Using 
a resolution of X one can try to compute Ту in terms of of resolution 
data (see [La], [Wal]). This has been rather succesful for rational 
singularities (see [Ri], [B-K]). 
For a hypersurface singularity Ту can be identified with Oy/J(f), 
where J(f) is the the ideal generated by the partial derivatives of f, 
and f = 0 is a defining equation of X. One easily sees that Τχ is finite 
dimensional If and only if X has an isolated singular point. When X 
does not have an isolated singular point, it is natural to look for a 
special class of deformations, namely the class of deformations for 
which the singular locus of X is deformed flatly (and stays inside the 
singular locus of the deformed X!). Under appropriate circumstances 
one can hope for a finite dimensional base space, because the infinite 
dimensionality of Ту is caused by the Opening up ' of the singularities 
transverse to the singular locus. A good example to keep In mind is 
the Ak-series of deformations of the A - singularity: 
A, < — А
г
< — A , « — А
н
< Α.. 
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In hls thesis, Pelllkaan [Pel] (see also [Pe2]) started with a 
theory along these lines, extending the case that the singular locas 
is smooth and one dimensional, which was considered by Slersma 
(see [Si]). Pellikaan's main results however concern the case that the 
singular locas Σ is a complete intersection or the case that Σ is not 
deformed at all. If Σ is a complete intersection, then the base space 
of the functor considered by Pelllkaan is smooth (see also §3.C). That 
this is not always the case, can be seen by the following beautiful 
example of Pelllkaan (see [Pe 2], ex.2.4). This is the example of 
f = (yz)2 + (zx)2 + (xy)2 . Here the (reduced) singular locas Σ is 
described by the ideal I = (Δ],Δ2,Δ3) = (yz, zx, xy), so Σ consists of 
the coordinate axes in С .He gives two types of deformations. First 
of all, one can deform the curve Σ, giving a deformed ideal I = (Aj.Ag.Ag). 
Then obviously F = (Aj)2 + (Δ2) + (Δ )^ gives a deformation in the 
above sense. Because one knows that dim T^ = 3, and in this case Σ 
is Cohen-Macaulay of codimenslon 2, one gets a deformation over a 
smooth 3 dimensional space. Another deformation, over a smooth curve 
with parameter s, is given by F = f + s.xyz. Here Σ is not deformed 
at all, and the deformation is also admissible in the above sense, 
because xyz = 0 has also the coordinate axes as singular locus. These 
two types of deformations are 'essentially' all admissible deformations 
of f. So we get a family over a space В which is the same as the base 
space in Pinkham's example we mentioned above. This is not a coinci­
dence. Because oar space X, defined by f = 0, has singularities in со-
dimension one, It is not normal. Now the normalization X of X is 
precisely the cone over the rational normal carve in Ρ . Moreover, the 
total space of the deformation over the one dimensional component 
of X can be identified with the cone over the Veronese surface in Ρ 
(see [Pi]). It is known that a 'generic' projection in Ρ of the Veronese 
surface is the Steiner Roman surface, described in homogeneous coor­
dinates by the equation (yz)2 + (zx)2 + (xy)2 + sxyz = 0 (see [S-R], 
pp.128-135). This indeed corresponds exactly to the second type of 
deformation of X described above. 
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In general, we consider a normal surface singularity X, embedded 
•4* о 
in some high dimensional space. When we now project X down to С , 
we get a hypersurface X as image. This hypersurface X will in general 
have a curve Σ as singular locus. For a 'generic' projection X will be 
weakly normal or what is the same, X will have transverse Aj -
singularities meaning that in a general point q e Σ one has (X,q) % A^ 
(i.e. Σ will be an ordinary double curve). Conversely, given a weakly 
normal surface X с С3, one can take the normalization to get an X. 
Now the statement is that the functor of admissible deformations of 
X is equivalent to the deformation functor of the diagram X > X. 
(see §4.) As the deformation theory of X is not 'essentially' different 
from the deformation theory of the diagram X »X, this implies that 
all pathologies occurring in the deformation theory of normal surfaces 
are reflected in the deformation theory of non-isolated hypersurface 
singularities in C3. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop the (formal) theory of 
admissible deformations of non-isolated singularities, as intended 
above. We give a short overview of what to expect. In § 0. we treat 
some algebraic results. This paragraph should be used as a reference, 
and can therefore be skipped on first reading. In § 1. we introduce the 
functor of admissible deformations DefŒ.X) of a singularity X with 
a subspace Σ of the singular locus of X as a sub-functor of the 
deformations of the diagram Σ (-—tX, and investigate the Schlessinger 
conditions. In § 2. we consider the problem whether the natural 
forgetful transformation DefŒ.X) »DefíX) Is injective. In § 3. we 
develop the Infinitesimal deformation theory for non-isolated 
hypersurfaces. We determine the tangent space Τ^Σ,Χ) of DefŒ.X) 
and identify the obstruction space Τ (Σ,Χ). In § 4. we prove the above 
mentioned equivalence between DefŒ.X) and Def(X »X). In § S. 
finally we give examples and appplications. For a weakly normal 
surface X In С with normalization X we give a formula for TJV In 
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terms of X only. Farthermore we prove a theorem aboat the dimension 
of the smoothing components of a normal surface singularity X in 
terms of the number of triple points (xyz = 0) occurring In the 
deformation of X. Finally, in § 6. we determine, up to a smooth factor, 
the base spaces of the semi-universal deformation of all rational 
quadruple points. This proof reflects our experience that to understand 
the deformation theory of normal surface singularities it is essential 
to study the double locus Σ of a projection in С (cf. (3.28)). 
It should be stressed that although we try to formulate our results 
as general as possible, the case that interests us most and which we 
always have in mind is the case where X is an an analytic germ of a 
weakly normal surface in С and Σ is the singular locus of X, with 
its reduced structure. So along our way we are always willing to make 
any assumption on X and Σ as long as it applies to this case. For some 
results simpler arguments can be given in the special case we have 
in mind, which we usually for reasons of organization and clearity have 
avoided. 
Cerwentlcns. 
By a space we always mean an analytic space germ or the spectrum 
of a local ring. Typical names for spaces are Χ, Υ, Τ, Σ, etc, for rings 
R, P, S, etc. When we say that 'Xg is a space over S' we mean that 
XJJ is a space with a map to Spec(S) or to S, depending on whether 
S is a ring (this is usually the case) or a space . In such a relative 
situation we do simply write Χς/S in cases where one usually should 
write Xjj/Spec(S). Although we are not completely systematic in this 
respect, we do not expect any confusion to arise. 
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§ β . /4¿£«¿Mt¿ ptelünUwtUs 
In this preliminary paragraph we formulate some results from 
local commutative algebra which will be of use in § 2 and § 4 of this 
paper. Lacking a comprehensive reference and for convenience of the 
reader we include proofs. The results are centered around the 
interaction between the notion of flatness, base change properties of 
Ext, Cohen - Macaulay properties and duality. This paragraph may be 
skipped on a first reading. 
In the sequel we adopt the following conventions: 
* S is a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal ms and residue 
field к = S/m
s
 . 
* R is a noetherian local S - algebra 
* We also consider R - modules M, N, . . . , and we always assume 
them to be finitely generated. 
* When we put a bar over a module M we always mean 
M = R ® R M = k ® s M , where R = к ® s R . 
* For some results we assume that R is a quotient of flat S - algebra 
Ρ such that Ρ is a regular local ring. 
фгорозШоп (O.i) ι 
Let M and N be two S-flat R - modules. Consider the natural 
mappings 
•Pj : Ext¿(M,N)®k > Ext^M.Ñ) 
Then: i) If φ. is surjective, then it is an isomorphism. 
il) If φ, and φ. are surjective, then ExL (M,N) Is S-flat. 
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piceli This is a slight variation on the 'Cohomology and base change 
theorem' (see [Ha], pp 282-290). Let F, » M be an R - free 
resolution of M. Then the complex N' := Horn ( F, ,N) consists of 
finitely generated R - modules which are S - flat and has 
ExL (M,N) as cohomology groups. We have N ' = Hom (F, ,Ν ) = 
Hom—(F, ,Ν) and as M is S - flat, M is resolved by the complex F, 
Hence, the cohomology of the complex N' computes Ext^-(M,N). 
Consider now the functor Τ on S - modules: 
T1 : A · * ΊΗΑ) := Η'ίΝ'Θ,,Α). 
By the usual arguments one has: 
* T1 left exact 4Φ W1 := Coker( N1"1 • N*) is S - flat. 
* T1 right exact «Φ φ,: T ' ÍS)®, .A M T^A) , for all A 
О (pj is an isomorphism for all A. 
But also: T1 right exact 4Ф T i + 1 left exact Ф» W1*1 S - flat 4Ф 
(local criterion for flatness. [Ma], pp. 145-149) W l + I ® m
s
 С—»W^1 
O T i + 1 (m
s
) С — n ^ 1 (S) ^T' iS)®!^ *-*Т1 (к). From this the 
proposition follows. В 
CotolÍMVi (0J>) ι 
Under the same assumptions as in proposition (0.1) one has : 
I) If Ext¿(M,Ñ) = 0 then Ext¿(M>N)=0. 
II) If E x t | (M,Ñ) = 0 for к = i-1 and к = i+1 , then 
Ext¿(M,N) IsS-flatand Ext¿(M,Ñ) = Ext¿(M,N)®sk . 
fjtoo^t Statement 0 follows easily from (0.1) together with the lemma 
of Nakayama, as we know that the modules ExtR (Μ,Ν) are finitely 
generated modules over R. For statement il) note as <Pj+j is surjective, 
the functor T1*1 is right exact and as T1+1(S) = 0 by i), we find that 
Τ (m
s
) = 0 and hence <pj is surjective, so by (0.1)11) we are done. В 
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Lemma (О.З) ι 
Let Μ be any finitely generated R - modale and N be an S - flat 
R - module. 
Then : Ext^- (M.Ñ) = 0 for 1 = 0, 1 ρ implies 
Ext¿ ( Μ, Ν) = 0 for i = 0, 1 ρ . 
ptco^i By [Ma], thm 28, p. 100 we have that Ext^(M,Ñ)= 0 for 
i = 0, 1, . . . , ρ is equivalent to the existence of elements χ j « R, 
i = 0, 1 ρ soch that 
1) Xj e Annjï ( M) 
il) the χ j form a regular N - sequence. 
Now let ni] , m2 m t be R - generators for M and χ € R any 
lift of one of the Xj. Then x.M С m
s
 .M, so detix.I - B).M = 0, 
(where В Is any matrix of x. with respect to the generators ni¡ of M) 
by Cramers rule. As the entries of the matrix В are in the maximal 
ideal, we see that the elements yj : = det(xj .1 - B) t AnnR(M) project 
to Xj . As these form a regular N - sequence and N is S- flat, we 
have that the yj form a regular N - sequence (see [Ma], pp. 150-151). 
Hence the lemma follows by application of [Ma], thm. 28 again. В 
Ъе^пШоп (ОЛ) ι 
Let R and S as above and let M be an R - module. We say that: 
» M is Cohen - Масааіау over S ( CM over S) if and only if 
DM is a Cohen - Macaulay R - module (I.e. dim¿(M)= depth^(M)). 
ii) M is S - flat. 
We call d : = dlm^(M) the dimension and с : = dlm(R) - d the 
codimension of M over S. If с = 0 we say that M is maximal Cohen-
Macaulay over S (M is MCM over S). 
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* R is regalar over S If and only If 
i) R Is a regular local ring. 
il) R is S - flat. 
We call N : = dlm(R) the relative dimension of R over S. 
For a local ring that is regular over S we will use the symbol P. 
We call (*) _ : = Ρ the dualizing module of Ρ over S. 
'PtoposULon (0.5) ι 
Let Ρ be regular over S of relative dimension N. For an S - flat 
Ρ - module M the following conditions are equivalent: 
i) M is CM over S of codlmenslon с. 
li) Ext¿ ( Μ,ω^ ) = 0 for i * с. 
ptoofa ι First assume i). The relation between depth and local 
cohomology ( see [Gro], cor. 3.10,p.47 ) tells us that Н^ (M)=0 for 
i < N - с. Then the local duality theorem for the regular local ring 
Ρ ( see [Gro], thm6.3,p.8S) states that Η,Ι, (M) is (Matlis-)dual to 
Ext^'iM.CO ρ ). Hence we have Ext^ (Μ,ω ρ ) = 0 for k> с. The 
vanishing of the lower Ext's follows by Ischebek's lemma ([Ma], 
(15.E),p.l04), because the dimension of M is N-c and the depth of 
CO ρ is N. Hence we get ii). To get 1) from ii) one just reverses the 
above steps. В 
Ъе^Шилп (0.6) ι 
Let Ρ be regular over S and let M be a Ρ -module which is CM over 
S of codlmenslon с. The daal modale of M Is defined to be 
M v : = E x t ^ ( M ^ p / s ) . 
An S - algebra R is called embeddable If R is the quotient of a ring 
Ρ which is regular over S. If R is Cohen - Macaulay over S of 
codlmenslon с considered as a Ρ - module, we define the daalizing 
module to be ω
 R/s : = R
v
 = Ext£ (R.O) p / s ). 
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ptuposUlcn (0.7) ι 
Let Ρ be regular over S and let M be CM over S of codimension с 
Then one has: 
i) E x t p k ( M ^ p / s ) = 0 for к * с . 
ii) the dual module M v is S - flat . 
iii) ( M v ) = ( M ) v . 
fttco^ ι Combine (0.5) with (0.2). In fact, for an S - flat module M, 
the Cohen - Macaulay property is equivalent to the above three 
properties. В 
"fcettwtk (0.8) ι 
By the change-of-rings spectral sequence (see [C-Ε], p. 349) 
E p 2
4
 = Extg iM.Ext^R.N) ) =*» ExtP + 4 (M,N) 
one can relate Ext's over different rings. If R is embeddable and CM 
over S of codlmension с as a Ρ - module then one has an isomorphism 
ExtjPiM.C^jj) = ExtP + c (M,Gi)p / s ) 
for any R - module M. This also shows that U) ^ς is essentially 
independent of the choice of Ρ in (0.6). 
CctolLatu (0.9) ι 
Let R be embeddable and CM over S of codimension c. 
Then one has: 
i) Propositions (0.5) and (0.7) hold for Ρ replaced by R. 
11) If M is CM over S of codimension e considered as an R - module, 
then M is CM over S of codimension e+c considered as a Ρ - module. 
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ptaposULon (0.10) ι 
Let R be embeddable and CM over S and let M be an R - module 
which Is CM over S of codlmension с . Then one has: 
I) M v = Ext£ ( M , ( 0 R / S ) Is also CM over S of codlmension c . 
II) There Is a natural Isomorphism M > ( M v ) v . 
fnoo^ ι It Is not hard to see that by using (0.9) one can reduce to the 
case that R = Ρ , Ρ regular over S. Consider a minimal free resolution 
Pt »M of M over P. Because M is S - flat, the complex F, is a 
minimal free resolution for M . Because M Is Cohen - Macaulay of 
codlmension с over the regular local ring P, we conclude by the 
Auslander -Buchsbaum formula (see [Α-B], thm 2.3, p.397) that the 
length of the complex F is exactly c, i.e. the resolution looks like 
0 > F
c
 • F,,., • . . . »F, »FQ • M »0. 
When we apply Homp(—, P) we get the complex 
0 — » F Q - — » F f — » . . . — » F c - f — + F C - »M- >0 
where F v . = Homp (F. ,P). By (0.7) this last complex is exact, hence 
we get a free resolution of M v . As we already know that M v Is S -
flat by (0.7) one can reverse the steps and the result follows. В 
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§ 4. The Jtmetût »i /йтШіЫе ЪфгтлОот. 
Consider a (germ of a) space X and a subspace Σ contained in 
the singular locus of X. In this paragraph we define a certain sub-
functor of the functor of deformations of the inclusion map of Σ in 
X, which consists of deformations for which the deformed Σ stays 
inside the singular locus of the deformed X. First we have to define 
an appropriate structure on the critical locus of a map (and hence 
on the singular locus of a space). Let X »S be a flat mapping of 
relative dimension n. 
VefaUUm (4.І) ι 
The critical locus С := С χ / 5 is the locus defined by Έ^Ωχ/ς)· ^ е 
n-th Fitting ideal of the sheaf of relative Kahler one-forms. The 
critical space is С together with O ç : = O y / F n ^ x / e ) a s structure 
sheaf. 
This definition can be found in [Te], def.2.5, p.587. It is natural to 
consider the critical space again as a space over S. One of the reasons 
to define the critical space in this way is because of the following 
The formation of the critical space commutes with base-change. 
This comes down to a simple property of Fitting ideals (see [Te], p.570) 
OefanUüm (1.3) t 
* A diagram over 5 is a triple ( Σς , Χς , i ), where Σς and X
s
 are 
spaces over S and 1 : Σς »Χς is a map over S. Usually we will be 
sloppy and say that Σ5 • Xg is a diagram over S, without even 
mentioning the map. 
* A morphism of diagrams is defined in the obvious way. 
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* A diagram Σς * Χς over S is said to be admissible, if the map 
i: Zg > X<j factorlzes over the inclusion map C x
s
/ s C—-"* Xs· 
* A morphism between admissible diagrams over S is just a morphism 
of the underlying diagrams over S. 
* Let Σ >X be a diagram over Spec(k), к a field. Let S be the 
spectrum of a local ring with residue field k. A diagram Σ5 tXg 
over S Is said to be a deformation of the diagram Σ »Χ iff : 
i) Σ5 and Χς are flat over S. 
li) ( Σ » Χ) % ( Σ 5 • X s ) χ Spec(k) 
* A deformation Σ«; »Xg of Σ —ΨΧ is called admissible or is said 
to be an admissible deformation if the diagram Σς tXg is admissible. 
Let С denote the category of local noetherlan к - algebras with 
residue field k. It has a full subcategory C
a
 consisting of Artinian 
algebras. Let S e t denote the category of sets. 
ЪфяШт (iЛ) ι 
Let Σ * Χ be an admissible diagram over Spec(k). 
The functor С • S e t 
S 1 • [isomorphism classes of 
deformations of Σ • X over S j 
is called the fanctor of deformations of the diagram Σ * X and is 
denoted by Def( Σ • X ). 
The functor С * S e t 
S 1 • { Isomorphism classes of admissible 
deformations of Σ •Χ over S j 
is called the fanctor of admissible deformations and Is denoted by 
DefŒ,X). 
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We remark that the base-change property (1.2) is needed to make 
DefŒ.X) into a functor. Remark further that Defd.X) is a snbfunctor 
of Defd >X). We do not make a notational distinction between 
these functors and their restriction to the subcategory C a . 
We recall that if T' and Τ s Ob(C
e
) then α: Τ' • Τ is called a 
simple sarjectioB if α is a surjection and Kerta) is a principal ideal 
in T' with Кег(а)ліу· = 0 , where my is the maximal ideal of T'. 
(see [Schll], 1.2). 
¿Lemma (1.5) ι 
The functor F := Def(Z >X) is semi-homogeneous, I.e. three of the 
four Schlessinger conditions are satisfied: 
i) F(k) = {pt} 
li) F( T" xjT') •FtT'^xpjj) FÎT') is surjective for every simple 
surjection T' » Τ and every morphism T" •T. 
ill) F(T ,xkk[E]/E2) • F(T)xF(k[E]/e2) Is an isomorphism for all 
T*. 
The proof is similar to [Schll], 3.7 . In fact, for ii), if we are given 
deformations Σο > Xc , Σο· > ^ S ' a n <^ ^ S " > ^ S " 
(S = Spec(T) etc. ) with 
( Z s . • X s ' J x s ' s * (^s1· •X S ")xs"S S »(S S •Xg) 
then the natural map 
((ig.. U4 LS.) > ( x s " U X s X s · ) ) <·) 
gives a deformation of the diagram over S'xg S" which restricts to 
the given deformations over S ' and S". 
ptcpOJUlon (1.6) t 
Def(Z,X) is a semi-homogeneous snbfunctor of Def(Z • X). 
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ptoofat Our definitions are casted in such a way that the proof just 
becomes a repetition of the proof that the functor of deformatioos 
with a singular section has an analogous property. That case 
corresponds to Σ = {pt} and has been treated by Buchweitz 
(see [Bu], p.79). We keep the notation as above, but now we are given 
Σ5 >X<¡ , etc. , which are admissible. We have to show that the 
diagram (*) under (1.5) in fact is admissible. It is clear that the map 
(*) factorizes over 
Cxs../s l lcX s / sCx s . / s · 
But by the base change property of the critical locus (1.2) there is a 
natural morphism 
Cxs.ys"UcXs/s<:xs./s· > cXs..IIXsxs./s"xss· 
which gives us the factorization which shows the admissibility of (*). 
It is now clear that the result follows because ΟβίίΣ •Χ) itself 
is a semi-homogeneous functor. В 
Сегоіілщ (1.7) ι 
If Τ1*Σ,Χ) : = DefŒ, Χ) (кШ/(Е2)) is a finite dimensional vector space, 
then Ι)βί(Σ,Χ) satisfies the Schlessinger conditions; I.e. DefiZ.X) has 
a hall (i.e. a there is a 'formal' semi-universal deformation). 
ptcofa 1 See [Schl 1], 2.11 . В 
Suppose that we have an admissible diagram Σ c—» X and an 
embedding of X in some smooth ambient space Y. Analogous to the 
functor DefŒ.X) of admissible deformations one can define a functor 
EmbdefŒ.X) of admissible deformations which can be realized Inside 
Y. It is of some importance to describe the relation between DefŒ.X) 
and EmbdefŒ.X), because in practice one always describes X and Σ 
by equations, so an embedding is always implicit. We now shall make 
this relation more precice. 
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ЪфпШсп (i.8) г 
Let Y be a space smooth over к. An embedded admissible diagram 
(over Spec(k)) is a diagram Σ*-—>X c — » Y (over Spec(k)) such that 
Σ
<
- — * X is admissible. An embedded admissible deformation over S 
is a diagram Σ5 c—•Xg (" >Yg » Y x S over S such that Σ5 c — » X 5 
is an admissible deformation of Σ < - — • X. Morphisms between sach 
objects are defined in the obvions way. The functor 
С • S e t 
S 1 * { isomorphism classes of embedded admissible 
deformations of Σ c — • X c — • Y over S } 
is called the functor of embedded admissible deformations and is 
denoted by Embdef(Z,X), the space Y being nnderstood. 
Cemma (1.9) 1 
The natnral forgetful transformation 
Embdef(Σ,X) > Οβί(Σ,Χ) 
is smooth. 
This s tatement is completely analogous t o the corresponding statement 
about ordinary deformations. We omit the proof and refer t o [ A r i ] 
for further details. 
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§ 2 . Dnfeetlolt^. 
In § 1. we introduced the functor DefŒ.X) of admissible 
deformations, consisting of deformations of X together with a 
subspace Σ of the critical space С of X. There is a natural forgetful 
transformation 
Οβί(Σ,Χ) • Def(X) . 
In this section we formulate some conditions under which this is an 
injection, i.e. conditions under which Πβί(Σ,Χ)(5) С >Def(X)(S) 
is injective for all S in the category C. Intuitively, this should be the 
case when Σ can not 'move' inside С. One expects this to be the case 
when Σ and С are equal at the generic points. The problem is to find 
a good functorial way to reconstruct Σ from X alone.. The conditions 
we find are probably unnecessarily strong, but they suffice for the 
applications we have in mind. We use some generalities from local 
algebra which can be found in § 0. 
Centma (2.1) ι 
Let R and S be rings as in § 0. Consider an exact sequence of R -
modules: 
0 • N * A • M > 0 
Assume that: 
i) M is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension c. 
ii) M is S - flat. 
Hi) E x t i ( Ñ , ω ^ ) = 0 for i = 0, 1 с. 
Then M * ( A v ) v : = Ext£ (Ext£ (A, С О ^ ) , С О ^ ) . 
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frtoo$ ι By (0.4) M is CM over S of codimension с By (0.3) we 
have that Ext¿ (Ν, ω
 R / s ) = 0 for 1 = 0, 1 с. When we take 
HomR( - , CO RyS ) of the above exact sequence we get M v % Av'. 
Hence the lemma follows from (0.10). В 
The above lemma expresses the fact that if the 'difference' N between 
A and M is 'small', then a possible flat deformation of M to M is 
completely determined by A, even if A is not flat. For this to be true, 
one of course needs some purity of M, like the CM - assumption. We 
use this fact to prove the following theorem: 
'ptcftosUlon (2.2) ι 
Let Σ c »X an admissible diagram over Spec(k) and let I be the 
ideal of Σ in Οχ . Assume that: 
i) X is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension n. 
ii) Σ is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension с in X. 
l ii)£xtx(I/F
n
(Q1^), ω
χ
) = 0 for i = 0, 1 с. 
Then the natural forgetful transformation 
Οεί(Σ,Χ) • Def(X) 
is injective. 
pteo^ ι Let Σ5 ( : • Xg be an admissible deformation of Σ c > X 
over S. Because Σ5 c >€§ , where C s is the critical space of Xg 
over S, we get an exact sequence of Οχ_ - modules: 
0 • /\> • 0 C s > ΌΣ8 » 0 
where /V = Is/F,, ( f ì X s / s ) (IS the ideal of Σ5 In 0 X s ). 
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Our assumptions are of such a nature that we can apply lemma (2.1) 
to get Q£„ % ( Ο ζ
ς
ν ) ν . Hence the arrow Οχ_ ^ Σ ς ' s n a t n r a 4 y 
identified with the composition Ο
χ
 *®С$ *iOCs^· ** t h e 
critical space С5 is determined in a canonical way by Xg > S , 
we see that we can reconstruct Σ5 С » Xg from the map 
X
s
 >S alone; i.e. Def(Z, X) H)ef(X) is injective. В 
Cotcllaty (2.3) 1 
Let Σ c •X be an admissible deformation over Spec(k). Assume that 
Σ and X are Cohen-Macaulay. If dim(Supp(I/Fn(üx))) < dim(Z), then 
the transformation DefŒ.X) >OeftX) is injective. 
fttoo^ 1 This follows immediately from (2.2), because by local duality 
iU) is equivalent to H ^ (Ι/Ρ
Ι1(Ωχ))= 0 for Udim(Z). As local 
cohomology of a module vanishes above the dimension of its support, 
we get the result. В 
In the case that X is a (germ of a) reduced hypersurface singularity, 
given by an equation of the form f=0, f e Cfx^Xj x
n
}, then 
I/Fn(0¿) = I/(f,J(f)) 
where J(f): = ( á0f, ά,ί dnf) is the Jacobian ideal, generated by 
the partial derivatives djf = df/dx, . A further specialisation of (2.3) 
is the following. 
CotolUvn (2Л) 1 
Let X be a hypersurface germ defined by f « С{х0,Х], . . . , χ,,} and 
let Σ be defined by an ideal I Э (f ,J(f)). Assume that: 
i) Σ is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension г 1 
lÜ dimc(I/(f,J(f)) < œ . 
Then the forgetful transformation Def(Z,X) »Def(X) Is injective. 
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"fcematk (2.5) ι 
When the ideal I Is reduced and the conditions of (2.4) apply, we say 
that X has (generically) transverse A, - singularities. In the above 
context of hypersurface singularities, Pellikaan [Pe] studied modules 
of the form I/J(f). His results imply the following: 
"Zheotem fPelllkaan, [Pe 4 ] , thm.(3.3), (3.4), (3.5).) 
Let f « CJXQ.XJ,. . . , χ ^ define a germ of a mapping f :C n + 1 • € . 
Let Σ be defined by an ideal I D J(f) such that dim
c
(I/J(f)K ш . 
Assume that one of the following conditions hold: 
1) Σ is Cohen-Macaulay and dim(I) = 1. 
ii) Σ is a complete intersection. 
iii) Σ is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 2. 
Then for an admissable deformation of the mapping f and Σ (defined 
analoguous to (1.3)) I/J(f) is flat. 
Note however that the module I/(f,J(f)) can not expected to behave 
in a flat way. (cf. μ and τ for an isolated hypersurface singularity.) 
We conclude this section with an example that will also play a role in 
§ 4. and which shows that Οβί(Σ,Χ) —»Def(X) is not always injective. 
¿χαηψίε (2.6) ι 
U t X be defined by f = χ 3 + y 2 ( kíx.y] (char(k) * 2,3). so J f = ( χ 2 , y ) . 
Let Σ be the subspace of the critical locus defined by I = (x,y). 
Consider the trivial deformation of X over № ε ] / ( ε 2 ), defined by the 
same function f, but now considered in k[e,x,y]/(e2). Let I] = (x.y) с 
k[e,x,y]/(e2) and I2 = ( x + e , y ) c k[e,x,y]/(e2). Because χ 2 = (χ+ε).(χ-ε) 
we see that both Ц and I2 correspond to admissible deformations of 
the pair Σ,Χ. One can check that these elements are different in 
DefŒ.XMkCel/fe2)), but map to the trivial deformation of X in 
Def(X)(km/(e2)). Hence DefŒ.X) H)ef(X) Is not injective in this 
example. 
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§ Э. ОЦЬиіемітлІ /tímUslble Ъе^ятоОоп* о^ +i\gtetunfaces 
This paragraph is devoted to the study of the functor Def(E,X) 
in the case that X is a germ of a hypersurface singularity. This study 
is divided into three parts. In part A we study the vector space 
Τ^Σ,Χ) : = Def(Z,X)(k[e]/(E2) of first order admissible deformations. 
Part В is devoted to the obstruction theory, i.e. conditions for 
extending a given deformation over a somewhat bigger base space. 
Under appropriate circumstances the obstruction space we get is a 
quotient of (the torsion subsheaf of) Ω^ , the Kahler differentials on 
Σ. We also prove a theorem that states roughly that the base space 
of the semi universal deformation space of Def(Z,X) depends mainly 
on Σ. In part С we prove that if Σ is not obstructed, then the 
obstruction space is in fact an in general much smaller subspace of 
the quotient of Tors(O^) we got in В. A crucial rôle is played by the 
so called Hessian form. For computational purposes this does not seem 
to be to important, but for theoretical purposes it probably is. Further 
we give some formulas relating this Hessian to other invariants. 
/dotations ano Conoeniüms (3. i) ¡ 
Throughout this paragraph X will denote a germ of a hypersurface 
in (C™+1 ,0) , defined by an equation f = 0 , f «О : = Ο ^ + ι , ο = 
C{x0,Xj χη}. In fact, as all our arguments will be algebraic in 
nature, we might as well replace О by any local ring which is smooth 
over a field k. 
Σ will be a subspace of X, defined by an ideal I с О. 
Furthermore, we put 
ƒ! : = { g € 0 | (g.d.g) С l } (1) 
where àjg := dg/òXj is the partial derivative of g with respect to Xj. 
ƒ I is an ideal and is called the primitive ideal of I (see [Pe3], def.1.1) 
This notion of primitive ideal leads to a convenient formulation of the 
condition that Σ is contained in the critical locus of X. Clearly: 
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Σ с C
x
 <Ф f с Л 
An alternative way to define ƒ I is by the exact sequence 
0 * I//I ——» Ω1® Ο
Σ
 * Ωΐ >0 (2) 
where Ω1 : = 0¿n+i
 0 
We choose generators Δ|, i = 1, 2 m for the ideal I: 
Ι = ( Δ 1 ' Δ 2 О <3> 
Because f « I ( Σ С X ) we can write: 
m 
f = Σ ai · ДІ ( 4 ) 
i=l 
Because f < ƒ I, there are elements lOjt Ω , 1 = 1,2 m such that 
m 
df = Σ ші · Δ1 ( S ) 
i = l 
In order to keep the notation as simple as possible we suppress all 
indices, i.e. we simply write I = (Δ), f = α.Δ and df = ω.Δ instead of 
(3), (4) and (5). We will extend this 'summation convention' without 
any further comment to new situations. To make this more precise, 
we choose a presentation of O^ as an О - module 
0 • £ . • ^ • О • Ο
Σ
 * 0 (6) 
where ^ : = О™ and φ > 0 is the map cj ι • Aj . £ . is the 
module of relations between the generators Aj , i.e. r « ЗСФ^ r. Δ = 0. 
Then о can be considered as an element of φ and is determined by f 
modulo JZ. and ω can be considered as an element of ^ ® Ω1 and is 
determined modulo /ζ. ® Ω1 . 
So we have: f e / l ^ 3 α, ω I f = α. Δ and df = ω. Δ . We will 
use frequently the following equivalent form of this statement. 
Сеття (3¿)t f € ƒ! О 3 α, Г | f = α.Δ and α.da + Γ.Δ = 0. 
ptoef) ι From f = α.Δ we get df = dα.Δ + ot.dA. As df = ω.Δ we get 
0 = α. dà + Γ. Δ , where Γ = doc- ω. В 
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/I . 4FtUt Otiet Ъфъплиопв mni Τ'ίΣ,Χ). 
Let Embdef( Σ, X ) be the functor of admissible embedded deformations 
of Σ in X. There are two obvions forgetful transformations 
P
x
 : Embdef(Σ,Χ) > Embdef(X) 
Ρ
Σ
 : Embdef (Σ,Χ) > Embdef (Σ) 
We put /t : = Embdef^,XHS) 
N
x
 : = Embdef(X)(S) 
Ν
Σ
 : = EmbdefŒHS) 
where S = €[ε]/(ε2). Via the natural mappings Ρχ : /4 >Ν
χ
 and 
Ρ
Σ
 : ;4 >N£ we can consider /4 as a subset of Nj; χ Ν
χ
 . We call 
/4 the set of admissible pairs. The set Ρ
Σ
(/4) we call the set of admis­
sible normal vectors to Σ and Ρχ(/4) the set of admissible functions. 
All these sets have a natural C-vector space structure. 
Let us first briefly recall the description of the vector spaces 
Ν
Σ
 : = Embdefm<C[e]/(E2)) and TgJ : = Οβί(Σ)(€[ε]/(ε2)) of first order 
(embedded) deformations (see also [Ar 1]). Let Σ с C n + , be defined 
by an ideal I = ( Δ ) с О and consider a flat deformation Σ
Ε
 of Σ over 
Spec(CM/^)). Then Σ
ε
 is defined by an ideal Ι
ε
 = (Δ
ε
 ) = (Δ + ε. η) 
с 0 [ ε ] / ( ε 2 ). Now flatness in terms of relations means that for all 
relations г « /C for (Δ) there is a relation rE = r + ε. s for (Δε), i.e. 
rE . ΔΕ = 0. Expanding the product and using ε
2
 =0 we see that an 
embedded first order deformation is given by an η such that for all 
г с JZ. one has r. η + s.Δ = 0 for some s. So η can be considered as 
a homomorphism I — » O ^ ; Δ] t—>nj .(In the sequel we usually 
will not make a distinction between a normal vector η and its set of 
components (n,)). From this it follows that 
Ν
Σ
 = Homd.Oj;) = Homj
:
(I/I 2 l 0 2 : ) (7) 
The Ο
Σ
 - module on the right hand side is called the normal sheaf 
(of Σ In the ambient space), being the dual of the conormal sheaf I/I . 
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The space of first order deformations is obtained from the space of 
first order embedded deformations by dividing out by the infinitesimal 
automorphisms. These are generated by the vector fields θ on the 
ambient space: a θ « θ gives rise to the homomorphism (A¡ I •íHAj)) 
e N£ . Thus one sees that Ту sits in an exact sequence 
0 > Θ
Σ
 ¥ θ ® 0
Σ
 • Ν
Σ
 ¥ T¿ > 0 (8) 
which starts with the dual of the sequence (2). 
The description of Ny and Ту for the hypersurface X Is of course very 
easy: Ν
χ
 % Ο
χ
 = ©/(f) and Ту % Q/if.dJ) = θ £
χ
. 
Now we can describe the set /4 of admissible pairs as follows: 
/4 = { ( n , g ) e Ν
Σ
χ Ny ¡За,« J , ω, t J ® Ω1 such that 
1) (f + e.g) = (α + ε . α , Μ Δ + ε.η) 
2) d(f + ε.g) = (ω + ε.ω,).(Δ + ε.η) } 
These conditions сап be rewritten as 
Β α , ί ^ , ω ^ ^ β Ω
1 ! 1) g = α.η + α,.Δ 
ÍQÍ 
2 ) d g = ω.η + ω,.Δ 
These expressions motivate the following definitions. 
Oe^üütLon (3.3) t 
The α and the ω - map are given by: 
af : ^Σ * ^ Σ · n ' * α · η 
luf : Ν
Σ
 • Ω
1
 ® Ο
Σ
 ; η ι » ω.η 
Furthermore we define the w - map by 
w f : ^Σ * ^Σ • n ' * día.η) - ω.η = 
α.dn + Γ.η 
We usually omit the index f If no confusion is likely. 
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/Lemma (3.4·) ι 
The α , ω and w - map only depend on f с /I and not on the particular 
choices of the ocj and (i)¡ . 
fneofa ι In the representation f = α.Δ , α is determined by f up to an 
element r « "JZ.. But (a + r).n = a.η + r.n and r.n с I , because η « N^. 
The proof for ω is similar, and thus the result follows. В 
Note that the oc and the ω - map are homomorphisms of Oj~ -
modules, but in general w is only C-linear. 
/Lemma (3.5) ι 
0 There are exact sequences 
о » ρ
Σ
( / ) • Ν
Σ
 - ^ - > al 
о ¥ / i / m ¥ ,4 » Ρ
Σ
( , 4 ) » о 
й) There is a natural map <p : P^(/4) » O/ ƒ I which associates to 
an admissible normal vector η € Ρχ(/<) a unique /I - coset such that 
(n,g) « /4 Φ»* e φ(η) + ƒ1 . 
frtco^ ι One has: η t Ρ^ί^) О 3g such that (η,g) f /4 Ф^  5 otj , ω) 
such that 1) g = α.η + с^  .Δ and 11) dg=u).n + ω1 .Δ . When we substitute 
the first in the second equation, we get α(θ(.η)-ω.η= -ddxj .Δ)-*- ω .^Δ 
Hence indeed η t Ρ^ί^) О w(n) = 0, which proves the first statement. 
Further one has : (0,g) e ¿4 ФФ 3 dj, Wj such that 1) g = «j .Δ and ii) 
dg = ω, .Δ , i.e. g с ƒ I/(f). For the last statement, remark that by 
the exact sequence (2) one has that the equation w(n)=-d(a] ,ΔΗω,.Δ 
determines the element α, .Δ modulo ƒ I. One then checks that the 
element <p(n) = α. η + otj .Δ is well- defined modulo ƒ I. В 
To get from the space ;4 of embedded admissible pairs to the 
space Τ (Σ,Χ) of admissible first order deformations, we have to 
divide out by the infinitesimal automorphisms, which are generated 
by the vector fields θ t θ on the ambient space: 
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T'Œ.X) = ,4 /{(θ(Δ),θ(ί))| θ « Θ} (10) 
In (3.5) /4 appears as an extension of Pj;(/4) by /I/(f) and this 
suggests that we first divide oat the automorphisms that act on 
Ρ
Σ
(/4) and then let act Θ(1ο8Σ) : = {Qt θ | Sil) с 1} on /I/(f). 
First we have to check that indeed onr maps α, ω and w descend from 
the space N^ to T^ . 
/Lemma (3.6) t 
The a and the ω - map (and hence the w - map) descend to maps 
« ·. T¿ • ο
Σ 
ω : T¿ > Q¿ 
(which we continue to denote by the same symbols). 
fttoc^ ι By lemma (3.2) we have a.dà + Γ.Δ = 0 for some Г. Contracting 
this equation with θ с Θ then gives α.θ(Δ) e I. This means that the 
α - map descends. Let £.§ denote the Lie-derivative with respect to &. 
From df = ω.Δ we then get 
d(d(f)) = /Cô(df) = ¿
θ
(ω).Δ + ω.θ(Δ) (11) 
and as ÍHf) с I we Indeed see ω.θ(Δ) = 0 in Ω^ • В 
ТУе^Шит /CotctUtoi (3.7) г 
Define TjíX) : = ΙιηίΤ'ίΣ,Χ) »Т^). Then: 
1) There are exact sequences 
0 >T¿(X) *τΙ W > al 
0 • / ΐ / ( ί , Ι
Σ
( 0 ) »Τ^Σ,Χ) »TjjíX) • 0 
Here Jz(f):= {Ä(f)| θ(Ι) с I}. 
li) There is a natural map φ : Τ
Σ
(Χ) *O/(!l + J(f)) which 
associates to an [ n ] t T^ÍX) a unique coset <p([n]) such that 
[(n,g)] « Т І.Х) <^ g ί φ([η]) + ƒ I + J(f). 
fttuo^ ι This follows immediately from (3.5) by dividing out the vector 
fields. Note that from (11) it follows that θ(Ι) с I =^ &(ƒ I) с ƒ I. В 
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T&matk (3, Β) ι 
R. Pellikaan ([Pe3],pp. 19-32) studied the slightly different problem 
of admissible deformations of a map f . The space J^if) he calls the 
extended I - tangent space to f and the number cj
 e
(f) = dimç ( ƒ I/J^íf )) 
he calls the extended I - codJmension. It Is clear that in our situation 
the space ƒ I/(f,J^ (f)) is the tangent space to the functor of admissible 
deformations for which Σ is kept fixed. 
We know from § 2. that under reasonable assumptions that one has 
that DefŒ.X) С >Def<X) and hence Τ'ίΣ,Χ) c » T¿ . 
'PtoposUlon (3.9) f 
Assume that T^Œ.X) С * Τχ. Then one has: 
o Ji/ífjjíf)) —=-> П / Л Г к и т ) (* ( ƒ1 + J(f))/(f,J(f))) 
ii) <p : T^(X) С » 0/( ƒ I + J(f)) 
Ш) τ'ίΣ.Χ) % (φ(Τ^(Χ)) + ƒ I + J(f))/(f,J(f)) С T ¿ . 
ptoot ι i) /I/if J E (f)) is a snbspace of Τ'ίΣ,Χ). If this is to inject 
in Τχ , then the map in i) is injective. As it Is clearly surjective, it 
is an isomorphism, (c.f. [Pe 3], prop.5.3). The injectivity in ii) expresses 
Just the fact that if [(n,g)] « Τ'ίΣ,Χ), and Τ'ίΣ,Χ) С >T¿ , then 
the deformation [ η ] of Σ is essentially determined by g. Statement 
iii) then follows from i) and ii). В 
The following proposition gives the dependence of the w - map on 
our function f € ƒ I. 
ThepesVtLon (3.10) t 
i) There is a C- bilinear map 
W : / I / I 2 χ T¿ • Q¿ 
( f , η ) ι » Wf(n) 
where Wf4n) = d(a.n) - ω.η , f = α.Δ and df = ω.Δ. 
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li) If f с I (so f =(1ι.Δ).Δ for some symmetric matrix h) then we have 
P^ijA) = Ν
Σ
 and the induced map φ : Ν
Σ
 > О/ƒ I 
is given by η ι > 2.(h.A).n 
ptoofa ι The above map is clearly linear in f. We show that if f с I , 
then Wf is the zero map. But if f = h. Δ. Δ for some matrix h, then we 
can take α = h.Δ and ω = d(h).A + 2.h.dA, so Wf(n) = 0 in Ω ·^ В 
Above we considered the space Τ (Σ,Χ) fora general Σ. In the situation 
we are most interested in there is an important simplification. 
Lemma (S. il) ι 
Assume that Σ is reduced. Then the α - map 
« : T¿ • Ο
Σ 
is the zero map. 
frteo^ г If Σ Is reduced, then T^ is a torsion O^ ~ module. As O^ Is 
torsion free, a has to be the zero map. В 
The α - map being the zero map has the effect of making all maps 
we encountered not only (C-) linear, but even modale homomorphisms. 
Tkcfsosltüm (З.І2) ι 
If the α - map is the zero map one has: 
1) (n,g) < / = ^ g € I. 
ii) w : Ν
Σ
 * Ω
Σ
 is ©£ - linear. 
Ш) <p : Ρ
Σ
(^) И/ ƒ I is 0
Σ
 - linear. 
iv) / and T'Œ.X) are O x - modules. 
ν) Ρ
Σ
(^) and T^(X) are Ο
Σ
 - modules. 
We omit the easy and straight forward proof. 
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"fcematk (З.ІЗ) t 
In general there is an exact sequence of the form 
0 » N I i X >ΝΣ - 2 — > Oj; 
where N^ y = Ηοιηχ(Ιβ>Οχ .Oj· ) is the normal bundle of Σ inside 
X. So the equality of these two normal bundles is in fact equivalent 
to the a - map being the zero map. In § 4. we will encounter another 
interpretation of the condition that α is the zero map. 
CotalUvi (3.M) ι 
If Σ is reduced, then the map w: T¿ • Ω^ In fact lands in the 
torsion sub-sheaf TorsiOj), i.e. w : T¿ >Tors(n¿). 
jnoofa t This is clear, because w is O ·^ - linear and Tip is torsion. В 
We summarize the above discussion in a theorem. 
Theotem (3.15) t 
Let Σ be defined by an ideal I and let f € ƒ I. Assume that: 
i) Σ is reduced and Cohen - Macau lay. 
ii) dim(Z) ¿ 1 . 
Ш) dim(I/(f,J(f)) < œ . 
Then one has: 
ΤΝΣ,Χ) % P
x
(/)/(f,J(f)) С I/(f,J(f)) с T¿ . 
where Ρχ</4) Is the ¡deal (<p(T¿<X)> + ƒ I + J(f)) 
and T¿(X) = Ker(w : T¿ >Tors(Q¿)). 
fncot t Use (2.4), (3.9),(3.11).(3.12) and (3.14). В 
We conclude this part with some simple examples. 
¿xamfrles (3.16) ι 
1) f = xyz t Cfx.y.z} , I = (y.z, z.x, x.y). Because 
I/J(f) = 0 we have Τ'ίΣ,Χ) = 0. In this example one 
has w : T¿ -^->Tors(0¿) and T¿(X) = 0. 
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2) f = x y 2 ( C{x,y} , I = (y). 
Then Ρχ(/4) = (xy.y 2 ) = J(0, hence Τ Ν Σ , Χ ) = О. 
3) f = x 2 y 2 + y 4 , I = (y). 
Then Ρχί/Ι) = ( x 2 y > y 2 ) and J(fì = ( 2 x 2 y + i j ^ . x y 2 ) 
Hence ΤΜΣ,Χ) is 2 - dimensional. 
4) f = (yz) 2 + ( z x ) 2 + ( x y ) 2 ¡ I = (yz.zx.xy) . 
Because f t I , w : N^ • Ω^ is the zero map. Hence 
P£(/4) = Nj; and is generated by the following vectors: 
(y.O.O). (ζ,Ο,Ο), (Ο,χ,Ο), (Ο,ζ,Ο), (Ο,Ο,χ), (O.O.y). 
A calculation shows that: 
Ρχ(/4) = (у ζ, yz ,ζ χ , ζ χ ,χ y,xy ,xyz) and 
(f,J(f))= ( x y 2 + x z 2 , x 2 z + y 2 z , x 2 y + z 2 y ) . 
Hence dim T'd.X) = 7, with as basis: 
{ 3 x y z , 2 ( y 2 z + y z 2 ) , 2 ( x 2 z + x z 2 ) , 2 ( x 2 y + x y 2 ) , 2 x 2 y z , 2 x y 2 z , 2 x y z 2 } . 
Canfeetute (З.І7) г 
Let X be a germ of a weakly normal surface singularity in C 3 with 
singular locus Σ. Then: 
Τ ^ Σ , Χ ) = 0 О Х Й А : f = y 2 + z 2 or 
CD y 
й D : f = x . y 2 + z 2 or 
CD ^ 
CD, CD «CD I I = XyZ 
femAtk (3.18) ι 
We will see in § 4 the reason why one in general can not expect that 
for every Σ c — » X there is an admissible deformation such that on 
the general fibre the space X has only singularities as in (3.17). Such 
^ 2 
a deformation we call a disentanglement (see (5.6). In fact, if £ с Ρ 
is a curve with ordinary nodes which is birational to a non-hyperelliptic 
curve of sufficiently high degree, then X = Cone(£), Σ = Sing(X)
r e (j 
is an example of a pair Σ c • X which has essentially only 
'equisingular ' admissible deformations (cf. [Mu]). In particular, it can 
not have a disentanglement. 
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3 . ObsttuctlM Ткмц mué £eml - Urtoeuml Ъе^яттОон. 
In this part we consider the problem of extending a given admissible 
deformation over a space to a slightly bigger space. We will show that 
in our situation the theory is completely analogous to the ordinary 
deformation theory. We also outline the steps that lead to the 
construction of the base space of the semi - universal admissible 
deformation. As an application we prove a theorem stating that this 
base space only depends, up to a smooth factor, on the class of f € 
/ I modulo I 2 . 
Consider a 'small surjectlon' of rings S' >S, i.e. suppose we 
are given an exact sequence of the form: 
0 > V • S ' »S > 0 (12) 
where V is an ideal in S' with the property V.wtg. = 0. In this situation 
V becomes an S - module, in fact a module over к = S/mg . We study 
the map ρ : Defd.XMS*) >Def(Z,X)(S). The questions that arize 
are: 
* What is the image of p, i.e. which deformations over S can be 
extended to deformations over S' ? 
* What are the fibres of ρ, i.e. in how many different ways can one 
extend a given deformation over S to one over S ' ? 
Given a deformation Z
s
 c
 ¥ X
s
 « Def(Z,X) (S), we split up the above 
problem into three steps. 
1. Try to lift Σς to Σς· over S' . This is an ordinary deformation 
problem for Σ. 
2. Given a lift Σς· of Σς , try to find Χς· as to make an admissible 
deformation with Σς· . 
3. Vary the choice of Σ5· In 2. to get from a given Σ5 r > Xg « 
DefŒ.XHS) to an element Σ 5. С >χ8, € ΟβίίΣ,ΧΜβ'). 
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About step 1. we quote the following theorem. 
TJieotem (3.19) ι 
Given a deformation Σς с DefdMS) and a small surjection as in (12), 
then there is an element 
Ob(S
s
) « T¿ ®V 
(where т | : = H o m í ^ / ^ ) , C3¿)/Hom(^>0 I) I where ^ , "J as in 
(6) and T^Q is the module of 'Koszul relations') with the following 
properties: 
i) Eg extends to an Zg· O Ob(Z<;) = 0. 
il) If Ob(Zg) = 0, then the possible choices for Z<j· form a principal 
homogeneous space over Т^ ® V. 
ptoofa t Well - known, see [Schl 2], pp. 149-150. В 
(We ase ® for tensor products over the ring and ® for tensor products 
over the ground field k.) 
Given an admissible deformation Zg c •Xg ( Def(Z,X)(S) we thus 
get a first obstruction Ob( Zg ) 6 T^ · ® V. If this obstruction vanishes 
we choose an Zg· and go on with step 2. for which we have the 
following. 
ptoftosUlen (3.20) ι 
Given an admissible deformation ξ
δ
 = ( z
s
 c
 •Xg ) e Def(Z,X)(S) 
and a lift Zg· of Zg , then there exists an element 
ObiÇg.Zg.) e Q¿®V 
with the following properties: 
i) There is an Xg. such that (Zg. С » Xg, )
 e
 DefiZ.XHS') ^ 
ObiÇg.Zg.) = 0. 
ii) If Ob^g.Zg·) = 0, then the possible choices for Xg· form a 
principal homogeneous space over ƒ I/(f,J^(f)) ® V. 
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frteo^ ι Let Pg = O^n+l
 χ
ς the local ring of the ambient space over 
S and let Pg· be defined analogous. Then an element ξ § Is represented 
by ας and Γς snch that (see (3.2)) : 
a S · A S = f S 
ag.dbg+ Γ5.Δ5 = 0 
Here Σς is defined by the ideal Ig = (Âg) and Xg by f g. 
Note that there is an exact sequence of Kahler differentials: 
0 * VBQpg./s • 0 Pg- /S » Q Pg/S »0 
1 % 1 
and an isomorphism νΦΩρς,/S' »ΥβΩρ , Ωρ=Ω^η+ι . 
Now given is a lift Zg. of Zg , i.e. we have Ag· . Take any lift of 
ocg to otg· and Γ g to Fg· and consider the element 
wg. = otg. .dAg. + Γ 5 . .Δ 5 . t Ω ρ 5 ι / 5 . 
Because over S Wg· is the zero - form, we see that via the above 
isomorphism we can consider Wg· as an element of V® Ωρ. 
Claim 1 The class of wg· in Ω^ ®V is independent of the choice of 
otg. and Fg· . In fact, the differences of two choices of ag. and Fg. 
are of the form Vj ® ßg · and v2 ® Yg · , v, « V. Hence the difference of 
the wg. is of the form Vj ® ßg..dÄg> +v2 ® Yg..Ag. = v, eß.dA + ν2®γΔ, 
because V.mg. = 0. Consequentely, the class of Wg. In Ω^ ®V Is only 
dependent on Çg = (Sg c ^ s ) an<' ^S' • ^ e Pn t : 
Ob(ξs,Σs.) = [wg.] с Ω^β V . 
From the exact sequence (2) 
0 • I/ƒ I • Ω ^ ® ^ • Ω^ • 0 
we see that extension to S' is possible if and only [wg· ] = 0 and that 
then the choice fg« = ag. .Ag. is determined modulo ƒ I ® V . Dividing 
out the isomorphisms for Zg < c 1 Xg > then leads to a principal 
homogeneous space over ƒ I/íf.J^íf))® V , as in (3.7). В 
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Finally, the result about step 3. is the following. 
"Vieotem (3.21) ι 
Let ξ 5 = ( E g 0 * X s ) € DeHE.XHS) be an admissible deformation 
over S. Then one has the following: 
i) There is a first obstnrction Ob(Zs) « τ £ ® V. 
ii) If Ob(Zg) = 0, then there is a second obstruction 
ΟΜξ5) « T2(Z,X)®V. 
Ш) ξ 5 lifts to an element ls< = (Σ8< С • Xs.)e DefíE.XííS') ^ 
Ob(I s)= 0 and (Λ(ξ 5 ) = 0. 
iv) The possible choices for ξ 5· in iii) form a principal homogeneoas 
space over T V Z . X ) ® V. 
Here Τ2(Σ,Χ) : = Cokeríw : Tj; »Q¿ ) is the abstraction space 
of oar problem. 
pero¿ t This readily follows from (3.19) and (3.20). We only have to 
study the behaviour of the class ObtÇg.Zç· )when we vary the lift 
Σ5. of Eg. Two different choices of Δ5. differ by an element η e N^ 
®V , so Ob^
s
 ,Σς· ) descends to a class Ob(Çs) с T2(Z,X)®V as 
defined above. (We omit some farther details.) В 
"fcenwtk (3.22) 1 
If the α - map of (3.3) is the zero - map (cf. (3.11)), then Τ^Σ,Χ) 
is not only a vector space, but also an O^ - module. In fact, in that 
case w : Tj; »Ω^ is Ο
Σ
 - linear and Ί^ίΣ,Χ) = Cokeríw). 
When we assume that Σ is reduced then T^ is a torsion O^ - module. 
In that case it can be seen that the obstruction Ob( ζ g ) in fact lands 
in the Og - module Tors (Ωχ )/w(T¿ ). In the case that Σ has an 
isolated singular point, this is a finite dimensional vector space. 
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We now apply Schlessingers method (see [Schll], pp. 213-215) to 
construct the hall of the functor Def(E,X). For reasons of simplicity 
we will assume that Σ is a reduced space with an isolated singular 
point (see (3.22)) and that T^ = 0. (For example, Σ could be the germ 
of a space curve in C3.) 
ptcceòute (3.23) ι 
* Take a basis t, , t 2 t τ of the dual space of Τ (Σ,Χ), and 
a basis Vj , v2, . . . , v 0 for the dual space of Torsi Ω^ ) /wíT^ ). 
* Conslderthe ring U : = Cut, , t 2 t,. J . We are going to 
define a sequence of Ideals J2 D J3 Э . . . D J Э . . . in U, together 
with elements Çq e DefŒ,X)(lIq ) , where Uq = l l / j q . 
* The Ideals J and the deformations F are defined Inductively. One 
puts J2 = m2 and constructs the universal first order family ξ2. In 
term of equations ξ2 is given by OL^0 , Γ]' and П]1 such that 
(f + Σ
 е
«> ) = (α + Zt,.«/» ) .(Δ
 + Σ4 .η/» ) and 
О ^ а - ь І ^ . ^.гіСА + Е ^ . п / ^ ^ Г + І Ч . г / 0 ) ^ ^ ^ . « / » ) 
where both equations are mod ж2. 
Now assume we have constructed ξ_ с Def(Z,X)(lI_ ). We look for 
an ideal J
 + 1 , m.J с J j с J which is minimal with respect to 
the property that F extends to an IL+1 « DefŒ.XMU j ). 
* A way to obtain such a J , is as follows. Consider the small snrjectlon 
0 • J„/»nJ„ • U/'wJ™ • U„ • 0 
ч ч ч 4 
We get an obstruction ОЫ^Ь Tors(Q¿)/w(T£)®(jq/m.Jq). 
Applying the elements Vj, v2 , . . , v0 to Ob(fL) we get elements 
Vj , V2 V0 in J / m.J . It is now clear that one can take 
Jq+1 = (Vj 1V2 , . . ,V0 ,m.Jq ). Now one chooses any ξ ^ , lifting 
the element ^ and then considers Ob(IL+1 ) etc. 
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One easily sees by Induction from the above construction that the 
ideal J Is generated by о elements Vj , V2 V0 and m4 . We 
call the elements Vj mod nfl , i = 1, 2 о, the equations of the 
base space of the semi - universal admissible deformation to order 
q-1 or simply the equations of the base space. It should be stressed 
that these equations do not only depend on the chosen bases t, and 
v. , but also on the chosen lifts ξ_ . In practice this is of crucial 
importance: good choices can simplify the equations a lot, whereas 
bad choices make the computations into a nightmare. 
¿xampte (3.2*) ι 
This example is a continuation of example (3.16)4). As the map 
w : N^ »Ω^ Is the zero map, we have that the obstruction space 
is TorsiΩ^ ). One easily computes that the dimension of this space 
is three and has as a basis: 
Wj = x.d(y+z); w 2 = y.d(z+x); w 3 = z.d(x+y) . 
The semi-universal deformation to first order Is described by the 
following data: 
a) the deformed curve: ^ = Δ + Σι
=
] tj.n, , where 
Δ = (yz.zx.xy); n, = (y+z,0,0); n2 = (0,z+x,0); п э = (Ο,Ο,χ+y) . 
b) the deformed ot's: otj = Ь1.Л1+ t0.(x,y,z) , where 
V t
s
t 6 i J 
η 
c) the deformed f Is fj = otj.Aj (mod m ). 
d) the deformed F's : Г, = - hj.dA, - 2t 0 .(dx.dy.dz). 
The curve is not obstructed, and a lift to second order is given by: 
Aa-Aj + Z.ivtj«· 1 ·» 
The obstruction element α1αΔ2 + Γ,.Δ2 In Torstô£)®(m2/m3) is 
t 0 . (x ,y ,z ) .d(Z¿, t i .n | ) - 2t0.(dx,dy,dz).(E lf1t1.n1) 
Because In Ω^ we have the relation (y+z)dx+xd(y+z)=d(xy+xz)=0, we 
can rewrite this expression as: 
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atot, . w, + 3 t 0 t 2 . w 2 + 3t 0 t3.w 3 ί 1от&ІО^)®іт2/т3) . 
Hence the equations for the base to second order are given by: 
tot, = 0 ; tota = 0 ; tota = О . 
A lift of f to second order is given by f2 = (h, . Δ2 ).Δ2 + t 0 (x,y,z).A2 
and one can check that this family, as it stands, defines an admissible 
family to every order. 
Suppose that we are given admissible diagrams Σ r »X and 
Σ С—»X^, where X ( 0 is described by fa) «/I. When fa) - f(2) € I2, 
then (3.10) Implies that the first order obstruction map for X and 
X are 'the same'. In fact, the following propositions show that 
when f™ -f(2) el2 something much stronger Is true: DefŒ.X™) and 
DefŒ.X ) are the same up to a smooth factor. 
PtoposlUon (Э.25) t 
U t Çs(1) = (Σ 5 С »Х^") e DefŒ,X(l)) , i = 1,2 and let be given a 
small surjection as in (12). 
Let Xs(1) be defined by fsCO « J l s . If fs(1)- fsC2) s Ig then we have: 
Ι) Τ2(Σ (Χ ( , )) = Τ2(Σ,Χ ( 2 )). 
il) ΟΜξ5(,)) = Ob(Çs(2)). 
Ш) Let S' • S any surjection. Then ξ^1 ' can be lifted to S' if and 
( 2 ) 
only if ξς can be lifted to S'. If this is the case, we can do this 
in such a way that fg· - tjj. с Ig· . 
pteoí ι We have Τ^Σ,Χ1 0) = CokeHwa) : T¿ » Ω | ) , and by (3.10) 
we have w = w , hence we get i). For il) we assume that Σ5 is 
lifted to Σ5.. As fjj - f5 = hg .Δ5 .Δ5 for some matrix hg . we can 
take a
s
( 1 )
 - ots2) = h
s
 .Δ 5 and Tg" - Г5
С2)
 = h
s
 .dA
s
 . Now lift h
s
 to a 
matrixh
s
. and a
s
(1>
 , r
s
0 )
 over S'. Define then the lifts for « g " , Γ5
ί2> 
by requiring the above relations to hold over S'. Then one has 
w
s
.
( 1 )
 = w
s
.
f 2 )
, so ΟΜξ5
(1)) = Ob(ξ
s
t2)). Statement ill) can be deduced 
from ii) by factoring the surjection in a sequence of small surjections. 
( j ) ( 2 ) 2 
The indicated choices above lead to fg- - fg· e Ig. . В 
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Ъе^ЫШоп (3.26) » 
Two deformations ξ ^ ί Σ ^ Χ ^ " ) € Defd.X) (1=1,2) are called I2-eqaivaleat 
If there are equations fs(0 for Xg" such that fsci) - f™ t l | , where 
Ig Is the ideal of Σς. We denote this equivalence relation by ~. 
The functor 
С ¥ Set 
S ι ν DefŒ.X)/~ 
Is denoted by Μ(Σ,Χ) and is called the functor of admissible 
deformations modulo I 
"ptoposLUcn (3.27) ι 
Let Σ c • X be an admissible diagram. Then one has: 
i) The natural transformation DefŒ.X) • Μ(Σ,Χ) is smooth. 
11) Μ(Σ,Χ) is a semi-homogeneous functor. 
ill) If Χ ( , ) is I2- equivalent to X ( 2\ then there is a natural equivalence 
of functors Μ(Σ,Χ(1)) * Μ(Σ,Χ(2)). 
iv) The space MVE.X) : = MÍE.XHkM/te2)) fits in an exact sequence: 
0 » / l / ( ( f j z ( f ) ) +I2) • M ^ . X ) ¥ T¿(X) Ю 
Sketch o$ fJtoot ι Statement i) follows from (3.25). Statement ii) can 
be proved by showing that ~ is an 'admissible' equivalence relation 
in the sense of [Bu], ρ23. (The word admissible here should not 
confuse the reader.) For this one uses i). Statement ili) is essentially 
trivial: the equivalence of functors is defined in the obvious way on 
representatives. The fact that ~ is really an equivalence relation then 
shows that it is well-defined. Statement iv) is proved along the lines 
of (3.7)0. Note that by (3.10)the space T¿ (Χ) depends indeed only 
on the class of f modulo I2 . It is easy to see that the first space in 
the exact sequence tv) depends only on [f] с ƒ I/1 . В 
CotoUaVf (3.28) t 
If ƒ I/(I2 + f(1) ) = /I/(I 2 + f0"), then the base space of Σ c—•X(1) 
and Σ <-—»X are the same up to a smooth factor. 
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с. 
Ohsttuetüms **è tke+tesMÜm. 
From now on we consider an admissible diagram Σ <-—• X with 
Σ reduced. In B. we have seen that the obstruction space for 
the functor DefŒ.X) is, apart from τ£ , the Ο
Σ
 - module 
TorsiQ¿)/w(T¿). This space however seems to be too big in general. 
For example, when Σ is a reduced complete intersection, then ƒ ! = I 2 
and hence we know that all obstructions vanish. But TorsiΩ^ ) Φ О 
(unless Σ Is smooth) and w(T¿) = 0, so the obstruction space is 
never zero. In fact, it is a long standing conjecture that for a singular 
curve germ one always has TorsiΩ^) * 0. (Berger's conjecture, see [Be].) 
It turns out that in the case that T^ = 0 there is a snbspace of 
TorsiΩ^) which receives all the obstructions. Let us first describe 
this snbspace, which we call N*/I. Recall the exact sequence (2) of 
Oy - modules: 
0 » I/J"! • Ω 1 ® 0
Σ
 > Ω £ > 0 
Now take the double dual of the map d. As Hom^i I/ƒ I, O^ )= Ν
Σ 
and Ω ® Ο
Σ
 Is Oj; - free, we get: 
0 * Nj;* —5 *(Ω1<»Ό
Σ
)**^ Ω1»Ό
Σ 
where Ν
Σ
 = Hom^iN^.O^) Is the daal of the normal bundle. 
Further, there Is the double duality Inclusion ! / ƒ I c — » N ^ and hence 
we get an inclusion: 
N*/I : = Ν
Σ
/ ( Ι / ^ ) С •ΤοΓδίΩ^ΚΩ^ (13) 
(Ν /I is a torsion O^ - module, so it lands in ТогзШ^).) 
Note that if Σ is a complete intersection, then I/I 2 is a free 
O j - module, and hence N / 1 = 0. 
Ccnfeetute (3.29) t 
N*/I = 0 if and only if Σ is a complete Intersection. 
We have to admit however that we do not have overwhelming 
evidence for the truth of this conjecture. In practice it is hard to 
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compute the space N /I. If Σ is Cohen-Macaulay of codlmension 2, 
one can prove that N /I % ¿xt·^ ( (д) % , Ό·£ ), but this does not seem 
to be of great help to settle the conjecture even for space curves. 
Note that conjecture (3.29) Implies Berger's conjecture, because for a 
complete intersection curve singularity Berger's conjecture is known 
to be true. 
Cemma (3.30) t 
Via the canonical injection I/J"I c—» N^ the element β.Δ € I is 
send to the homomorphism β: N^ •Oj;· η ι » β.η . 
ptûo^ ι Disentangle the double duality definition. В 
From the above we see that for an f e I one has (cf. (3.11): 
f € ƒ Ι 4Ф the α - map of f is the zero map. 
As the above statement can be made to work over any base S, we get 
an alternative way to express the condition that Σ5 c >Xg is an 
admissible deformation. First we define the relative primitive ideal ƒ Ig 
as follows: 
fs f /is ^ Σ5 c e x
s
/ s ( ^ ( fs.âi fs ) c is )· 
In other words, there is an exact sequence 
0 U s / ƒ Is — — + Ω Ρ 5 / 5 ® θ Σ 5 *aìs/S »О <М) 
which is the relative version of (2). 
Тйеюееж (Э.Зі) t 
Let Σ be a reduced space and let Σ5 >S be a deformation of Σ 
over S. Let Ig be the ideal of Σς. Then there is an inclusion 
V / I S C >Ν
Σ
* 
and hence an equivalence 
Σ 5
 c
 •Kg admissible ( 4Φ f
s
 ( Π 5 ) Φ* 
the α - map a
s
 : Ν
Σ 5 » Qj. is the zero map. 
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frtoofa ι The (almost) dual of (14) is the exact sequence 
0
 — > Θ Σ 5 > Θ Ρ 5 / 5 ® 0 Σ 5 > Ν Σ 5 »
 T Z S / S ^ 
where the group at the right hand side can be interpreted as the first 
order deformations of the map Σ§ •SpeciS). The dual of this 
sequence starts with the exact segment: 
0 > Hornet T ¿ s / S , 0
Σ 5 ) • Ν Σ * 5 * ü ^ / s ® 0 2 S 
We claim that the group at the left hand side is actually zero. 
Using (0.3) we can conclude: 
H o m z ( T ^ s / s ® 0 2 P O z ) = 0 =φ H o m Z s ( T ¿ s / s , O Z s ) = 0 . 
But as Σ is reduced by assumption, and Τ^ς/ς ® О^ is a torsion O^ 
module, this first Hom is indeed zero. Η 
This alternative way to express admissibility of Σ5 r » Xg also 
leads to an alternative obstruction theory. For this to work we need 
an extra condition on Σ. 
Cemma (3.32) t 
Assume that Т^ = 0. 
i) The normal bundle is compatible with restriction, i.e. if S' • S 
is a surjection of rings and Ig· •Spec(S') is a deformation, then 
one has Ν
Σ
ς , ®S = Ny<j . 
ii) The exact sequence (12) gives rise to an exact sequence 
0 •ΥΘΝ^, >Ν
Σ8, >Ν Σ ί ; >0 
and an isomorphism ν ® Ν
Σ
 « ν ® Ν
Σ
 (i.e. NyQ is flat). 
Outline ofa ptoofa * It is enough to show this for small extensions. 
Ν
Σ
ο can be Interpreted as the space of (embedded) deformations of 
the map Σ »Spec(S) over k[e]/(e ). With this interpretation, state-
menti) is equivalent to the extendability of a family over 8'χ5[ε]/(ε2) 
to a family over 5'[ε]/(ε2). This is certainly implied by the condition 
Τ |=0. Statement ii) now follows from (0.1) (take 1=0,Κ=Ρ,Μ=Ι5,Ν=ΟΣ: .) 
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Let ξ 5 = ( Z s c >XS ) « Def(Z,X)(S) be an admissible deformation 
over S and Σς· с DefŒHS') a deformation of Σ over S', lifting Σς . 
We will construct an element οΜξ ,^Σ^Ο t N /I ®V , which maps to 
the element (Χ>(ξ5, Σ5· )< Ω | ®V of (3.20) via the map (13). 
The construction is as follows: 
» Over S we know that the α - map otg : N^_ *Qy
c
 is the z e r o m a P 
by (3.29). Hence, for all m
s
 Í NJ· there is a γ 5 = YS(ms ) such that 
a S -"»S + ^S ·Δ5 = 0 · 
* Now a lift of Δ§ to Δς· is given. Take arbitrary lifts of otg to ας· , 
YS t o YS' Λη^ 0^ mS t o m S ' * ^ Σ«· · ^ o r mS ^ 8 ' s possible by 
(3.32)0.) Let h
s
. := a s
, m S ' + ^S' ^S' 
* Consider now m « N^ , m = m^ . 
Claim ι the homomorphlsm h : Nj- »Oj; ® V ; m ι »hg. gives 
rise to a well - defined element оЫС^Д^" ) t N /I ® V. 
fnoofa ι One has to check several things. For example, when we 
choose another lift for otg· , the difference is of the form v®0 for 
some ν с V and β . The quantity hg. then changes by v®ß.m. But 
by (3.30) this means that the homomorphlsm h is changed by an 
element of I/ ƒ I , so the class of h in N /I stays the same. We omit 
the further straightforward checks. В 
To get an obstruction element only dependent on Çg and not on Σg^ 
we have to divide out N*/I by a snbspace that corresponds to w(T¿) 
in Tors(Q£ ). To put this snbspace In a proper setting we introduce 
a symmetric bilinear form on N^ which is of independent interest. 
ТУфШШ (3.33) ι 
Let Σ c —»X be an admissible diagram, defined by f « /I. Assume 
that Σ is reduced and that т | = 0. 
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The H e s s i a n H : Ν
Σ
 χ Ν^ »О^ is a symmetric bilinear form 
defined by the following four steps. 
i) Let η and m с N^ . This means that for all г € /Ç. we can solve 
r. η + s(n).Â = 0 and г.m + sim).Δ = 0 for s(n) and s(m). (Of 
coarse, s(n) and s(m) will also depend on r « "JZ. . Ì 
ii) Recall that there Is, in general, a pairing T¿ χ T¿ >τ£ .The 
vanishing of this pairing between (the classes of) η and m jast 
means that one can find a ρ and t snch that for all r t ^ one has: 
r.p + s(n).m + s(m).n+ t.Ä = 0 
о 
In particular if T^ = 0 (as we assumed) this applies. 
ili) Because the α - map of f is the zero map, one can solve the 
equations α. η + γ(η).Δ = 0 and α.m + γ(ιη).Δ = 0 for γ(η) and у (т) . 
lv)Now put H(n,m):= α.ρ + γ(η).ιη + у(т).п . 
ptcposUlen (Э.З ) t 
The Hessian form H has the following properties: 
i) H : N£ χ N j frOj; is well - defined, i.e. it does not depend 
on the choices made in the above steps. 
il) For θ « θ one has Η(η,θ(Δ)) = - £j(o.n . 
ili) For θ, and θ 2 t Θ one has Ηίθ,ίΔ), θ2(Δ)) = - θ , ί θ ^ Π ) . 
iv) By transposition we get a map h : N^ • N^ . 
The composition Ν
Σ
 * Ν
Σ
* ^ » Ω
1
 ® Ο
Σ
 is equal to the 
map - ω : Ν
Σ
 >Ω1®Ο
Σ
 of (3.3). 
ν) If f e I 2 , f =(ΐι.Δ).Δ for some matrix h, then H(n,m) = -2.h.n.m. 
ptcofa ι Statement i) follows by a straightforward check. For example, 
given f, then the difference Sot of two choices of α is t /ζ. This δα 
induces Sy's such that δα.η+ δγ(η).Δ = 0 and δα.m + δγ(ιη).Δ = 0. 
Then the induced change SH in Η is given by δα.ρ + δγ(η).ιη + δγ(ιη).η. 
But by the definition of ρ this quantity is in the ideal I, hence Η in 
Oj- is independent of the choice of a. Statement li) can be seen as 
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follows: by differentiating the relations Γ.Δ = 0 and r.n + s(n).Ä = 0 
with respect to θ « θ we get the expressions Γ.θ(Δ) + θ(Γ).Δ = 0 and 
Γ.θ(η) + 8(η).β(Δ) + d(r).n + d(s(n)).A = 0 . Hence θ(η) can be taken 
as the ρ of η and θ(Δ). From α.Δ = f we get γ(θ(Δ)) = θ(α) - θϋω. 
Making the substitutions and using θ(α.η+γ(η).Δ)=0 we get ii). 
Statement ill) follows from il) and expresses the fact that H is an 
extension of the second derivative of f from vector fields to normal 
vectors. Statement iv) is just another way to express ii). Statement 
v) follows by direct calculation. В 
CtnelUty (З.Э5) ι 
Ι) Ρ
Σ
(/<) = kerdi: Ν
Σ
 »Ν*/!); T¿(X) = ker<h:T¿ •Ν*/!). 
where the maps h are induced by h : Ν
Σ
 > Ν
Σ
 . 
ii) The map φ : Ρ
Σ
(/4) > I/ƒ I is injective if and only if the map 
h : Ν
Σ
 • Ν
Σ
* injective. 
ill) The obstruction Ob(Çs) e TorsiQ¿)/w(T¿) β> V lifts to an element 
ob^
s
) « CokeHh : T¿ »Ν*/!)®Ve • TorsiQ¿)/w(T¿)®V. 
ptoo^ ι Statement i) follows from (3.34) iv) together with (3.5) and 
(3.7). Statement ii) follows from the fact that φ is injective if and only 
if the map ω: Ν
Σ
 »Ω
1
 ® Ο
Σ
 is injective. Now use (3.34)iv) again. 
Statement ili) is obtained by studying the dependence of ob^g.Zg·) 
on the chosen lift Zg· . We leave the details to the reader. В 
The relation between the Hessian form and the number of D„ -
CD 
points appearing in a generic (admissible) perturbation was first noticed 
by Siersma (see [Si], remark 4.1 ) in the case that Σ is a smooth curve 
germ. Pelllkaan (see [Pe 2], pp.27-32 ) generalized this to the case where 
Σ is a complete intersection curve and more generally to f с I In the 
case that Σ is syzygetic (see [Pe2] for a definition; space curves are 
syzygetic). He defined the Hessian form in those cases essentially by 
formula (3.34) v). T. de Jong in [Jo] introduced for a general germ of 
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a hypersurface (Χ,ρ) with a one dimensional singular locus Σ and 
transverse Aj - singularities an invariant VDœ(X,p) (possibly negative! 
; for a D00 - singularity, VDaJ = 1 and for the triple point T^ œ ^ , 
VD^ = -2) and showed an appropriate continuity statement under 
admissible deformations of Σ c—»X. We will relate this invariant VD
m 
OD 
now to the Hessian form H. 
fcemlnèet (3.36) ι 
1) Let (Χ,ρ) с ( C n + ,0) be a germ of hypersurface singularity defined 
by f с О and with one dimensional singular locus Σ and transverse 
type A, . Put e f : = {θί θ | θ ( η = 0} and β(ί) : = Qf®Oz . Then the 
virtual number of О
ш
- points, VDœ Is defined by 
VDco(X>p) : = dim c (ef / (П) - 3.8(Σ,ρ). 
'S/ 
where Σ is the normalization of Σ and S the delta invariant. 
il) Let Y с Pn+ be a projective hypersurface of degree d, with a one 
dimensional singular locus Ξ and transverse type Ai. Then: 
^ VDœ(X,p) = (nd-2(n+2)).deg(H) + 4 . X ( O s ) 
ρίΣ 
111) Let (Χ,ρ) с (С"*1, 0) be a germ as under 1). Then there exists a 
Y с P n + 1 as In 11) with a point у e Y such that: 
a. (Y.y) % (Χ,ρ) 
b. Y - {y} has only A00 and D a ) - singularities. 
fnee^ t For definition i) see [Jo], where one also finds the proof of 
the continuity under deformation of VD^. Result 11) is proved in [J-Jl. 
The proof of ill) Involves Sard type of arguments and results on I-finite 
determinacy (see [Pe3]) and will appear elsewhere. We remark that 
because the total number of О
ф
 on a projective surface in P 3 is even, 
one has in general to admit О
ш
 - points in the compactification. Я 
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Theotem (3.37) t 
Let (Χ,ρ) be a germ of a hypersnrface with one dimensional singular 
locus Σ and transverse type Aj. Assume that T^ = 0 and that Σ Is 
smoothable and syzygetic. Then: 
О
т
(Х,р) = dlm^NjíVhíNj)) - dimc(N*/I )+ d l m c ( j l / l 2 ) 
f/too^ ι First we globalize the germ (Χ,ρ) to get a Y с Ρ"*1 as in (3.36) 
ili). The compactification of Σ is denoted by Ξ. It is not hard to see 
the the Hessian form Η : N^ ® N^ »Oj; can be globalized to a 
map Ήγ : Ng ®Ng »Og ®Νγ , where Νγ is the normal bundle 
of Y in Pu+ . Now it Is checked by calculation that the theorem is true 
for the A^ and the D^ - singularity. So by statement il) of (3.36) it 
is sufficient to prove that 
Σ<11ιη(Ν
Ξ
*
ρ
/Ιι
ρ
(Ν
Ξ ι
^) - d im(N 3 * p /(I/; i ) p ) + dim((I//I)p) = 
pt Ξ 
= (nd -2.(n+2))deg(â) + 4 . χ ( 0
Ξ
) 
where the index ρ refers to the local invariant of (Y,p) at that point. 
The global Hessian gives rise to an injective map 
Ay : Ng •ΝσΘΝγ 
with as cokemel a sky scraper sheaf at ρ of lenght Ng
 p / h p ( N g p ) . 
Hence the left hand side of formula above is equal to 
χ(Ν3*®Ν
γ
) - χ(Ν
Ξ
) - xm¿) + χα/ι 2 ) . 
Furthermore, X(Ng Θ Νγ) = X(Ng) + 2.n.deg(Y).deg(H), by Rlemann-
Roch, because Νγ is a line bundle. So the statement is equivalent to: 
χ(Ι/Ι 2 ) - XÍNg) = 4 . χ ( 0
Ξ
) - 2.(n+2) .deg(u) - («) 
But this Is a statement that only depends on the curve Ξ. By a theorem 
of Pellikaan (see [Pe2], thm. 4.S) we know that the statement of the 
theorem is true if we start with f с I and so the theorem holds for 
any f. (Another line of argument to see (*) is as follows: (·) Is true 
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о 
for smooth Ξ; the conditions syzygetlc and T^ = 0 give that the left 
hand side Is constant under deformation of Ξ; Σ Is assumed to be 
smoothable, so (*) mast be trae.) В 
'fcematk (3.38) ι 
It is desirable to have a more conceptaal or local proof of the above 
theorem. We do not know whether the theorem Is true for non -
smoothable carves Σ. But in any case the conditions on Σ are satisfied 
when X Is a germ of a weakly normal surface in C 3 . 
The folowing corollary Is a partial generalization of [Pe 2 ] , thm.1.13. 
CotûlUit^ (3.39) ι 
Under the same assumptions as for (3.37) we have: 
j(f) = C!
 e
( f ) + VD00(X,p) + d lm c T¿ - d i m c ( / I / I 2 ) 
where J(f) : = d l m c ( l / J ( 0 ) and cj e ( f ) : = d l m c ( ; i + J(f)/J(f)). 
jatoofa ι Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
0 • θ ® Ο
Σ
/ Θ
Σ
 • Ν
Σ
 ¥ T¿ > О 
J d f h 
• ! / ƒ ! •Ny » N V I »0 
Σ^ 
The map Jdf is induced by θ« θ ι >&Já(= 9if) 
The map h: Ν
Σ
 »Ν
Σ
 is injective and hence the Jdf Is Injective. 
Comparing the indices of the vertical maps of the diagram then gives: 
dlm
c
(l/;i + J(f)) = dlm
c
(N£/h(N
z
)) -dim
c
(N*/l)+dlm
c
(T|) 
The exact sequence 
0 M/I + J(f))/J(f) >I/J<f) H/(/I+J(f)) »0 
then gives the corollary when we use (3.37). I 
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We give another noteworthy formale for О
ш
 for a germ (X,p) of 
a weakly normal surface in C .^ We let η : X » X be the 
normalization map, and let Σ = η (Σ) be the inverse image of Σ ander 
the normalization map. We let b be the namber of irrednclble 
components of X at p. 
Tkeotem (ЗЛО) ι 
With the notation as above we have: 
VD
co
(X,p) = μ(Σ) - 2.μ(Σ) + 2 - b. 
ptoefa ι We compactify X and Σ as in (3.36) Hi) to get a Y and Ξ. 
Let deg(Y) = d, deg(E) = e. Consider the normalization diagram: 
Ξ
 c
 • Y 
1 1» 
Ξ С • Y 
where η: Y • Y is the normalization map and S = η (S). 
Note that because X is weakly normal, the Ideal sheaf Û of Ξ in 
Ογ is equal to the conductor «Нвжу^п^Оу, Ογ). 
From the exact sequence О c — • Ογ » » Og we get after applying 
Ήο»ηγ(-,Ογ) the exact sequence 
0 •Ογ •η,ΟΫ • fxty íOn.Oy) • 0 . 
But ¿χίγ ( O
s
 ,Ογ ) = ¿xÉ^Og , ω γ ) ® О у = O g ®и)у because 
(Ογ is a line bundle and using the adjunction formula. Hence: 
0 •Ογ •η,ΟΫ »Ыз Ыу1 • О 
The normalization diagram is a pull - back, hence we also get an exact 
sequence of the form (see [Str],1.2.3) 
0 > О
н
 > i^Og •ω
Ξ
(8ιω
γ
 •О (14) 
So we get χ ( θ £ ) = χ ( 0
Ξ
) + χ[1υ^{ύ^) 
χ ( ω
Ξ
® ω ^ 1 ) = χ ( ω
Ξ
) + deg(O
s
®ωÇ1). 
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As ω γ % Oyíd^), we find deg(Os ®Сд) γ 1 ) = e(4-d). By Serre 
duality, X ( O
s
) = - χ ( ω
 Ξ
 ), hence: 
X ( 0 2 ) = e ( 4 - d ) (!) 
Substitution of this result In formula (3.36) 11) then gives: 
£ v D œ ( Y , p ) = 2 ( 2 . χ ( 0
Ξ
) - X<Og)). (15) 
pc Ξ 
One has 2 . χ ( 0
Ξ
 ) =μ(Ξ) - X t o p (Ξ) (see [Gre], ρ.149). Remember 
that Ξ »Ξ Is a 2:1 ramified cover, so It Is an easy topological matter 
to relate Χ(Ξ) - 2.χ(Ξ) to local data of the normalization. Using 
all this we finally find the formula of theorem (3.40). В 
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§ 4 . ТОДгетяіЬяи (^ «A« flcbmmlUtttien. 
In case we have a hypersarface X with singular locos Σ in 
codimension 1, we will prove that ander certain circumstances there 
is a natural equivalence 
Def(Z,X) — • Def(X »X) 
where Def(X »X) is the deformation functor of the diagram of 
the normalization map X »X, i.e. the functor of simultaneous 
normalization of X (see [Bu]). The above equivalence is particularly 
useful for the study of the deformation theory of normal surface 
singularities. By projecting such a normal surface singularity into C3 
one gets a hypersurface X together with a curve Σ of double points. 
By the method of § 3. one can compute the base space of a semi-
universal deformation for Def(X, X). We will give examples in § 5. 
The problem with simultaneous normalization over an infinitesimal 
basis is that one cannot use the usual construction of integral closure 
in the total quotient ring to get Xj out of Xg : over S = specíMel/íe2)) 
every element ε/χ is integral for χ Ε Οχ- a non zero divisor. This is 
reflected in the fact that the natural forgetful transformation 
Def(X »X) >Def(X) is not always injective. 
'S* 
It appears that the missing bit of information to construct X out 
of X is just the condactor С := Ήαηχ ^Οχ,Οχ )· We can consider 
Οχ as a modale over Οχ . When we deform Οχ flat over S to an 
Οχο . it tarns out that deforming the Οχ-module Οχ to an S-flat 
Ο χ 5 -module Οχ- is equivalent to deforming the conductor С flat 
to an Cg. However, the conductor С is a very special ideal In Οχ: the 
fact that 0 ~ carries a ring structure Is equivalent to: 
£¿#«0 Conòlilm ffc.C.) 
Лот^СС) с • -Hcm
x
(C, Ο
χ
) 
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The last statement makes sense over any basis S, and it turns ont that 
elements of Def(X >X)(S) correspond to deformations of X and 
С to Xg and Cç for which С ς still satisfies the corresponding condition 
(R.C.). To be precise, one has the following theorem: 
Theetem (Ц.і) t 
'S* 
Let X »X be a finite surjective and genetically injective mapping. 
Let Σ be the subspace of X defined by the conductor ideal 
С = Ήο/ηχίΌχ ,Ό
χ
). Assume that: 
'S* 
i) X is Cohen - Macanlay 
li) X is Gorenstein 
Then there is a natural equivalence of functors 
Def(X >X) » ΟβίίΣ«1 »X.R.O 
Here the second functor Is deformations of the diagram Σ <- * X 
for which the ideal of Σς in Xg satisfies condition R.C. 
The next thing to do is to relate (R.C.) to admissibility. For this 
we need some more conditions on X and Σ. 
TJieotem (Ц.2) ι 
Let Σ c »X be an admissible diagram. Assume that; 
i) X is a hypersurface 
il) Σ is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 2. 
ill) Σ is reduced. 
Let Σ5 c »Xg be any deformation of this diagram over S. Then 
equivalent are: 
i) the map ocg : Ν^ς ^^Σς ' s ^® z e r o , l i a p * s e e ^.31)). 
ID the ideal I
s
 of Σ 5 satisfies (R.C.). 
lil) the diagram Σς С » X
s
 is admissible. 
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When we combine theorems (4.1) and (4.2) we get the following: 
Weotem (Ц.З) ι 
Let X • X be a finite, generically injectlve map. Let Σ be the 
subspace of X defined by the conductor. Assume that: 
i) X is Cohen-Macaulay. 
li) X is a hypersurface. 
lil) Σ is reduced. 
Then there is a natural equivalence of functors 
Def(X >X) •DefŒ.X). 
To complete the picture we state one other theorem 
Theotem (ЧЛ) ι 
Under the same conditions as In theorem (4.3) one has that the natural 
forgetful transformation 
Def(X >X) > Def(X) 
is smooth. 
Theorems (4.3) and (4.4) together imply that the base space of the 
semi-universal deformation of X is, up to a smooth factor, the same 
as the base space of the functor DefŒ.X). So the whole complexity 
of deformations of normal surfaces is reflected in the theory of 
admissible deformations of weakly normal (i.e. generically transverse 
Aj ) surfaces in C3 . 
The rest of this paragraph is devoted to the proofs of the above 
stated theorems. For notatlonal convenience and clarity of exposition 
we change from geometric language to algebraic language. 
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Let R and S rings as In § 0. Let QR Э R be the total quotient ring 
of R. 
ЪфШоп (4.5) ι 
A fractional ideal is a finitely generated R - module M such that: 
i) M С QR 
ii) M contains a non - zero divisor. 
Lemma (4.6) t 
i) If M is a fractional ideal in QR and M is an S - flat Rmodule, 
then M is a fractional ideal in QR. 
ii) Let M and N be fractional ideals in QR. Then HomR(M,N) is also 
a fractional ideal and can be identified with { xe QR| χ. M с N}. 
ptoofa ι Left as an exercise to the reader. We only note that the map 
from HomR(M,N) to QR is given by: (φ : M •Ν) ι >φ(να)/τη 
(m non - zero divisor in M). H 
ThoposULon (4.7) t 
Let R be a Gorenstein ring over S, i.e. U)
 R / , s % R. Then the duality 
functor Μ ι >MV : = HomR(M,R) on the category of R-modules 
has the following properties: 
i) it converts fractional ideals into fractional ideals. 
ii) it converts MCM's over S to MCM's over S (see (0.4)). 
iii) it is an inclusion reversing involution on the category of fractional 
MCM's over S 
lv)it commutes with specialization for MCM's, i.e. (M)v= (M v) 
ptao^ t 0 follows from (4.6)11) and ii) follows from the Gorenstein 
assumption and proposition (0.10)0. The involutivity iii) results from 
(0.10)11) , whereas iv) follows from (0.7)Ш) (and (0.9)) В 
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When a fractional MCM happens to be an overring R of the ring R, 
then its dual modale С = HomR(R,R) is an Ideal in R, called the 
conductor of R over R. This conductor has a special property: 
fhoposltlon (Ц.8) ι 
Let R 3 R be a fractional MCM over S and let С С R be its dual 
module. Then equivalent are: 
1) R is a ring (with ring structure induced from R с QR) 
ii) The ideal С satisfies the Ring Condition (R.C.) . i.e. the natural 
inclusion map 
HomR(C,C) c » HomR(C,R) 
is an isomorphism. 
fttco^ t ii) =$ ii : as we have R=HomR(C,R) by (4.7)111) we see that 
if Hom^CO^Hom^C.R) then R gets the ring structure as the 
endomorphisms of the R - module C. 
i) =Ф ii) : for this we need the 'duality lemma for finite maps' 
(see[Ha], ex. 6.10, p.239) or 'change of rings isomorphism' 
HomÊÎM.Homj^R.N)) % HomR(M,N) . 
(Here M is any finitely generated R - module and N any R - module.) 
Now it easy to see that the conductor С is also an R - ideal, so we 
can take M = C and N=R in the above formula to get Homg(C,C)= 
HomR (C.R). But clearly one has HomR(C,C) 2 Homg (C.C). Combining 
these last two facts we get HomR(ClC) = HomR (C,R) . В 
jatoo^ о^ theotem (Ц.і) t Start with a map X »X as in the statement 
of the theorem. Consider a deformation Xg over S. Then the category 
of diagrams Xg »Χς corresponds exactly to the fractional MCM's 
for the ring R = Οχ having Οχ as special fibre. By (4.7) and (4.8) the 
duality functor transforms these into diagrams Σ5 c »Xg for which 
the ideal satisfies (R.C). Η 
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We now turn to the proof of theorem 4.2 . Let Ρ be the local ring 
of the ambient space, which is regolar over the local ring S of the 
base. We assume that X<j Is a hypersarface, so the local ring R of Χς 
is of the form R = P/(F), where F с Ρ is a non - zero divisor. Let I 
be the ideal of Σς in the ring R, so the local ring of Σς is R/I. As a 
sabspace of the ambient space, Ig is given by an Ideal Ip in the ring 
P. By assamption, Σς is CM over S of codlmension 2. This Implies that 
the equations of Σς are of a special form. 
Сеттл (Ц.9) ι 
There exists a free resolution of Ip as a Ρ - module of the following 
form: 
0 > P r M > P r + 1 — > I p » 0 
Here M is a certain rx(r+l) matrix and the generators Д, of Ip (I.e. 
the components of the map Δ) are given by the the r χ r minors of M. 
jitoo^ ι The resolution of Ip over Ρ has the form as above, by the 
theorem of Hilbert-Burch-Schaps (see [Ar ΐ],ρρ.16-17.) As I p is S -
flat by assumption, we find a resolution as above over the ring P. El 
Because Σς is a subspace of Χς we have F с Ip , i.e. we can write : 
i=o 
"PtoposULon (Ц.10) i 
There Is a free resolution of I over Ρ of the form: 
-pr« _JL·^ ρ'* -A-, , χ, 
Here the matrix M Is obtained from the matrix M by adjoining the 
vector ( a 0 , a, , . . . , a r ) as zeroth column, so det(M) = F. 
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ptoofa ι As we have R/I = P/Ip we get an exact sequence of the form: 
-» P.F 
-»U -»I -»0 
The result now follows from (4.9) and the following commatatlve 
diagram from which one can conclnde the exactness of the bottom 
row. 
n
r M r+1 Δ 
-• Ρ • Ρ * I. 
л
г+1 M r+i à 
-» Ρ »Ρ »I 
-¥0 
-*0 
i) The modale I has a 2 - periodic resolution over the ring R of the 
following form: 
Φ 
+ ¿5 
ψ 
•*? 
Φ 
+ 4 
-»ι 
-ю 
Here Φ = M mod F and Ψ = Λ Φ is the Cramer matrix of Φ, i.e. the 
matrix having as entries the г χ r- minors of Φ. ^  and ^ are free R -
modules of rank (r+1). 
V 
ii) The dual modale I = HomR(I, R) has a 2 - periodic resolution over 
the ring R of the form: 
φ ν ψ ν· A * 
-»ι •+0 
Неге Φ is the transpose of the map Φ. 
Ш) One has I %Сокег(Ф) »Кег(Ф) «Ιιη(Ψ) 
and Г * Сокег(ф ) % Кег(ф ) % Ιιη(ψν). 
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pToofa f It is a standard matter to come from the the resolution over 
the ring Ρ to a resolution over R. (Matrix factorization, see [El].) 
Hence we get 1). ii) is obtained by dualizing 1) and using 111), which 
follows from the 2 - periodicity of the complex under i). В 
Let N := Hompdp, P/Ip) be the normal bundle of Z
s
 in the ambient 
space. In §3. we already encountered the so-called α-map 
α : N • R/I 
( φ: A¡ ι • nj ) ι •^j a i · n l 
The pivotal result about the α - map is the following. 
HJieotem (4.12) ι 
With the notation as above, the following are equivalent: 
1) HomR(I.I)=HomR(I.R) , i.e. I satisfies (R.C.). 
ii) the entries of the matrix Ψ are In I. 
ill) the α - map α : N • R/I is the zero map. 
ptoc^ ι By (4.11)111) , am element S t HomR (I,R)=IV is represented by 
an element S' of ^ v in Ιιη(Ψν). To evalute S on an element 1 t I, 
represent 1 by an element 1' с ¿ή and let S' act on 1' . As 8' ί Ιιη(Ψν) 
we see that the ideal generated by the matrix elements of Ψ ν (or Ψ) 
is the ideal generated by the δ(1), δ « Γ , i t I. Hence 1) ^ il). 
Because Σς is CM over S of codimension 2, a generating set of N can 
be obtained by 'perturbing' the matrix M (see [Ari], p.16-21). To be 
more precise, let λ be any rx(r+l) matix with entries in R. Then one 
has: 
Λ
Γ (Μ+ε.λ) =Л Г (М) + ε . Λ ^ ί Μ ί Λ λ mod ε 2 . 
So λ gives rlze to a normal vector η λ t N corresponding to the 
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homomorphism η λ : lp • R/I 
Aj ι »( Λ Μ ( Μ ) Λ λ ) ι · 
A little calculation then shows that 
α( η λ ) = Trace ( Ψ . λ ) 
where Ψ is the matrix obtained from Ψ by erasing the Oth row. 
When we let λ run over the elementary matrices Сц , l í U r , Osj^r 
we get 
0t(nelj) = f j j 
and hence the equivalence between ii) and Hi). Η 
"fcemntk (4.13 )t 
Property 11) in (4.12) can be reformulated as a property of the matrix 
M or Φ and is called the Rank Condition in [Ca] and [M-P]: 
an (r+1)x(r+l) matrix Φ is said to satisfy the Rank Condition if the 
ideal generated by the rxr - minors of Φ is the same as the ideal 
generated by the rxr - minors of the matrix obtained from Φ by 
deleting the first (zeroth) column. Catanese [Ca] also calls this the 
Rouche - Capelli property. In any case, the abbreviation (R.C) seems 
extremely appropriate. For a discussion of the equations defining the 
ring HomR(I, I) we refer to [Ca] and [M-P]. 
ptoob e^ theotem (4.2)t By (4.12) we have that (R.C) is equivalent to 
the condition that the α - map is the zero map. By theorem (3. 31 ) 
we have: If I Is a reduced ideal in R then 
α - map is the zero map Ф^  ( F, Jp ) с I 
Hence, under the assumptions of (4.2) we have indeed : 
I = Ig satisfies (R.C) 4Ф α = ag - map is zero map £Φ 
ΦΦ Eg c — * Xg is admissible. В 
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RemAtk (Ч.1Ч) ι 
Theorem (4.3) states that in case of a finite generically Injectlve map 
X •X between a Cohen - Macaulay space X and a hypersarface X 
with a reduced conductor we have an equivalence of functors 
Def(X >X) — > Defd.X) 
where Σ is given the conductor structure. 
We have seen in (2.6) an example where Defd.X) »DefiX) is not 
injectlve, although Σ was reduced and X had an isolated singular point. 
One calculates that in (2.6) the conductor of the normalization map 
Is just the maximal ideal. Hence, by theorem (4.3) this means that 
(2.6) also affords an example where Def(X »X) »DefiX) is 
not Injectlve, i.e. an example of non- uniqueness of the normalization 
mapping in deformational context. This can also been seen directly: 
Consider the normalization mapping: 
X i X 
kLx.yüAx^y2) с > k [ t ] 
χ ι • - t 2 
у ι > t 3 
This mapping can be deformed non - trivially over k[e]/(e2 ) without 
changing the image by χ ι > - t 2 - 2ε ¡ y ι » t 3 + 3et. This 
corresponds exactly to the deformation in (2.6). More generally, for 
the normalization mapping X »X of a curve germ X one has the 
following result (see [Bu], p. 62): 
dim(ker(Def(X О Ш к О У и 2 )) VDeî(X)(k[E]/U2 )))) = m- г 
where m is the multiplicity and r the number of branches of X at the 
spedai point of X. 
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"fcematk (4.15) ι 
Let I be an MCM ideal in a hypersurface ring R satisfying (R.C) and 
let R = HomR (1,1) = I v э R the ring extension of R belonging to it. 
As the complex (4.11)1) is 2 - periodic, it is not hard to compute all 
the higher Ext' s of I. The result is: 
* HomR(I,I) =R 
* Ext¿ 
к = О, 1, 2, 
* Ext
r 
k + , ( I , I )=N 1 
tR k (I,I) = R/I } 
In fact, taking HonipU,- ) to the exact sequence 
0 > I * R • R/I » 0 
we get a long exact sequence 
0 •HomR(I.I) •HomR(I.R) • HomR(I,R/I) • 
>Ext¿ (1,1) • Ext¿(I,R) • . . . 
As I is assumed to be MCM (over S) and R % ^ R / S w e ^ a v e t ' i a t 
Ехі^(І^) = 0. Hence, I satisfies (R.C) ФФ N « ExtR (1,1), where 
N = HomR(I,R/I) is the normal bundle of Σς in X s . Note that this 
normal bundle is also equal to the normal bundle of Σς in the ambient 
space Homp dp ,R/I) if the α - map is zero. 
The 2 - periodicity gives that Ext^d.I) is a quotient of HomR(I,I). 
One can check that annihilator Is precisely I. 
Thus we get a Yoneda Ext - pairing 
Ехц}(1,1) χ ExtjJa.I) • Ext^(I.I) 
Y : Ν χ N • R/I 
In general, this pairing is not symmetric. One can proof that the 
symmetrlzation Y1" of Y takes values in R/I and can be identified with 
the Hessian H of § 3 (see (3.32)). We do not have an interpretation 
of the anti-symmetric part Y ~ of Y, although we expect It to contain 
Interesting new information. 
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In the deformation theory of X together with the module I one 
encounters natural maps Τ χ ^ ^ X (I, I)· We only state: 
* Τχ * ΕχΙχ(Ι,Ι) is the zero - map. 
* T)} > ΕχΙχΠ,Ι) has as kernel I/(f,J(f)) 
Indeed, for g « I one can lift the module I over the hypersurface with 
equation f + e.g , ε2 = 0. But it requires extra conditions on g that 
the deformed I satisfies (R.C) or stays admissible (see § 3). 
To conclude this section we give a result that implies theorem (4.4). 
фгерозШоп (Ч-.Іб) ι 
Let X »X be a mapping and X с Y an embedding of X in a space 
Y smooth over the base field. Then : 
i) There is a natural transformation of functors 
Def(X >X) >Def(X m 
Ш The natural transformation Def(X >Y) »DefiX) is smooth. 
ill) If X is Cohen-Macaulay, X Is a hypersnrface in Y and the map 
X > X is gè nericai ly injective, then the transformation in 1) is 
an equivalence of functors. 
Sketch o^ pteoi ' Let ( x s >XS) e Def(X >X). One can extend 
the inclusion X С Y to an inclusion Xg с Yj (=YxSpecfS)), because 
all deformations can be realized by embedded deformations. Now the 
composition XJJ »Xg с Yg determines a well- defined element of 
Def(X m . This gives ih Statement ii) follows immediately from 
the smoothness of Y. For statement iii) we to construct an inverse 
to transformation i), i.e. an image functor. Let (Xg •Yg J be an 
element of Def(X *Y). Let R be the local ring of X
s
 and Ρ the 
local ring of Y. Because R is Cohen-Macaulay (over S) , it has a presen-
tation as a Ρ - module as the со kernel of a square matrix N (in fact, 
it Is the transpose of the matrix M of (4.10)). Now define Xg to be 
the hypersurface in Y§ given by the equation det(N) = 0. It is now easy 
to check that ( x
s
 >XS )t Def(X >X)(S). 81 
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§ 3 . ¿xamftles mè fapUeatí&u. 
Consider a germ X с С of a weakly normal surface and let Σ be 
the reduced singular locus of X. By theorem (4.3) Defd.X) is naturally 
equivalent to Def(# *X), where η: X •X is the normalization 
map. Furthermore, by theorem (4.4) the natural forgetful transforma­
tion Def()f •X) »Def(X) is smooth. Consequentely, the space 
Ту of first order deformations of 5^  is a quotient of the space Τ'ίΣ,Χ) 
of first order admissible deformations (see § 3 ). So in order to describe 
Tjv in terms of Τ (Σ,Χ) we have to Identify those first order admissible 
deformations which deform X. trivially. Recall that by theorem (3.15) 
one has Τ1(Σ>Χ)= Px(/4)/(f,J(f)), where f € C{x,y,z} is an equation 
for X. 
^Pteetem (3.1) ι 
In the situation as above one has: 
T¿ = •rtz.xvo^.jm (= Pxí/O/íf.Ox-jíf))) 
Here Οχ .J(f) is the ideal in Οχ generated by J(f). 
ptoofa ι Let (Φ,Ψ) the matrix factorization as in (4.11). So we have 
Οχ = Сокег(Ф ). If we choose a basis 1 = u 0 , Uj , . . . , n t for ^ ^ 
we get an embedding i : X <-—•SpecfCix.y.z}® CCuj ,u2 . . . . ,u t ])-
: = Y. Part of the equations of X С Y is given by: 
r 
J π,.Φ^ = 0 j = 0,1,2 t. (*) 
i = 0 
(For a more complete discussion of the equations of Sí in Y we refer 
to Catanese [Ca] and Mond A PelUkaan [M-P].) To get Τχ out of 
Τ^Σ,Χ) we have divide out the action of all the vector fields on Υ , 
i.e. Τχ = P
x
(/4)/(f, θγ(ί)). As an C{x,y,z} - module, θ γ is generated 
by n k . d/duj , n k .d/dx, u k .d/dy , u k .d/dz. Consider the matrix 
Ф
 ( к 1 >
 (к = 0 t; 1 = 1 t)with entries: 
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ф ( к 1 )
 = ф + E S Ф 
* i j v í J + E ö l k · V1J 
where S,. is the Kronecker delta. This matrix satisfies (R.C) over the 
ring €[ε]/(ε2 ), as is easily checked. As det(<& v i k n) = f + E.5k, .f, this 
gives a trivial deformation of X. Bat by differentiating (*) with respect 
to Hjj.ò/dUj we see that the effect of this vector field on the 
embedding Χ с Y is Jast described by the matrix ф ( к 1 ) . Hence, to 
get T¿ from Τ'ί Σ, X) we only have to divide oat O^·J(f). В 
In general it is not so easy to ase this direct description of O^.J(f). 
In fact we have another description of Ό% .J(f ) <-—* Οχ. We can 
expand the 1 - forms ωι of (3.1)(5) into a matrix ω= ( coij) defined by 
t 
df/dxj = ^ ω^,.Δ, (J = 0,1,2 n) 
i=o 
Theotem (5.2) ι 
With the notation and the assumptions as above one has that 
O^. J(f) is the ideal generated by the entries of the matrix 
ω.4'ν. 
ptooÇ ι The elements а
ш
 ( m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , t) of Oft correspond to 
the homomorphisms [ u
m
] : Aj ι ¥^^m 0 ^ Hom^d.I) = Ojf . 
So [uII1âf/àxk]: Aj ι » 2 ^l-^l-^ïm · ^ 5 w e ' i a v e dations of the 
form Ψ j^ n Αι = Ψ ,^,, .Aj (modulo f ) we see that the homomorphism 
[nm.df/òxk] corresponds to multiplication by ^ tukl-^'ïm ' ^Х · н 
ι ~ 
To compute T£ we can use any X which has X as normalization. 
We will give some examples. 
¿xamftles (5.3) ι 
1 ) f = ζ 2 - y^y + x k ) . This is the J b ^ - singularity (see [Si]). 
The normalization X is smooth, and the ideal Ρχ(/4) = (xky,z,y2). 
The matrix factorization of f is given by: 
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/ ζ у ( у + х к Л / ζ - у ( у + х к ) 
Φ
ν
 = ; Ψ"= 
\ у г I \-у г 
Furthermore, one can take for the ω - matrix the following: 
0 k.xk~1y \ I-k.-^'^y2 k.xk" ,yz 
ω= 0 y(3y+2xk) , S o ω.Ψν = -y(3y + 2xk) z(3y + 2xk) 
2 0 / \ 2.Z -2.y(y+xk) 
So Indeed O^.J(f) = (y2,xky, z) and thus T¿ = 0. 
2) f = xz2 - j^íy + x11). This is the Qk œ - singularity (see [Si]). 
We take 
( xz y(y+xk)\ 
Because Ojf » Сокег(Ф ), we see that Qjf is generated as Οχ - module 
by 1 and u := xz/y . The equations of X in С are : 
U' 2 x.(y + x k ) i uy = xz ; uz = y ( y + x k ) 
The inverse image of the singular locus under the normalization map 
is given by u2 = x k + 1 ; у = 0 ; ζ = 0 , and so is an Ak - singularity. 
The coordinate transformation u' = π ; x' = χ ; y' = y + x k ; z' = ζ + ux11"1 
transforms the equations into (u')2 = x'.y' ; u'.y' = x'.z' ; u'.z' = (y*)2. 
Hence, X is isomorphic to the cone over the rational normal curve of 
degree 3. It is well known that dim T¿ = 2 (see [Pi]). One has 
(OX.J(f).f) = (xj^.xz.z2, Зу2 +2x k y) and Ρ
χ
(,4) = (y^yz, xz,x k y). 
(Computations left to the reader). Hence To' is represented by the 
classes of y2 and у ζ. We leave it to the reader to do more examples, 
e.g. one could try f = xyz + y1*"3 + z 4 + 3 . 
3) f = (yz)2 + (zx) 2 + (xy)2 . This is a continuation of example (3.16)4) 
and (3.24). Here one has X = Cone( |0(4) | : P1 С—>p* ). By Pinkham, 
(see [Pi]), dlmTg = 4. We already know from (3.16) that: 
Ρχ(/4) = (j^z, yz2, z2x, zx2, x2y, xs^.xyz) = m 3 n l . 
One calculates that (Ojf .J(f),f) = m4 П I + J(f). A basis for T¿ 
is represented by {xyz, j^z + yz2, z2x + zx2, x2y + xy2}. 
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Let X be a germ of a normal surface singularity. Consider a 
smoothing of X, i.e. a deformation X<j »S such that for general 
s « S the fibre X
s
 is smooth. Let S' be the component of the semi— 
universal deformation on which this smoothing occurs. A theorem of 
J. Wahl (proved under a condition of globalizability, which Looijenga 
(see [Lo]) proved to be always fulfilled) relates the dimension of S' 
to the topology of X
s
. To formulate this result, let π: Y *X be 
the minimal resolution of X, let E be the exceptional divisor and 
p_= dim(R τι» Ογ ) the geometric genus. 
'Zheotem (J. Wahl, [Wa2],3.13cJ 
dimiS') =(dlm Η^θγ) - 14 p g - 2.χ(Ε)) + 2.X(XS) 
where X is the topological Euler characteristic. В 
Note that the term In the big brackets only depends on X. 
Now let X с С3 a germ of a weakly normal surface and let Σ be 
its reduced singular locus. Corresponding to the notion of a smoothing 
of the normalization X there is the notion of a disentanglement of 
(Σ,Χ). 
ЪфпШсп (5.6)ι 
A disentanglement of Zc—>X is an admissible deformation Zg'" »Xg 
over a basis S such that for a general s < S the fibre X
s
 has only A^. 
D^ and Τ α, α, " singularities ( ordinary double curve, ordinary pinch 
point, ordinary triple point, cf.3.17). 
'S/ 
Clearly, the normalization Xs of a disentanglement of X Is a 
smoothing of X. We want to compute X(XS) in terms of invariants 
of X. We choose a Mil nor representative for Xg (see [Si]). Let F be 
the Mil nor fibre of X. We can compare F with X and with X
s
. 
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Lemma (5.7) ι 
With the notations as above we have for a disentanglement: 
» κ<χ
β
> = x<Xs>+ х< -D + T 
ii) X(F) = X(XS) - X(ZS) + 2D 
iU) χ(Σ 8 )= 2T - μ(Σ) + 1 
where D is the number of D„ and Τ the number of Τ - points in 
the disentanglement. 
ptce^ ι This is a simple excerclse in topology. For 1) one has to realize 
that X
s
 * X
s
 is 1 -1 except over Σ where it is 2 - 1 except over 
the pinch points and the triple points. For ii) one compares F with 
X
s
. As one knows the local structure of the degeneration this is easy. 
For iii) one has to ase the fact that Σς is a flat family over S and in 
such a family the jump in topology is the Jump in Mil nor numbers 
(see [B-G]). H 
CatûLUt^ (5.8) t 
i) X(XS) = ( Я« - 2.VDœ(X) - μ(Σ) + 2) - Τ 
11) dlm(S') + 2Τ Is an invariant of X and does not depend 
on the particular disentanglement chosen. 
ptoût ι By [Jo],thm.3.2 one has χ ( Ρ ) = J(f) + VDœ + μ(Σ). Furthermore, 
one has VDCD = D - 2T. Combining this with lemma (5.7) we get 1). 
Statement li) now follows from i) together with the quoted formula 
of J.Wahl. В 
¿xamfrle (5.9) ι 
1) X of type D
a ) : X is smooth, hence X(XS) = 1 . One has J(f) = 1, 
νΌ
ΰ0 = 1 and μ(Σ) = 0. 
2) f = (yz)2 + (zx) 2 + (xy)2 . X = {f = 0}. Here the normalization X is 
Cone( |0(4)| : P1 С И»* ). The base space of X has two smoothing 
components, one of dimension 1 and one of dimension 3 (see [Pi]). 
One calculates j(f) = 10, VDœ = 4, μ(Σ) = 2. For the one dimensional 
smoothing component we have Τ = 1 , for the three dimensional 
component one has Τ = 0. 
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Ss. "fattami ОшЬириреШм. 
The rest of this paragraph is devoted to the study of a particular 
class of normal surface singularities: the rational quadruple points. 
We will determine the base space of the semi-universal deformation 
of such a singularity. The answer turns out to be unexpectedly simple: 
the isomorphism type of the base space of a rational quadruple point 
is completely determined by two numbers, s and n. The base space 
then is isomorphic to S χ B(n), where S is a smooth germ of dimension 
s and where B(n) is the space defined by the set of equations (6.14). 
A rational quadruple point with the following star shaped resolution 
graph 
. . . . . .
 : : : 
• -· · 9 » · · · · 
has the factor B(n) in its base space. We call such a singularity an 
η-star. At the moment of writing, we have been unable to prove most 
of the following properties of the space B(n). It should not be too 
hard to settle the following 
Confectute (6.1) t 
The space B(n) has the following properties: 
1) Embdim(B(n)) = Sn-1. 
2) B(n) has n+1 irreducible components Y^ , k=0, 1 η with 
dim(Yk) = 2n-l +2k. 
3) MultiYjj) = (?), so only YQ and Y
n
 are smooth. 
4) Yfc has a smooth normalization. 
(Property 1) is trivial and only included for sake of completeness.) 
We know that (6.1) is true for η = 1 and η = 2 and we know that B(n) 
has, besides YQ and Y
n
, at least n-1 other components. 
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In general there are several approaches to find the semi-universal 
deformation of a (normal surface) singularity X . In the first place 
there is the direct method : one starts with the set of equations 
defining X as embedded in some high С and then one just computes. 
For this to work in practice the equations must have a sufficiently 
strong structure. For example rational triple points (see [Tj 2]) (Cohen-
Macaulay codimension 2), the cone over the rational normal curve of 
degree η (see [Pi]), η lines in Cn etc, can be handled in this way. It 
seems however that the equations for the rational quadruple points 
are not known sufficiently well to compute the base spaces for them 
in this way. Secondly, there is the method of (partía!) resolutions. 
Here one starts with a (partial) resolution Y of X and then studies 
the deformation theory of Y (which is usually much simper) and 
finally one tries to blow down the deformed Y to get a deformation 
of X. This methods works quite well to get information on the 
components of the base space for rational singularities. For example, 
all deformations of a resolution of X can be blown down and give 
rise to the so-called Artin component of (the base space of) X (see 
[Wal]). Recently, Kol lar and Shepherd-Barron [K-S] developed a 
method by which one can, for instance, determine the number of 
components in the base space of a cyclic quotient singularity. (From 
their approach it is also clear that the η-star singularity has ( at least) 
n+1 components in its base space.) However, the list of resolution 
graphs of rational quadruple points is quite long and contains many 
'exceptional' graphs, so this method seems to be quite involved. 
Furthermore, it does not lead really to equations for the base spaces. 
We propose to use a different method: the method of projections. 
Here one starts with X embedded in some high C N and then we project 
X generically into С . The image X then will have a curve Σ as double 
locus. By the theorems of § 4 the base space of admissible deformations 
of Σ *" » X is up to a smooth factor the same as the base space of 
X. Now essentially because Σ is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 2 and 
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X is given by one equation, this is much more 'computable* then 
working directly with the equations for X. At first sight It seems that 
this method has two serious drawbacks. In the first place one has to 
choose a generic projection (to get an ordinary double curve) and 
naturally given projections usually are not generic. In the second place 
it is quite hard to find the explicit equation for X. For rational triple 
points it is already a lot of work to write down explicit equations for 
X corresponding to the different resolution graphs and for quadruple 
points it becomes quite hopeless. We only give one example of our 
(incomplete) list. (It appears that it is convenient to use the theory 
of limits (see [Str]) to obtain equations for singularities that come 
in series.) 
¿xamfrle (6.2) ι 
Equation : 
f = (x-y).((x+y).(z2+xy2) + (x-y)k+1.y2) + z'.iz^xy2)2 
Qualitative picture of XR: = {(x.y.z) « R3 I f(x,y,z) = 0}: 
Resolution graph of the normalization X : 
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So it seems that we are stack again. Bat now it tarns oat that the 
first mentioned drawback can be turned Into an advantage: every 
singalaiity has many generic projections with essentially distinct carves 
Σ. It tarns oat that all carves Σ that coald a priori occur as doable 
carves of projections of rational quadruple points actually do occur 
in projections of the special η-star singularities mentioned above. 
Because DefŒ.X) mainly depends on the curve (in the sense of (3.27) 
and (3.26)) we get that the base space of any rational quadruple point 
is the same up to a smooth factor to the base space of a certain n-star 
singularity. So one has to compute only the base space for the n-star 
singularity and for this one can use a particular nice set of coordinates 
and in this way we find the equations for the spaces B(n). 
We start with some general numerical relations related to a generic 
projection. 
/Lemma (6.3) t 
Let X с С be a ((multi-) germ of a) normal surface singularity, where 
N = Embdlm(X) is the embedding dimension of X. Let L:CN t C 3 be 
a generic linear projection and let X = L(X) с С3 its image. Let Σ be the 
'S* 
reduced singular locus of X and let Η and Η be the generic hyperplane 
•ν 
sections of X and X respectively. Then one has: 
i) m: = MuIt(X) = Mult(X) = Mult(H) = Mult(H) i N-l. 
ii) MultŒ) = 8(H) - S(H). 
iU) δ(Η) ¿m.(m-l)/2 ¡ S(H)im-l . 
iv) typem 2N-3. 
fttct>4 ι i) is obvious because we have a linear projection. The inequality 
expresses the minimality of the embedding of X in С . Statement 
li) follows by moving the hyperplane Η away from the special point. 
We then get as intersection with X a curve with Multi Σ) ordinary 
double points. But the Jump in S in a family of curves is equal to the 
S of the special fibre of the normalization of the family (see [L-L-T]), 
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so in this case is equal to S(H). Statement ili) is a generality: given 
the embedding dimension and the multiplicity of the curve, one has 
a lower bound for its S-lnvariant, which is in the stated cases as above. 
(exercise). Statement iv) follows the following: Σ is Cohen-Macaulay 
of codimension 2, so the equations for Σ are obtained as the maximal 
minors of an tx(t+l) matrix. Then type(Z) = t. As in (5.1) this gives 
us an embedding of X into a smooth space of dimension 3+t, hence 
Nít+З. В 
Lemma (6.4) t 
If X is a germ of a rational surface singularity, then all the inequalities 
of (6.3) are in fact equalities. 
fiteo^ ι This lemma is a reflection of the strong minimality properties 
enjoyed by rational singularities. For the fact that N = m + 1 we refer 
to [Ar2]. For the statement that S(H)=m-l see([Str], 4.1.13). As now 
H is a curve with minimal S-invariant, the same is true for a generic 
projection H, hence δ(Η) = m.(m-l)/2 (we omit the proof). Then 
Mult(I) = (m-l).(m-2)/2. This can also be seen directly: by a result 
of Karras (see [Ka]) every rational m-tuple point has a normally flat 
deformation to the cone over the rational normal curve of degree m. 
When we project this cone to С we get a cone over a rational curve 
in Ρ of degree m. Such a curve has (m-l).(m-2)/2 double points. As 
clearly the multiplicity of Σ does not change under this deformation, 
Mult(Z) has to have this value for all rational m-tuple points. The 
statement about the type can be seen as follows: because Σ is Cohen-
-Macaulay, the sub-scheme of C2 given by Σ Π Η has length 
(m-l).(m-2)/2 and by (6.3) type(ZnH)im-2. From these fact alone 
it already follows that the ideal of ΣΠΗ is the ideal m m , where m 
is the maximal ideal of C{y,z} = Ός2
 0 . Hence indeed typeŒ)=typeŒnH) 
= m-2. В 
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СегеІІА ц (6.5) ι 
X rational triple point ^ Σ is smooth, i.e. X is a line singularity. 
X rational quadruple point =9 Σ has multiplicity 3 and type 2. 
ptoo^t Immediate from (6.4). Я 
Lemma /ТУфпШеп (6.6) г 
Let Σ be a Cohen-Macaulay curve germ of multiplicity 3 and type 2. 
Then the equations for Σ can be obtained as the 2x2-minors of the 
following matrix: 
l у ζ + a b \ 
M =
 ^ c y + d г j 
Here a, b, с and d are functions only depending on x. We define the 
λ-invariant of such a curve as: 
λ(Σ) : = min(ord(a),ord(b),ord(c),ord(d)) 
Conversely, if λ(Σ) ¿ 1, then the minors of the above matrix do define 
a Cohen-Macaulay carve germ of multiplicity 3 and type 2. 
pteofa г Choose a generic projection of Σ on a line with coordinate x. 
Then Σ can be considered as the total space of a flat deformation of 
Σ intersected with χ = 0. This sub-scheme of C2 is defined by m2 = 
2 2 
(y , yz, ζ ). As these equations can be obtained from the matrix as 
above (with a=b=c=d=0), we find the indicated form for the equations 
of Σ. (A similar bigger matrix can be written down for the curves Σ 
appearing as double locus of a rational m-tuple point with nu5.) В 
%епилк (6.7) ι 
Curves of multiplicity 3 can be classified and J. Stevens has sent us 
the complete list. However, it turns oat to possible to pursue our 
arguments without going Into the fine structure of this classification. 
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PufposUlen (6.8) г 
Let Σ and coordinates χ, у, ζ as in (5.15). Let I = (Δ, ,Δ2 ,Δ3) the 
ideal of Σ defined by the minors of the matrix M. Consider the function 
*. / "l "Ζ "a 
Φ : = det(M) t C{x}[y,z] ; M:= у z + а b 
\ с у + d ζ 
where (о^, «g, a3) := x~ .(dy-cz, ad-bc, az-by), λ = λ(Σ). 
Then Φ has the following properties: 
i) Φ t ÍI. 
il) МиІЫФ) = 3i deg ( y ζ )(Φ)= 3¡ Ф(0,у.г) * О. 
ill) Consider a ЗхЗ-matríx h with entries in C{x,y,z} with generic 
constant part h0 . Then the space X defined by Φ + Η.Δ.Δ = 0 has 
precisely Σ as singular locus, has a smooth normalization X and 
the inverse image o f X n { x = 0 } o n X is a smooth curve. 
pteofa t Let us first indicate the geometrical significance of a function 
Φ having properties i) and il). The intersection of Σ with the plane 
x=c, с * 0 consists of three distinct points in the (y,z)-plane. 
Multiplying together the three linear factors describing the lines 
through the three pairs of points we get a polynomial Φ of degree 3 
in у and ζ with coefficients depending on x. A direct computation then 
shows that Φ can be written as the above determinant. The Cramer 
matrix N of 2x2-minors of M Is seen be to equal to 
( Δ, аЛ2 + ЗЛз otAj + ßAj \ Δ2 γΔ, +δΔ2 αΔ2+βΔ3 
Δ 3 ΥΔ2 + δ Δ 3 γΔ, + δΔ2 / 
(where (α,β,γ,δ) = - χ .(a.b.c.d)), which shows that the matrix M 
satisfies the rank condition, so indeed Φ « ƒ I. (see (3.31) and (4.12)). 
(We thank J. Stevens for pointing out to us that our Φ is equal to 
( V * 3 - *22У*Х> 
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Now we tarn to statement ili) of the proposition. The curve ХП{х=0} 
has an equation of the form ФІО.у.г) + G(y,z), where G starts with a 
generic quartic in y and z, because of the generlcity of h0. From this 
it follows that 5(ХП{х=0})= 3. For small values of с the curve 
ХП{х = с} has three ordinary double points, hence the XfHx = c} is 
a S-constant family of plane curves. Consequently, X has precisely Σ 
as singular locus, X is smooth and the inverse image of ХП{х=0} on 
X is smooth. В 
CotelUmi (6.9) ι 
In the above situation we have ƒ I/1 % C[x]/x\ and a C-basis for 
ƒ I/I2 is given by Φ, χ.Φ. . . . , χ λ~ 1 .Φ . 
ptûo^ г This can be checked by a direct calculation, but it is mach 
nicer to apply here a beautiful theorem of D. Mond & R. Pellikaan 
(see [M-P], thm.4.4 ) which implies that for a weakly normal surface 
X in C* with singular locus Σ and with a Gorenstein normalization X 
the module /I/I is cyclic with generator the equation F of X and as 
annihilator the (t-l)x(t-l)-minors of the (t+l)x(t+l) matrix of the 
matrix factorization of F ( as in (4.10)). In our case X is smooth by 
(6.8)iii) and t=2, so the annihilator of ƒ I/I2 is the ideal of of the 
entries of the matrix M of (6.8), which is the ideal (y.z.x ). В 
Now we have sufficiently detailed information about the structure of 
the set of all weakly normal surfaces which have a curve Σ of 
multiplicity three (and type 2): they all have an equation of the form 
F p h m : = χ
ρ
. Φ +(h.A).A 
where Φ Is as in (6.8) , h is a ЗхЗ-matrix with entries in C{x,y,z}. 
We let Χ ρ ^ Σ > be t h e snrface germ defined by Fp
 hŒ) = 0. 
Note that by (6.9) Fp
 hŒ) £ I2 if ρ i λ(Σ). 
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Lemma (6.10) t 
With the notation as above, let h be a matrix with generic constant 
part h 0 . Then the tangent cone of the surface Χ- ^(Σ) Is the cone 
over a curve С с Ρ , which has the following structure: 
Case Α: λ(Σ) ¿ 2, ρ i 2 ; С consists of four distinct lines, all passing 
through a single common point. 
Case Β: λ(Σ) i 2, ρ = 1 ; С Is an irreducible rational quartic curve 
with a unique singular point of type D , D or E6 . 
Case C: λ(Σ) = 1, ρ = 1 ; С is an irreducible rational quartic curve 
with one (A5 ), two (A3 + A, ) or three (3. A, ) singular points. 
ptaefc ι If ρ ¿ 2 then the tangent cone of Χρ^ίΣ) is determined by 
the term (Η.Δ).Δ, because Φ has multiplicity 3. If λ(Σ)22, then the 
lowest order terms in the matrix M of (6.6) are the y and z, so for 
generic h we get as tangent cone a general quartic in y and z, which 
settles case A. If ρ = 1 and λ(Σ)^2, then the lowest order term of Fp j, 
contains also a term χ.Φ. Corresponding to the cases that Ф(0,у,г) is 
equivalent to y 3 + z3, y^.z, y 3 we then find a D¿, D s or an E6 on C, 
which settles case B. The remaining case is λ(Σ) = 1, which is most 
involved. If we replace a, b, c, d In the matrix M of (6.6)by their linear 
parts, the minors of it define still a (possibly non-reduced) curve of 
multiplicity 3, which is the cone over a subscheme of Ρ of length 
3. One can check that an irreducible quartic С which contains such a 
subscheme In its singular locus has to have a total S equal to 3, hence 
is rational. For generic h only the Indicated cases do occur. В 
Theatern (6.І1) ι 
For generic h and 1 й ρ s λ (Σ) the surface Xp ι, (Σ) has as normalization 
a p-star singularity. 
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jnoo^ ι We blow πρ C3 at the origin. Let Σ' and X' be the strict 
transforms of Σ and Хр^ ^ ) . X ' will have the tangent cone of Χρ^,ίΣ) 
as exceptional divisor. If ρ¿2, then λ(Σ) * 2, so Σ' will still be a curve 
germ of multiplicity 3, and λ(Σ')=λ(Σ)-1
ι
 as one easily sees from 
blowing up the matrix M of (6.6). Also, by (6.10) , the exceptional 
divisor of X' will consist of four lines through a point, which is also 
the singular point of Σ'. Around this point the surface X' will have 
a singularity of type Xp_j },· (Σ'), as follows by looking at the equation 
Fp h in the x-chart. Because the tangent cone is reduced, X' will be 
smooth apart from this singularity. As only the constant part of h 
enters in the genericlty assumption for (6.10) and the constant part 
of h' is the same as that of h, we can thus inductively go further with 
blowing up. After p-1 blow ups we have Introduced four chains of 
rational curves of lenght p-1 and we are left with a singularity of type 
Xj
 h..(Z"). Now there are two cases: ΜΣ") * 2 and λ(Σ")=1. These 
correspond to the cases В and С of (6.10). In each of these cases the 
tangent cone of Xj ^'(Σ") is an irreducible rational quartic curve. In 
the first case we find after one further blow up still a unique special 
point of type XQ })···(Σ"')> which has by (6.8) a smooth normalization 
(and the inverse inverse image of the quartic is also smooth). In the 
second case we get after blowing up Xj ^..(Σ") a surface X'" with 
singular locus Σ"' which can have one, two or three disjoint parts. We 
claim that X'" again has a smooth normalization and that the inverse 
image of the quartic is also smooth. This can be seen by applying the 
same idea as in the proof of (5.17)iü) : around a part of Σ'" the germ 
of X '" can be considered as the total space of a family of curves with 
as special fibre the (germ of the) exceptional quartic. It is not hard 
to see that this Is a family with constant S (equal to 1, 2 or 3), which 
proves the claim. Our conclusion is that Xp ^(Σ) for generic h has 
as normalization a singularity which has as resolution graph the graph 
of the p-star singularity. By keeping track of the order of vanishing 
of the function χ along all exceptional curves, one can compute all 
the self- intersections and they are as for the p-star singularty. В 
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CatulUty (6.12)i 
Let X be weakly normal surface in Cr with (reduced) singular locus 
Σ. Assume that Σ has multiplicity 3 and type 2. Let I be the ideal of 
Σ and f=0 the equation of X. Then the base space of the semi-universal 
deformation of the normalization X of X is up to smooth factors the 
same as the base of the p-star singularity, where ρ = dim( ƒ I/(l2 +(f))). 
ptaot 1 As one has /I/I 2 % €[χ]/(χ λ ) by (6.9), there are only a finite 
number of possibilities for ƒ I/(I2 + (f)), which by (6.11) are all realized 
by projections of p-star singularities. Now apply (3.28), (4.3) and (4.4). 
To complete the picture, we compute the hull of Def(Z,X) for a 
particular nice projection of the η-star singularity. 
Let the curve Σ_ be defined by the ideal 
I = (Aj.Ajj.Ag) = ІМ2М3, ЬЛ3М Μ,Λ^) 
where Mj = Ljty.z) + x n and L, are linear forms with l^ + ^  + L^- 0. 
iemma (6.13) 1 
A basis for Τ2 is given by the classes of the normal vectors 
x ^ A j , х ч.А2, хч.Аз(я=0,1 n-1) and x 4 .B (q=0,l n-2) 
where the A, and В are 
В 
(Д1,Д2,Дз) -> ( М 2 - М з , 0 , 0 ) 
-> (0. М з - М , , 0 ) 
-• ( 0 . 0 , M j - M j j ) 
-> (Mj^Ma.Ma+Mj.Mj+Mjj) 
A basis of TorsiQjO is given by the classes of the differentials 
З х
ч
 М1.аШ2 -ЬЛ3), 
З х
ч
 Щ.<ИМ3 -M,), 
3 x q M3.d(M1 - M 2 ) J 
ptûû^t By a direct computation. 
(q=0 n-1). 
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Consider the surface X
n
 defined by F:= Δ,2 + Δ2
2
 + Ад2 = 0, which has 
as normalization X
u
 an n-star singularity. We determine the semi -
universal deformation of X
n
 by computing essentially the semi -
universal admissible deformation of Σ„<- » X„ . To formulate the 
η η 
result we need some more notation. 
ТУфпШеп (6.14) ι 
I) Let be given a natural number n i l and Ρ = Σ ^ÌO Pk 'X < ^ х ] · 
We define the bracket [P] as [P]: = Σ
 k a n P k . x
k
"
n
 · 
ii) Let C[a1 ,a2 ,a 3 ,e,b] the polynomial ring in the coefficients of 
polynomials a, , a2 . a3 ,e € C[x] of degree n-1 and b с C[x] of 
degree n-2.(So It is a polynomial ring in Sn-1 indeterminates and 
if n=l there is no b.) 
iii) Consider the following conditions on a, , e and b : 
e.aj - [eajj.b + [[e.a^.bl.b - [[[е.ар.Ь].Ь].Ь + . . . = 0 mod x" 
(The dot is multiplication of polynomials and j = 1, 2, 3.) 
Note that this a priori infinite series in fact breaks off, so these 
conditions indeed lead to polynomials In the coefficients of the 
a. , e and b. Let J
n
 be the Ideal in CCa, ,^ ,a3 ,b,e] generated by 
these polynomials. 
iv) Let B(n) := S p e d C ü a j ^ ^ . b . e ] / ^ ) . 
Tbeotem (6.15) ι 
i) The base space C(n) of a semi-universal deformation of the n-star 
singularity Χ
η
 is isomorphic to B(n)x С (n¿2) or B(l) (n=l). (The 
factor С corresponds to the cross-ratio of the four points on the 
central Ρ in the resolution graph of the n-star.) 
II) A projection of a semi-universal family for X
n
 over C(n) is given 
by the admissible family defined by the equation 
Δ.(Δ + α + λ.β) = О 
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where (remember the vector notation and summation conventions.): 
» S = Δ + Zifi a,.A, + b.B + ρ . 
a, and b as in (6.14)ii). 
A, and Bas in (6.13)0. 
ρ = (а^ + 3,-32 + a2.a3 + л3-г^). (1,1,1) 
(Δ describes the semi-nniversal deformation of Σ_.) 
η 
*
 α
 = Σ,Γ,
 α
ι · 
α, = е.(М1 >М2,М э). 
«2 = e.b.íl.l.l) + Σ,*, Z-e^.V, - Σ^, [e.ajJ.W, . 
«g = [ e . í a , ^ + а2.аз + аз-а,)^!,!,!) - Σ,?) г.Сел^.Ь. , + 
+ Σ1?, [[βΛ,Μ.λν,. 
α1 + 1= - [^.b] for i¿3. 
e and b as in (6.14)ii). 
V, =(0,-1,1). V2 = (1,0.-1), V3 = (-1,1,0). 
Wjs (O.-ÍMj+M^.Mj+Mg) . W2= Щ+М^О.-Щ+Мз)), 
А з= (-(Μ,+Мз), М2+Мз, 0). 
* The 3|, e and b satisfy the equations for B(n) (6.14)iv). 
* λ с С is the eqnisingalar parameter (absent if n=l). 
Ρ = (Μ,Μ^Ο,Ο). 
We omit the proof, which consists of many pages of straightforward 
but very tedlons compntations. Especially we would like to thank J. 
de Jong for his enthouslastic persistence to complete the computation. 
A first step in the computation consists of writing down an admissible 
first order deformation which gives precisely To* . Then one proceeds 
along the lines of (3.23). (Note that example (3.24) Is the same as 
the above one with n=l.) It is our experience that the bases chosen 
in (5.22) are quite convenient, but there might be better ones. In the 
deformation of Σ
Ώ
 there appear at most quadratic terms. This one of 
the reason that after three steps an inductive pattern for the a, 
emerges. Η 
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JZemadz (6.-16) ι 
It is easy to see two of the components of the space B(n) The first 
one Is obtained by putting e=0. Then the a, and b can be arbitrary, 
so it has dimension 4n-l. This corresponds to deformations 'which 
stay in I ' and gives rise to the Artin component. A second component 
is obtained by putting the a.l equal to zero and thus has dimension 
2n-l. These deformations include the ones for which Σ
η
 is not deformed 
at all. Note further that the equations for B(n) are linear in the a,. 
We expect that the space B(n) is flat over the b-parameter. For b=0 
the equations for B(n) define linear spaces with certain multiplicities. 
These facts suggest the truth of conjecture (6.1). 
We conclude this paragraph by giving some adjacencies for rational 
quadruple points which are quite easy to see when projected into С , 
but which are, so far as we know, not so easy to see in an other way. 
£xnmples (6.І7) ι 
i) The admissible deformation of Σ c »X
n
 described by the equation 
(Δ + t.B + t2{ì,ì,i)) = 0, gives for generic t values a surface which 
has as normalization a surface with η singular points isomorphic 
the cone over the rational normal curve of degree 4. Indeed, the 
deformation of the singular locus looks like: 
We can perform an additional deformation of this surface in such a 
way that at ρ of those η special points we get a triple point whereas 
at the other η-p points we smooth out the curve. This leads to 
deformations of the η-star singularity having precisely ρ triple points 
(0¿p£n). Hence B(n) has at least n+1 components. 
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iÜ J. Wahl describes the following deformation [Wal]: 
When projected to Cr, it can be realized by the admissible deformation 
given by the equation 
ft = (yz)2 + (y(y-x2 + tx))2 + (z(z-x2 + tx))2 + 2.txyz(y+z-x2+tx) = 0. 
0 
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NIET GEISOLEERDE HYPEROPPERVLAK SINGULARITEITEN 
SAMENVATTING 
Dit proefschrift is een voortzetting van de studie van niet 
geïsoleerde singularitelten. In hoofdstuk één bestuderen we 
hyperoppervlak singulariteiten met een gladde ééndimensionale 
singuliere locus. Het doel is het homotopy type van de Milnorvezel 
te bepalen. Dit wordt gedaan door deformaties te bekijken die 
de singuliere locus vasthouden, èn zodat op een algemeen punt van 
de singuliere locus de geïnduceerde deformatie triviaal. Door 
deformaties op te schrijven zodat in een algemene vezel alleen 
maar 'eenvoudige' singulariteiten optreden, kan men de Milnorvezel 
bepalen door de Milnorvezels van de 'eenvoudige' singulariteiten 
aan elkaar te plakken. Door technische problemen moeten we ons 
beperken tot bepaalde klasses van singulariteiten met een 
gladde ééndimensionale singuliere locus. 
In hoofdstuk twee wordt het virtuele aantal D punten 
00 
ingevoerd voor hyperopperνlakken met een ééndimensionale 
singuliere locus en transversaal A singulariteiten. Dit is een 
generalisatie van het aantal D punten dat voorkomt als men de 
00 
functie algemeen genoeg verstoort (waarbij de singuliere locus 
plat deformeert) indien de singuliere locus een volledige 
doorsnijding is. De 'continuïteit' van het virtuele aantal D 
00 
punten wordt bewezen, alsmede een formule voor de Euler 
karakteristiek van de Milnorvezel. Verder wordt aangetoond dat het 
totale virtuele aantal D punten van een compacte divisor met 
00 
ééndimensionale singuliere locus en transversaal A. 
singulariteiten in een gladde variëteit een berekenbare globale 
invariant is. 
In hoofdstuk drie wordt de formele 'toegestane' deformatie 
theorie van niet geïsoleerde singulariteiten ontwikkeld. Verder 
wordt er een verband gelegd met de deformatietheorie van normale 
oppervlak singulariteiten. Toepassingen bestaan uit een formule 
voor de dimensie van vergladdingscomponenten van normale oppervlak 
singulariteiten, alsmede bepaling van basisruimtes van semi-
uni versele deformaties van rationale quadrupel punten. Ook worden 
enkele generalisaties van formules van R. Pellikaan bewezen. 
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift 
non-isolated hypersurface singularities 
van Theo de Jong. 
1. Varchenko's afschatting van het aantal gewone dubbelpunten op projectieve 
hyperoppervlakken kan bewezen worden zonder gebruik te maken van de 
semicontinuïteit van het spectrum. 
A.N. Varchenko: On semicontinuity of the spectrum and an upper bound for 
the number of singular points of projective hypersurfaces. Soviet Math 
Dokl. 27 (1983) 735-739. 
2. Laat f € C{x,y,z> een ééndimensionale singuliere locus hebben en 
transversaal type A . Laat I het ideaal zijn dat de gereduceerde singuliere 
locus definieert. Neem aan dat de singuliere locus geen volledige doorsnijding 
2 
is en dat f e l . Dan is f irreducibel. 
3. Het rationale tripelpunt A, heeft een éénparameter deformatie zodat in 
een generieke vezel k+1 A- singulariteiten voorkomen. Bovendien kunnen in 
een generieke vezel van zo'η deformatie geen andere singulariteiten optreden. 
G. Tjurlna: Absolute isolatedness of rational singularities and triple 
rational points. Funct. Anal. Appi. 2 (1968) 324-333. 
2 3 
4. Laat φ: С » С een kiem van een eindig bepaalde quasihomogene holomorfe 
afbeelding zijn en φ een generieke verstoring van φ. Zij X. een goede 
2 
representant van φ (С ). Dan geldt: codM ,ψ) = z(Xt ) - 1, waarbij codM ,φ) de 
codimensie van φ met betrekking tot links-rechts equivalentie is en χ de 
topologische Euler karakteristiek. 
T. de Jong en G.R. Pellikaan: werk in voorbereiding. 
5. De landbouwsanering samen met de nieuwe maatregelen met betrekking tot de 
studiefinanciering maken het voor boerenzonen c.q. boerendochters wel erg 
moeilijk om te gaan studeren. 
6. Het moet mogeli'jk zijn aspecten van de economie uit te leggen zonder 
daarbij beledigend op te treden. De paragraaf " De varkenscyclus" in het boek 
"De kern van de economie, deel II", waarin Prof. A. Heertje doet voorkomen dat 
alle varkenshouders dom zijn, dient dan ook herschreven te worden. 
A. Heertje: De kern van de economie dl II. Vierde druk. Stenfert Kroese, 
Leiden 1977. 
7. Het is verwonderlijk dat er mensen zijn die trots zijn op het feit dat ze 
niet weten wat een priemgetal is. 
8.Het zal Jos Brink niet lukken veertien moeders van veertien kinderen in zijn 
programma "Wedden dat" te krijgen. 




